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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit behandelt die kontinuumsmechanische Beschreibung und
die numerische Simulation von Materialien, die größenabhängiges Verhalten
aufweisen. Besondere Beachtung findet dabei die numerische Modellierung dünner
Materialschichten, die aus heterogenen oder mikrostrukturierten Materialien beste-
hen. Diese Ziele werden durch die Verwendung eines mikromorphen Kontinuums
und mithilfe von Homogenisierungsverfahren erreicht, die es erlauben, gleichzeitig
mehrere räumliche Skalen zu betrachten.
Motivation
Grössenabhängige Effekte. Materialen, obgleich sie makroskopisch homogen
erscheinen mögen, besitzen normalerweise eine ausgeprägte Mikrostruktur, wenn
sie auf besonders kleinen Skalen betrachtet werden. Ihre Mikrobestandteile,
die auf aufsteigenden Skalen zutage treten, sind zum Beispiel Atome, Moleküle,
Einkristalle, Mehrkristalle oder einzelne Körner. Während Methoden der Atom-
istik, der Molekulardynamik oder partikelbasierte Methoden diesen einzelnen Be-
standteilen Rechnung tragen, löst der phänomenologische Zugang, der in der Kon-
tinuumsmechanik verfolgt wird, diese Einheiten nicht einzeln auf. Ihre kontinuier-
liche Repräsentation behandelt die effektiven globalen Eigenschaften, die in Feld-
gleichungen beschrieben werden. Diese Vorgehensweise bildet das tatsächliche Ver-
halten sehr gut ab, solange sich die räumlichen Skalen des Kontinuums und die der
zugrundeliegenden Mikrostruktur ummehrere Größenordnungen unterscheiden. In
üblichen Ingenieuranwendungen genügt dieses Kontinuumsbeschreibung vollkom-
men, insbesondere, wenn sie mit ausgefeilten konstitutiven Modellen einhergeht,
die ein komplexes Materialverhalten abbilden. Wenn jedoch die betrachtete Struk-
tur oder Probe klein gegenüber ihrer intrinsischen Mikrostruktur ist, treten aus-
geprägte Größeneffekte auf. Solche Größeneffekte, wie sie beispielsweise von Aifan-
tis (1984), Fleck et al. (1994) berichtet wurden, wirken sich typischerweise als
höhere Steifigkeit bei kleinerer Probengröße aus, wenn sich die Probengröße einer
charakteristischen Abmessung der intrinsischen Mikrostruktur annähert.
Heterogene Materialien. Neben der intrinsischen Mikrostruktur, die durch die
beispielsweise molekulare oder polykristalline Beschaffenheit der jeweiligen Ma-
terie ins Spiel kommt, besitzen auch viele Materialien strukturelle Inhomogenitäten.
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Solche Heterogenitäten zeigen sich bespielsweise als Risse, kleine Einschlüsse oder
Hohlräume. Sie treten unter anderem in faserverstärkten Ingenieurmaterialien, wie
zum Beispiel Metal–Polymer-Matrix-Materialien, Beton, oder in natürlich vorkom-
menden Verbundmaterialien, wie z. B. geologischen Konglomeraten, auf. Weitere
Beispiele liegen in Metalllegierungen, Polymermischungen, porösen oder gerissenen
Medien, sowie polykristallinen Materialien. Neben den Materialeigenschaften des
umgebenden Matrixmaterials bestimmen die jeweiligen Eigenschaften dieser Hete-
rogenitäten die Gesamteigenschaften des Materials. Dabei beeinflussen sowohl die
eigentlichen Materialeigenschaften des zugrundeliegenden Materials als auch die
Größe, die Form und die räumliche Verteilung der Heterogenitäten die globale Ma-
terialantwort. Wenn Heterogenitäten regelmäßig im Material verteilt sind, können
homogenisierte Modelle eingesetzt werden, um die Eigenschafte des Gesamtma-
terials zu erfassen, ohne dabei die individuellen Bestandteile einzeln erfassen zu
müssen.
Materialschichten. Adhäsive Schichten, die zwei Festkörper miteinander
verbinden und dabei kohäsive Kräfte übertragen, kommen in vielen Ingenieuran-
wendungen vor. Schweißverbindungen, adhäsive Klebeverbindungen, laminierte
Verbundstrukturen, Baumaterialien wie beispielsweise Mauerwerk, sowie geolo-
gische Materialien sind nur einige Beispiele. In vielen Fällen verhält sich das Ma-
terial in der verbindenden Schicht bedeutend weicher als das des angrenzenden
Festkörpers, so dass die Verformung stark in dieser Schicht konzentriert sein wird.
Eine Modellierung einer solchen Schicht kann daher erreicht werden, indem es als
Diskontinuität innerhalb eines kontinuierlichen Mediums angesehen wird. Solche
werden üblicherweise als kohäsive Grenzfläche dargestellt, die sich durch ihre Ver-
schiebungssprung auszeichnet und die kohäsive Kräfte überträgt. Das konstitu-
tive Verhalten einer solchen Grenzfläche wird gewöhnlich durch ein sogenanntes
kohäsives Gesetz oder Kraft–Verschiebungssprung-Gesetz beschrieben. Allerdings
stößt diese phänomenologische Modellierung an die Grenze ihrer Anwendbarkeit,
wenn die Materialschicht eine ausgeprägte intrinsische Mikrostruktur oder eine he-
terogene Mikrostruktur aufweist. Im letzten Fall wird diese Heterogenität großen
Einfluss auf das globale Verhalten ausüben. Daher ist es wünschenswert, anstatt
einer vorab getroffenen konstitutiven Annahme diesen Einfluss direkt zu model-
lieren. Für besonders dünne Materialschichten, deren zugrundeliegende intrin-
sische Mikrostruktur relativ groß ist, werden die oben genannten Größeneffekte
auftreten. Daher soll eine Methode zur Einbeziehung von Heterogenitäten auch
gleichzeitig diese Größeneffekte abbilden.
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Stand der Forschung
In der Angewandten und der Numerischen Mechanik existieren Lösungsansätze, um
die zuvor genannten Probleme anzugehen. Im folgenden soll ein kurzer Überblick
gegeben werden.
Generalisierte Kontinua zur Behandlung von Größeneffekten. In der
Kontinuumsmechanik stellen sogenannte generalisierte Kontinuumstheorien
anspruchsvollere Kontinuumstheorien dar, die besonders gut geeignet sind, um
die erwähnten Größeneffekte abzubilden. Die zusätzliche Komplexität liegt dabei
entweder in der Einbeziehung höherer Gradienten der Verschiebung oder zusätz-
licher kinematischer Freiheitsgrade. Ihre Entstehung geht auf die wegweisende
Momentenspannungstheorie der Gebrüder Cosserat and Cosserat (1909) zurück,
die zusätzliche Rotationsfreiheitsgrade an jedem materiellen Punkt im Kontinuum
annahmen. In den Sechzigerjahren wurde diese Idee von Mindlin and Tiersten
(1962), Mindlin (1963, 1964, 1965), Mindlin and Eshel (1968), Koiter (1964),
Toupin (1962, 1964) sowie Eringen (1964, 1968) aufgegriffen und weiterentwik-
kelt. Die Theorien beziehen einen Größeneffekt durch die Einführung einer
internen Länge als konstitutiven Parameter ein.
Generalisierte Kontinua und davon abgeleitete Konzepte werden vor allem auch in
Verbindung mit irreversiblem Materialverhalten geschätzt. Herausragende Beispiel
dafür sind zum einen die Formulierungen, die unter dem Synonym Gradientenplas-
tizität (z. B. Fleck and Hutchinson (1993), Polizzotto and Borino (1998), Menzel
and Steinmann (2000), Liebe and Steinmann (2001)) zusammengefasst sind und
zum anderen diejenigen, die zu mikromorphen Plastizitätstheorien (z. B. Steinmann
and Willam (1991), Borst (1991), Grammenoudis and Tsakmakis (2001)) gehören.
Neben dem Vorteil, dass diese Formulierungen Größeneffekte in einem Bereich irre-
versibler Verformung abbilden, spielen sie eine entscheidende Rolle in der Regular-
isierung lokalisierten entfestigenden Materialverhaltens.
Mehrskalenmodellierung mittels Homogenisierung. Zur kontinuumsmecha-
nischen und numerischen Modellierung heterogener Materialien wurden ver-
schiedene Konzepte entwickelt, die mehrere Skalen einbeziehen. Während das
theoretische Konzept der Homogenisierung weitgehend auf den wegweisenden Ar-
beiten von Hill (1963, 1972) aufbaut, hat die numerischen Mehrskalenmodellierung
innerhalb des letzten Jahrzehnts zahlreiche Wissenschaftler beschäftigt. Was alle
Mehrskalenmethoden gemeinsam haben, ist ein Procedere, um die globalen ma-
kroskopischen Charakteristiken eines heterogenen Materials zu bestimmen. Dabei
müssen sie eine angemessene Methode der Mittelung über eine sorgfältig gewählten
Teil des makroskopischen Körpers vorhalten, um die Gesamteigenschaften mit den
Mikro-Eigenschaften in Beziehung zu setzen (Hill, 1963, 1972, Nemat-Nasser and
ix
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Hori, 1999). Unter den verschiedensten Mehrskalenmethoden in der Mechanik
beschränken wir uns auf die direkten Mikro–Makro-Methoden. Hierbei werden
die maßgeblichen Spannungs–Dehnungsbeziehungen am makroskopischen Punkt
ermittelt, indem separate Berechnungen in einem repräsentativen Volumenelement
durchgeführt werden. Um die konstitutiven Eigenschaften des (Makro-) Kontinu-
ums aus den Eigenschaften und der Struktur des zugrundeliegenden Mikrobeschaf-
fenheit zu erhalten, wird das repräsentativen Volumenelement Randbedingungen
unterworfen, die durch gleichförmige Kontinuumsfelder auf der Makroebene dik-
tiert werden.
Numerische Umsetzungen dieser direkten Mehrskalenmethoden innerhalb der
Methode der Finiten Elemente wurden zum Beispiel in den Beiträgen von Miehe
et al. (1999a,b, 2002a,b,c), Miehe and Koch (2002), Feyel and Chaboche (2000),
sowie Smit et al. (1998) und Kouznetsova et al. (2001, 2002, 2004) vorgestellt.
Dabei besteht das numerische Mehrskalenmodell aus zwei Ebenen, einer Makro-
und einer Mikroebene und wurde daher von Feyel and Chaboche (2000) auch als
FE2 bezeichnet. Auf der Makroebene wird ein diskretisiertes Randwertproblem völ-
lig ohne konstitutive Routinen formuliert. In den Integrationspunkten eines jeden
finiten Elements dieser Ebene wird hingegen die Materialantwort mithilfe eines zu-
grundeliegenden repräsentativen Volumenelements ausgewertet. Dieses repräsen-
tative Volumenelement modelliert die Mikrostruktur, die ebenfalls diskretisiert wird
und einen konstitutiven Ansatz enthält. Das Mikrorandwertproblem wird auf
diesem RVE unter Randbedingungen gelöst, die von der Makroebene bestimmt
werden. Die Makrospannung und ein konstitutiver Tangentenoperator werden zur
Makroebene zurückgegeben.
Materialschichten. Eine Materialschicht wird in der Mechanik üblicherweise als
kohäsive Grenzschicht innerhalb eines Kontinuums behandelt. Die darin auftre-
tende Deformation, nämlich die Klaffung zwischen gegenüberliegenden Seiten der
Grenzschicht und die übertragende Kraft werden vektoriell und getrennt vom
umgebenden Kontinuum beschrieben. Für die konstitutive Beziehung innerhalb der
Grenzschicht wurden kohäsive Gesetze vorgeschlagen. Die meisten sind für Ver-
sagensprozesse entwickelt worden, siehe z. B. Needleman (1987, 1990a,b), Tver-
gaard and Hutchinson (1992), Xu and Needleman (1993), Ortiz and Pandolfi (1999)
sowie Nguyen et al. (2001). Die meisten Ansätze nehmen eine tangential und nor-
mal entkoppelte Antwort an. Numerisch kann eine solche kohäsive Grenzschicht
einfach durch ein kohäsives "Interface"- oder Übergangselement abgebildet werden
(Beer, 1985, Schellekens and de Borst, 1993a,b).
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Ziele und Inhalte der Arbeit
Ziele. Aus den Beobachtung von Größeneffekten, heterogenen Materialien sowie
Materialschichten leiten sich einige Herausforderungen im Sinne der numerischen
Kontinuumsmechanik ab. Die daraus hervorgehenden Ziele der Arbeit werden
im Folgenden vorgestellt. Eine numerische Mehrskalenmethode für die Model-
lierung von Materialschichten mit heterogener Mikrostruktur wird benötigt. Ein
angemessener numerischer Rahmen zur Einbettung in die Finite-Elemente-Methode
soll besonders auch Größeneffekten Rechnung tragen. Daher soll ein generalisiertes
Kontinuum auf einer zugrundeliegenden feineren Skala eingesetzt werden. Auf-
grund seiner günstigen Eigenschaften im Hinblicke auf die numerischen Simula-
tion, soll zu diesem Zweck ein mikromorphes Kontinuum verwendet werden. Um
eine solche numerische Homogenisierung unter Einbindung eines mikromorphen
Kontinuums durchführen zu können, muss ein passendes numerisches Schema ent-
wickelt werden. Es wird ein konstitutiver und numerischer Rahmen angestrebt, der
große Deformationen zulässt. Darauf aufbauend soll die Methode der materiellen
Kräfte auf das mikromorphe Kontinuum angewandt werden.
Im Zusammenhang der generalisierten Kontinua soll das Augenmerk auch auf
inelastische konstitutive Formulierungen solcher Theorien gelenkt werden. Beste-
hende Theorien sollen analysiert und klassifiziert werden und neue Möglichkeiten
aufgezeigt werden.
Inhalt. Zunächst wird ein kurzer Überblick über generalisierte Kontinuumsthe-
orien gegeben. Danach wird die mikromorphe Kontinuumstheorie unter der An-
nahme von hyperelastischem Materialverhalten genauer beleuchtet. Dabei wird
ein konstitutiver Ansatz getroffen und eine numerische Formulierung eingeführt.
Aufgrund der dualen Formulierung im Sinne der Deformations- und der Kon-
figurationsmechanik wird die Methode der Materiellen Kräfte angewandt. Nu-
merische Beispiele demonstrieren die charakteristischen Eigenschaften des Kon-
tinuums. Um die Homogenisierung von Materialschichten vorzubereiten, wird
zunächst ein Einblick in übliche Homogenisierungsmethoden, angewandt auf Kon-
tinua, gewährt. Darauf aufbauend wird eine Methode entwickelt, die die nu-
merische Homogenisierung besagter Materialschichten ermöglicht. Dabei wer-
den zunächst heterogene Mikrostrukturen betrachtet, die sich mit klassischen For-
mulierung modellieren lassen. Darauf aufbauend, wird das Konzept erweitert und
eine der Materialschicht zugrundeliegende mikromorphe Mesostruktur betrachtet,
die Größeneffekte aufweist. Numerische Beispiele demonstrieren die erfolgreiche
Umsetzung dieser numerischen Homogenisierungsmethoden. In einem weiteren
Kapitel wird auf Formulierungen generalisierter Plastizität eingegangen. Die Arbeit
schließt mit einer Zusammenfassung und einem Ausblick auf sich ergebende weitere
Herausforderungen.
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Nomenclature
Tensors Tensors of zeroth order or rather scalar quantities (such as material pa-
rameters) are denoted by italic letters. Vectors (tensors of first order) as well as
tensors of second and third order are denoted by boldface italic letters. Tensors of
fourth or higher order are denoted by sans-serif bold-face letters. Their representa-
tion w. r. t. a kartesian basis is presented in the following:
a = ai e i ,
A = Ai j e i ⊗ e j ,
C = Ci jk e i ⊗ e j ⊗ ek ,
E= Ei jkl e i ⊗ e j ⊗ ek ⊗ e l .
Inner tensor products Between two third-order tensors the product A
i, j
: B sym-
bolises the contraction over the i-th and the j-th index and thus yields a second-
order tensor, while the product denoted by A : ·B means the contraction over all
three indices and thus results in a scalar.
A · B = Ai jB jk e i ⊗ ek , A : B = Ai jBi j ,
C :·D = Ci jkDi jk , C
1,2
: D = Ci jkDi jl ek ⊗ e l ,
C
2,3
: D = Ci jkDl jk e i ⊗ e l , C
1,3
: D = Ci jkDilk e j ⊗ e l .
Dyadic tensor products The regular and the modified dyadic products of two
second-order tensors are defined through the relations
A⊗ B = Ai jBkl e i ⊗ e j ⊗ ek ⊗ e l ,
A⊗B = AikB jl e i ⊗ e j ⊗ ek ⊗ e l ,
A⊗B = AilB jk e i ⊗ e j ⊗ ek ⊗ e l .
xiii
Nomenclature
Identity tensors
I identity tensor of second order
I= I⊗ I identity tensor of fourth order
Isym = 1
2
[I⊗ I + I⊗ I] symmetric identity tensor of fourth order
Operators
O (•n) terms of order m≥ n
(·)
t transpose
(·)
−1 inverse
∂•(·) partial derivative with respect to •
∇(·) spatial gradient
∇sym = 1
2
[∇+∇t] symmetric gradient operator
∇N(·) =∇(·) · N normal gradient operator
∇T (·) tangential gradient operator
L (·) a differential operator
∇X(·) gradient with respect to material placement
∇x (·) gradient with respect to spatial placement
Div (·) =∇X(·) : I divergence with respect to material placement
div (·) =∇x (·) : I divergence with respect to spatial placement
∆(·) = div (∇(·)) Laplace operator
Dδ(·) variation at fixed material placement X
dδ(·) variation at fixed spatial placement x
J·K jump
∆(·) finite element
d(·) infinitesimal element
δ(·) variation
Fundamental mechanical quantities
t time
P material point
B material body
S material line
U total-energy density
W stored-energy density
V external-energy density
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Nomenclature
v external surface potential-energy density
S set of state variables
C consitutive functional
F yield function
D dissipation
R nonlocality residual
Geometric quantities
x spatial placement of a material point P
X material placement of a material point P
M , N tangential / outward normal vector on a material surface
m, n tangential / outward normal vector on a spatial surface
S, s material / spatial line element
V , v material / spatial volume
A, a material / spatial area
w, h width / height
Kinematic quantities
u displacement
w˜ fluctuation
ϕ deformation map of the spatial-motion problem
F deformation gradient of the spatial-motion problem
H displacement gradient of the spatial-motion problem
E Green-Lagrange strain
G gradient of the deformation gradient of the spatial-motion
problem
F¯ micro-deformation map of the spatial-motion problem
G¯ gradient of micro-deformation map of the spatial-motion
problem
J Jacobian determinant of the spatial-motion problem
K total curvature = twice mean curvature
Φ deformation map of the material-motion problem
f deformation gradient of the material-motion problem
f¯ micro-deformation map of the material-motion problem
g¯ gradient of micro-deformation map of the material-motion
problem
j Jacobian determinant of the material-motion problem
ǫ strain
xv
Nomenclature
η strain gradient
ǫ¯ (micromorphic) micro-strain
η¯ (micromorphic) micro-strain gradient
Force and stress quantities
b spatial body force
B material body force
P (macro) stress of Piola type
Q double stress of Piola type in a gradient continuum
P¯ micro stress of Piola type in a micromorphic continuum
Q¯ double stress of Piola type in a micromorphic continuum
t spatial macro traction vector
t¯ spatial double traction tensor in a micromorphic contin-
uum
σ (macro) stress tensor of Cauchy type
τ double stress of Cauchy type in a gradient continuum
σ¯ micro stress of Cauchy type in a micromorphic continuum
τ¯ double stress of Cauchy type in a micromorphic continuum
p macro stress of Piola type of the material-motion problem
p¯ micro stress of Piola type of the material-motion problem
in a micromorphic continuum
q¯ double stress of Piola type of the material-motion problem
in a micromorphic continuum
T material macro traction vector
T¯ material double traction tensor of the material-motion
problem in a micromorphic continuum
Σ macro stress of Eshelby type of the material-motion prob-
lem
Σ¯ micro stress of Eshelby type of the material-motion prob-
lem in a micromorphic continuum
τ¯ double stress of Eshelby type of the material-motion prob-
lem in a micromorphic continuum
Material parameters
E Young’s modulus
ν Poisson’s ration
λ Lamé constant
µ= G Lamé constant (shear modulus)
xvi
Nomenclature
l internal length
p scale-transition parameter
γ plastic Lagrange multiplier
Sub- and superscripts
(·)sym symmetric
(·)lin linear
(·)nonlin nonlinear
(·)pre prescribed
(·)0 quantity w. r. t. material reference
(·)t quantity w. r. t. to spatial reference
(·)P quantity w. r. t. Piola-type macro stress (spatial-motion
problem)
(·)Q¯, (·)Q quantity w. r. t. Piola-type double stress (spatial-motion
problem) for the micromorphic and the gradient contin-
uum, respectively
(·)σ quantity w. r. t. Cauchy-type macro stress (spatial-motion
problem)
(·)τ¯, (·)τ quantity w. r. t. Cauchy-type double stress (spatial-motion
problem) for the micromorphic and the gradient contin-
uum, respectively
(·)e elastic
(·)p plastic
(·)ext external
(·)int internal
(·)i independent
(·)d dependent
Numerical quantities
(·)h interpolated quantity
(·)e element quantity
N element shape functions
(·)I , (·)J nodal indices w. r. t. element test functions
(·)L, (·)M nodal indices w. r. t. element trial functions
ne
ϕ
number of elemental nodes with degree of freedom ϕ
ne
F¯
number of elemental nodes with degree of freedom F¯
nel total number of elements
npre total number of nodes with prescribed deformation
xvii
Nomenclature
∆(·) increment
nel
A
e=1
assembly operator over all elements
R residual vector
K stiffness matrix
Cdi dependency matrix
f nodal spatial force vector
f¯ nodal spatial double force vector
F nodal material force vector
F¯ nodal configurational double force tensor
Multiscale nomenclature
c(·) quantity at the macro level
(·) quantity at the level of the representative volume element
(¯·) micromorphic micro quantities
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1 Introduction
This thesis deals with the continuum mechanical description and the numerical
simulation of materials that exhibit size-dependent behaviour. Special emphasis
is placed on the numerical modelling of thin material layers that consist of het-
erogeneous or microstructured material. These tasks are achieved by the use of
a micromorphic continuum and homogenization procedures to account for several
scales at once.
1.1 Motivation
Size dependence. Materials, although they appear macroscopically homoge-
neous, usually possess a distinct microstructure when viewing them at particu-
larly fine spatial scales. Their microconstituents, which are focused at ascending
spatial scales, are for instance atoms, molecules, single crystals, polycrystals, or
grains. While approaches in atomistics, molecular dynamics, or particle methods,
respectively, can account for these individual constituents of the matter, the phe-
nomenological approach pursued in continuum mechanics does not individually re-
solve these entities. Its blurred representation rather deals with the effective global
properties, which are captured in field equations. This phenomenological modus
operandi works well if the spatial scales of the continuum at the upper end, and
that of the underlying microstructure at a very fine scale, differ by many orders.
In common engineering practise, the continuum approach fully suffices, especially
when it is combined with elaborate constitutive models accounting for a complex
material behaviour. However, if a structure or a specimen under consideration is
comparatively small with respect to its intrinsic microstructure, size effects become
pronounced. Such size effects were for instance experimentally reported by Aifantis
(1984), Fleck et al. (1994) and Stölken and Evans (1998) for metals and discussed
by e. g. Bazant and co-workers (Bazant et al., 1976, Bazant, 2000) for structures,
for concrete and brittle geomaterials. These size effects typically appear as a stiffer
response at a smaller specimen size, i. e. when the specimen size approaches a typi-
cal length of the intrinsic microstructure. They are not reproduced with the classical
(or rather local) continuum theory. Instead, so-called generalized continua can be
employed, which are well-suited to account for the predicted size effects.
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Heterogeneous Materials. Besides the intrinsic microstructure given by e. g. the
atomistic, molecular, or polycrystal nature of the respective matter, many materials
contain structural inhomogeneities. Such heterogeneities can for instance appear as
cracks, small inclusions, or voids (Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1999). They can typically
be found in fibre-reinforced materials such as metal–polymer matrix, concrete, or
in natural materials, e. g. in geological conglomerates. Further examples are metal
alloy systems, polymer blends, porous and cracked media, polycrystalline materials.
Besides the material properties of the surrounding matrix material, the particular
properties of these heterogeneities rule the aggregate properties of the material.
Thereby, the properties of the underlying material itself, as well as the size, the
shape, and the spatial distribution influence the global response (Kouznetsova et al.,
2001). When the heterogeneities are distributed in a regular manner, rather than
modelling each constituent individually, smeared models can account for the overall
aggregate properties.
Material layers. Adhesive layers that connect two bulk materials, while they
transmit cohesive tractions, are found in many engineering materials applications.
Solder connections, adhesive bonding layers, laminated composite structures, build-
ing materials such as masonry, as well as geomaterials, are only some notable ex-
amples, two of which are illustrated in Figure 1.1. In most cases, the material in
the connecting layer is significantly weaker than that of the surrounding bulk ma-
terial and thus the deformation will be strongly localized to this layer. A modelling
of such layers can be achieved by considering them as discontinuities within a con-
tinuous medium. To this end, they are represented by a cohesive interface that is
governed by its opening and incorporates a cohesive traction, which is transmitted
across. The constitutive behaviour is traditionally handled with a so-called cohesive
or rather traction–separation law. However, this phenomenological approach to the
constitutive behaviour in the material layers, reaches its limit of applicability when
the material layer possesses an intrinsic microstructure or heterogeneities.
If such a material layer possesses a heterogeneous microstructure, this hetero-
geneity will strongly effect the global response. Rather than using a priori consti-
tutive assumptions within the layer, it is desirable to model this influence of the
heterogeneous microstructure on the macro response.
For remarkably thin material layers with an underlying material microstructure
that is not of orders smaller than the layer’s thickness, the above-mentioned size
effects will arise. As an examples for such layers we may mention mortar layers in
masonry or thin polymeric glues. Thus, a methodology that determines the global
response based on the micro properties, shall furthermore reproduce these size ef-
fects.
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Figure 1.1: Example for a material interfaces within a bulk material of different properties:
Rock with material layer of different properties; circular polyurethane tensile-
test specimen, semi-cured (courtesy of Gunnar Possart).
1.2 Approaches to the modelling of size effects,
heterogeneities, material layers
For the problems motivated in the preceding section, methods within the field
of applied and computational mechanics have been developed. Particular a brief
overview of existing methods to handle size effects, of heterogeneous media and to
treat material layers is given in the following.
Generalized continua to account for size effects. Within the framework of
continuum mechanics, so-called generalized continuum theories represent more
sophisticated continuum theories which are particularly suited to account for the
above-mentioned size effects. Their additional sophistication lies either in the con-
sideration of higher gradients of the displacement or of additional kinematic degrees
of freedom. The development of these generalized continua bases on the pioneering
couple-stress theory of the brothers Cosserat and Cosserat (1909), who considered
additional rotational degrees of freedom at each continuum point. In the 1960s,
this idea was taken up and further refined by Mindlin and Tiersten (1962), Mindlin
(1963, 1964, 1965), Mindlin and Eshel (1968), Koiter (1964), Toupin (1962, 1964)
as well as Eringen (1964, 1968). Two important resulting theories, i. e. the gradient
continuum and the micromorphic continuum, are closely illuminated in Chapter 2.
They incorporate a size effect by the introduction of a so-called internal length as a
constitutive parameter.
Generalized continua and derived methodologies have been especially appreci-
ated in connection with irreversible material behaviour. Notable examples are the
formulations gathered under the synonym gradient plasticity (Fleck and Hutchin-
son, 1993, Polizzotto and Borino, 1998, Menzel and Steinmann, 2000, Liebe and
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Steinmann, 2001) and those belonging to micromorphic plasticity (Steinmann and
Willam, 1991, Borst, 1991, Grammenoudis and Tsakmakis, 2001). Besides the ad-
vantage that these formulations capture size effects in an irreversible range of defor-
mation, they play a decisive role in the regularization of localized strain in softening
materials. The internal length mentioned above is either taken into account within
the constitutive assumption for the elastic free energy, or within the flow rule.
Multiscale modelling by means of homogenization. For the continuum-
mechanical and the numerical modelling of heterogeneous materials, various con-
cepts have been developed that regard multiple scales. While the theoretical concept
of homogenization primarily builds on the pioneering contributions of Hill (1963,
1972), numerous researchers have been concerned with the numerical multiscale
modelling of heterogeneous materials within the last decade.
All homogenization techniques have in common a procedure for determining
the macroscopic overall characteristics of a heterogeneous material. Thereby to
relate the global or rather aggregate properties to the micro-properties at a well-
chosen portion of the macroscopic body, they must provide an appropriate averag-
ing method (Hill, 1963, 1972, Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1999). Several approaches
involving a multiscale consideration have been pursued, for instance the rule of mix-
ture, the theory of porous media, the self-consistent or effective-medium approxi-
mation, the asymptotic homogenization theory, unit cell methods (see Kouznetsova
(2002) and references cited therein). While these various approaches remain un-
touched in the present work, we focus on direct micro–macro methods. Herein
the relevant stress–strain relationships at a macroscopic point are estimated by per-
forming separate calculations on a representative volume element (RVE). In order
to obtain the constitutive properties of the continuum in terms of the properties
and the structure of the microconstituents, the underlying representative volume
element accounting for the heterogeneous medium is subject to prescribed bound-
ary data which corresponds to the uniform local continuum fields (Nemat-Nasser
and Hori, 1999). Numerical implementations of these direct multiscale approaches
within the finite-element method were for instance performed in the contributions
of Miehe et al. (1999a,b, 2002a,b,c), Miehe and Koch (2002), Feyel and Chaboche
(2000), as well as of Smit et al. (1998), Kouznetsova et al. (2001, 2002, 2004).
Thereby the computational multiscale framework, also referred to as FE2 by Feyel
and Chaboche (2000), consists of two levels, a macro and a micro level. On the
macro scale a discretized boundary value problem is stated without any constitutive
routine. At the integration points of the finite elements at this level, the constitutive
macro response is evaluated within an underlying RVE. This RVE contains a micro-
structure, which itself is discretized and provides a constitutive framework. The
micro boundary value problem is solved on the RVE subject to boundary conditions
uniformly imposed from the macro level. The macro stress and a material tangent
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operator are passed to the macro level.
Treatment of material layers. Mechanically a material layer can be treated as
a cohesive interface within a continuum. The deformation jump, i. e. the separa-
tion between opposite edges of the interface, and the traction within such interface
are described vectorially and separately from the surrounding continuum. For the
constitutive relation within this interface, cohesive laws have been proposed that
relate the transmitted traction and the deformation jump across the interface. Most
of them concern failure, as e. g. the contributions of Needleman (1987, 1990a,b),
Tvergaard and Hutchinson (1992), Xu and Needleman (1993), Ortiz and Pandolfi
(1999), Nguyen et al. (2001). Most approaches assume that the tangential and
normal responses of the interface are uncoupled, and therefore might not properly
account for mixed-mode loading conditions. Remedies for the constitutive treat-
ment of this more general case were e. g. proposed by van den Bosch et al. (2006).
Computationally, the cohesive layer can be straightforwardly modelled as a cohesive
interface element (Beer, 1985, Schellekens and de Borst, 1993a,b). Such interface
elements also find their application in the context of localized plastic yielding (Lars-
son et al., 1993, Miehe and Schröder, 1994, Steinmann and Betsch, 2000).
Only very few approaches exist in the literature which model material layers un-
der consideration of their distinct microstructure or their size dependence, respec-
tively. Two contributions are know to the author which involve a homogenisation
of a adhesive material layer or rather interface. The recent multiscale approach of
Matous et al. (2008) treats them as interfaces and extracts the traction–separation
law from a homogenisation. Thereby it is restricted to small strain and does not in-
volve the solution of a macro boundary value problem. The contribution of Larsson
and Zhang (2007) considers an interface within a a micro system exhibiting size de-
pendence by a homogenisation with a micropolar framework at the macro level and
an underlying microstructure treated as a standard continuum. This higher-order
approach is also pursued within a small-strain framework and lacks the solution of
global boundary value problems involving both the interface and the surrounding
bulk.
1.3 Goals of the work
In Section 1.1 the phenomena of size effects, heterogeneous material and material
layers were introduced. The state of the art to treat these difficulties was pointed
out in Section 1.2. In this context, certain challenges evolve that shall be addressed
in this thesis.
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Multiscale modelling of material layers. It is evident that a numerical multi-
scale framework for the multiscale modelling of material layers with heterogeneous
microstructure is needed. An appropriate numerical framework involving the finite-
element method, shall especially reveal size effects. This motivates us to incorporate
a generalized continuum at an underlying finer scale. Due to some of its convenient
characteristics when it comes to the numerical implementation, a micromorphic
continuum is addressed to this end.
Numerical framework for a micromorphic continuum at finite deformations.
The aim to achieve such a computational homogenization involving a micromorphic
continuum calls for a befitting computational framework for the latter. Based on the
theoretical developments by Eringen, which are synopsised in his monograph (Erin-
gen, 1999), and others, e. g. Kirchner and Steinmann (2005), a numerical frame-
work is addressed. To this end a constitutive framework shall be established allow-
ing for finite deformations.
Configurational mechanics of generalized continua. Benefiting from a com-
prehensive examination of both the continuum and the computational framework
of the micromorphic continuum, the application of the configurational-mechanics
perspective and in particular the material-force method is aspired. Heretofore, only
a few approaches exist that enlighten generalized continua from a configurational-
mechanics perspective, as for instance Kirchner and Steinmann (2005). However,
despite this elaborate theoretical framework for gradient elasticity in this contribu-
tion, a corresponding numerical framework is still lacking. To this end, the material-
force method shall be reformulated for the micromorphic continuum.
Concepts of generalized plasticity. With the insight given into generalized con-
tinuum theories in general and the micromorphic continuum in particular, it is de-
sirable to further move focus onto plastic constitutive frameworks for generalized
continua. The existing formulations of both gradient and micromorphic plasticity
shall be analysed and classified. Resulting from this overview on the respective
features, new formulations shall be found which anticipate further advances in the
modelling of reversible size-dependent deformation processes.
1.4 Outline
This thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 (Generalized continuum theories). A brief introduction into general-
ized continuum theories is given. Based upon the key characteristics with respect
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to their kinematic assumptions, the classical continuum, the second-order gradient
continuum, and the micromorphic continuum is illuminated more closely. Besides
the essential continuum-mechanical frameworks at finite strain, the corresponding
geometrically linear framework of each of these three theories is briefly recalled.
Chapter 3 (Micromorphic hyperelasticity). A micromorphic continuum formula-
tion is presented in the context of both the spatial- and the material-motion problem.
For both approaches, the kinematics as well as the balance relations together with
the various representations of the occurring stress fields are derived. The relations
between the spatial-motion problem and the material-motion problem quantities
are examined in detail. Upon a hyperelastic constitutive assumption a finite-element
approximation is derived and the material-force method, which is especially suited
for defect-mechanics problems, is successfully applied to the present micromorphic
continuum theory.
Chapter 4 (Computational homogenization of a continua). The theoretical and the
computational homogenization framework is discussed for a heterogeneous contin-
uum described by a classical continuum at the macro level. Thereby two cases of
underlying microstructures are considered: In the first case, a classical continuum
occupies the representative volume element. Especially in view of the following
chapters, the more sophisticated case of a micromorphic mesostructure modelled at
the level of this representative volume element is treated.
Chapter 5 (Computational homogenization of heterogeneous material layers). A
computational homogenization procedure for a material layer that possesses an un-
derlying heterogeneous microstructure is introduced. This layer is resolved as a
cohesive interface element and the underlying microstructure is treated as a contin-
uum. A multiscale analysis involving a homogenization is performed to obtain the
macroscopic material properties in the material layer based upon the microstruc-
tural properties. An admissible scale transition is guaranteed via customised bound-
ary conditions, which account for the deformation modes in the interface and con-
sider the height of the material layer. On the basis of this theoretical framework, a
computational homogenization is achieved within a finite-element framework. The
capabilities of the model are demonstrated through numerical examples.
Chapter 6 (Computational homogenization of material layers with microstructured
mesostructure). A multiscale approach to capture the behaviour of material layers
that possess a micromorphic mesostructure is presented. To this end, we seek to
obtain a macroscopic traction–separation law based on the underlying meso- and
microstructure. At the macro level, a cohesive interface description is used, whereas
the underlying mesostructure is resolved by a micromorphic representative volume
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element. This generalized continuum theory is particularly well-suited to account
for size effects in the material layer. In consideration of the height of the material
layer, quantities at different scales are related by averaging theorems and the Hill
condition. Boundary conditions accounting for the geometry and the deformation
modes of the material layer are applied on the RVE. With this framework at hand,
the macroscopic response is obtained computationally within a multiscale finite el-
ement framework along the lines of Chapter 5. Numerical examples reveal the size
effects, which here occur due to the intrinsic microstructure in the material of the
layer.
Chapter 7 (Concepts of generalized plasticity). A classification of various formu-
lations coined as generalized plasticity is introduced. Thereby variants of both gra-
dient and micromorphic plasticity are presented, which prove thermodynamically
consistent by fulfilling the second law of thermodynamics. In a structured man-
ner, key characteristic features of the formulation are varied and their influence on
the complexity and, in particular, on the benefit of the individual formulations are
compared.
Chapter 8 (Conclusion). The thesis closes with a brief summary on the aspects
covered in the preceding chapters. The major achievements of this work are pointed
out, before an outlook on challenges for future research which evolve from this work
is given.
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Theories
While classical continua fail to model the pointed-out size effects, generalized con-
tinuum theories prove especially beneficial in this context, because they involve a
so-called internal length to account for a size effect. The notion of generalized
continua unifies several classes of continuum theories that enjoy more advanced at-
tributes than the classical continuum. They can be traced back to the monograph of
the brothers Cosserat and Cosserat (1909), who in their couple-stress theory con-
sidered independent rotational degrees of freedom at each continuum point.
Within the various developments of generalized continua, which have been car-
ried on since the centre of the 20th Century starting with the contributions of
Mindlin and Tiersten (1962), Mindlin (1963, 1964, 1965), Mindlin and Eshel
(1968), Koiter (1964), Toupin (1962, 1964), Eringen (1964, 1968), three major
categories can be identified:
• continua of higher grade or simply gradient continua,
• continua of higher order or rather micromorphic continuum theories,
• nonlocal continua,
These theories substantially differ by the approach to the deformation of a material
point and its vicinity within the continuum.
Outline. Particularly the gradient continuum and the micromorphic theories are
illuminated more closely in the following. Thereby first, in Section 2.1, essential
kinematic features are addressed, whereas the continuum frameworks of the clas-
sical, the gradient and the micromorphic continuum are concisely explained in the
sequel, Sections 2.2–2.4. The highlighted generalized continua become more so-
phisticated than classical continua when it comes to their numerical implementa-
tions within a finite-element solution scheme.
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Figure 2.1: Nonlinear deformation map
2.1 Fundamental kinematic characteristics of the
different continuum theories.
In the deformation of a bodyB , the deformation of a material point P is described
via the mapping x = ϕ(X , t) from the material configuration B0 to the spatial con-
figuration Bt . The particular characteristics of the generalized continuum theories
can be explained with the aid of the deformation of a material line S , over time
τ ∈ {0, t}, as depicted in Figure 2.1. A material tangent at the material finite line
element S around the material point P with material placement X is denoted by
∆X in B0. In the vicinity of P , the mapping of this finite tangent element can be
developed in a Taylor series expansion as follows:
∆x =∇Xϕ ·∆X +
1
2
∇X(∇Xϕ) : [∆X ⊗∆X] + O (∆X
3) (2.1)
Therein ∇Xϕ is a (linear) tangent map, its gradient ∇X(∇Xϕ) represents the
quadratic term, while terms of cubic and even higher grade are abridged in O (∆X3).
2.1.1 Classical continuum
In the classical continuum, also coined as the Boltzmann continuum, only the linear
term within the deformation map (2.1) is taken into account. Thus the remaining
deformation map concerns only infinitesimal line elements or rather the tangent
vector dX on S at the placement X:
dx =∇Xϕ · dX (2.2)
The vicinity of P stays unconsidered, thus this basic continuum theory is also called
a local continuum theory. Its continuum mechanics is well treated in the canonical
literature and courses on continuum mechanics, e. g. Malvern (1969), Chadwick
(1976), Marsden and Hughes (1983), Ogden (1997), Holzapfel (2000).
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2.1.2 Gradient continua
When beside the linear, also the quadratic term or even higher terms in the non-
linear deformation mapping (2.1) are taken into account, a gradient continuum is
obtained. In the case that terms of third order and higher are neglected, it amounts
to a second-order gradient theory as a special case of the second gradient of strain
model introduced by Mindlin (1965). With the second gradient∇X(∇Xϕ), which can
be related to the curvature in the material line, a size effect enters this theory. Gra-
dient continua cover the classical continuum as a special case, being a continuum of
grade one in the nomenclature of e. g. Forest and Sievert (2003, 2006).
2.1.3 Micromorphic continuum
Rather than considering higher gradients of deformation than in the classical the-
ory, the micromorphic theory is characterized by additional degrees of freedom per
continuum point. For a point P in the (macro-) continuumB , a linear deformation
map as in (2.2) is assumed. To each point P a microcontinuum is considered to be
attached, the deformation map of which represents the extra degrees of freedom.
This microcontinuum B¯ , illustrated in Figure 2.6, undergoes an affine deformation,
which is kinematically independent from that of the continuum point P . Through
the macro gradient on the microdeformation map and size of these microcontinua
entering as a material parameter, the micromorphic theory captures size-effects and
thus particularly well accounts for materials possessing a significant intrinsic mi-
crostructure. The micro-deformation map F¯(X , t) is introduced such that it affinely
maps placements X¯ within the microcontinuum:
x¯ = F¯ · X¯ , (2.3)
As illustrated in Figure 2.6. Its gradient with respect to macro placement is defined
as
G¯ :=∇X F¯ , (2.4)
Since in this most general case, the micro-deformation map comprises both stretch
and rotation, F¯ = R¯ · U¯, the micromorphic continuum formulation is appropriate for
the modelling of the following materials that possess a distinct deformable micro-
structure: ”polymers with flexible molecules, liquid crystals with side chains, animal
blood with deformable cells, suspensions with deformable elements, turbulent flu-
ids with flexible vortices” (Eringen, 1999). The micro deformation at a point P can
be illustrated with the deformable director triad shown in Figure 2.2.
The micromorphic continuum envelopes several sub-theories, which are charac-
terized by particular constraints that apply to the deformation of the microconti-
nuum. The most prominent of these are the micropolar, the microstretch, and the
11
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B¯0 B¯t
F¯
Figure 2.2: Micromorphic micro deformation: deformable director triad
B¯0 B¯t
λ¯R¯
Figure 2.3: Microstretch micro deformation: extensible director triad
B¯0 B¯t
R¯
Figure 2.4: Micropolar micro deformation: rigid director triad
B¯0 B¯t
U¯
Figure 2.5: Microstrain micro deformation: stretchable director triad excluding rotation
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microstrain continuum. The micromorphic theory as well as its sub-theories are
grouped under the synonym ”microcontinuum theories”, which goes back to Erin-
gen (1964, 1968). In his comprehensive monograph (Eringen, 1999) a classification
and the corresponding continuum frameworks are well elaborated.
Micropolar continuum. For instance in the case of the micropolar continuum
(often simply referred to as Cosserat continuum), this microcontinuum may only
experience rotation,
x¯ = R¯ · X¯ ,
as illustrated with the rigid director triad in Figure 2.3. Thus this theory accounts
well for rigid microstructures, such as ”liquid crystals with rigid molecules, rigid sus-
pensions, chopped fibre composites, bones, magnetic fluids, clouds with dusts, con-
crete with sand, muddy fluids” (Eringen, 1999). To obtain a deeper insight into the
micropolar continuum, the reader is referred to the contributions of Eringen (1966,
1967, 1976), Borst (1991), Steinmann (1994), Steinmann and Stein (1997), Ehlers
and Volk (1998), Diebels and Steeb (2003), Steeb and Diebels (2004), Sansour and
Skatulla (2007), as well as those from the group of Tsakmakis (Grammenoudis and
Tsakmakis, 2001, 2005a,b, Grammenoudis, 2003, Diegele et al., 2004), just to men-
tion a few.
Microstretch continuum. In the microstretch continuum (Eringen, 1999, Kirch-
ner and Steinmann, 2007b), besides a rotation R¯, also one scalar stretch variable is
considered to account for isotropic extension of the microcontinuum:
x¯ = λ¯ R¯ · X¯ .
Additionally to the micropolar director triad with fixed angles, the microstretch di-
rector triad at material point P is isotropically deformable or rather extensible as
depicted in Figure 2.4.
Microstrain continuum. Another variant of the micromorphic theory called mi-
crostrain continuum was proposed by Forest and Sievert (2006). Therein the ro-
tation of the microcontinuum is neglected, rather only the stretch tensor U¯ in the
microcontinuum is considered:
x¯ = U¯ · X¯ .
The deformation of a microcontinuum in the microstrain theory is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.5. The director triad allows for pure stretch, which is characterized by the fact
13
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X x
X¯ x¯
dX dx
S d
F
F¯
G¯
ϕ
B0 Bt
B¯0 B¯t
Figure 2.6: Micromorphic deformation maps
that the principle directions maintain their direction. The microstrain continuum is
predicted to be useful for metallic foams (Forest and Sievert, 2006).
2.2 A review on the classical continuum
As a basis for the generalized theories and for later considerations within this work,
the continuum framework of the classical continuum is reviewed here. First, the
theory is discussed with respect to finite deformations, before a geometrical lin-
earization towards infinitesimal deformations or rather small strain is performed.
2.2.1 Geometrically nonlinear classical continuum framework
As indicated in Section 2.1.1, the classical continuum bases on the linear deforma-
tion map (2.2). For conservative static problems, the principle of stationary po-
tential energy yields the balance of momentum and the corresponding boundary
conditions.
Kinematics. The deformation map ϕ describes the deformation of a material
point over time, while its tangent is denoted as the deformation gradient F :
x = ϕ(X , t) F(X , t) :=∇Xϕ(X , t) (2.5)
Since it is obvious that the kinematic quantities represent field quantities, the de-
pendence on the material placement X and on the time t will be presumed but not
14
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be explicitly mentioned in the following.
Dirichlet principle and balance of momentum. The balance of momentum is
derived based on the total (bulk) potential energy density U0, which consists of an
internal and an external contribution, and the surface potential-energy density v0
(Steinmann, 2007)
U0(ϕ, F) =W0(F) +V0(ϕ) in B0 , v0(ϕ;N) on ∂B0 . (2.6)
The internal contribution W0 is referred to as the stored-energy density, while V0
is the density of the external energy. N denotes the outward normal vector on the
boundary ∂B0. For the system to be in static equilibrium, the principle of stationary
potential energy, known as the Dirichlet principle, is stated as
Dδ

∫
B0
U0(ϕ, F)dV −
∫
∂B0
v0(ϕ,N)dA
 .= 0 . (2.7)
From this, the static balance of momentum, also referred to as the Euler–Lagrange
equation, is derived in its local form as
DivP = −b0 in B0 . (2.8)
For the prevailing static case, this represents a localized force equilibrium. Herein
P denotes the Piola stress and b0 the spatial body force acting on a material vol-
ume element dV . The surface energy density v0(ϕ) = ϕ · t
pre
0 yields the Neumann
boundary condition
P · N =: t pre0 on ∂B
P
0 , (2.9)
with t pre0 defined as the spatial traction vector with respect material reference on the
surface, and the Dirichlet boundary condition for the deformation:
ϕ =: ϕpre on ∂Bϕ0 . (2.10)
The respective boundary regions are disjoint, i. e. ∂B P0 ∩ ∂B
ϕ
0 = ;.
Hyperelasticity. In a hyperelastic format, the potential-energy density constitutes
a potential for the stress and the body force. In this case, the Piola stress and the
body force are defined by their energetically conjugate kinematic pairings:
P := DFW0 b0 := −∂ϕV0 . (2.11)
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2.2.2 Geometrically linear classical continuum framework
In many cases, the complication of finite deformation is not needed, because only
states of infinitesimal deformation are considered. Then a linearization of the strain
measures, based on the assumption x ≈ X , yields a small strain theory. In the lin-
earized theory, the material and the spatial configuration will not be distinguished,
thus all quantities are referred to the bodyB . And rather than the deformation map
ϕ, the displacement u := x − X is considered as a primary variable.
Linearization of the kinematics. This linearization can be illustrated on the
basis of the material Green-Lagrange strain tensor E. This symmetric strain tensor
is defined as
E := 1
2
[F t · F − I] . (2.12)
With the displacement gradient, H :=∇X u, which is related to the deformation gra-
dient as H = F − I , the Green-Lagrange strain tensor can be alternatively expressed
as
E = 1
2
[H +H t+H t ·H] . (2.13)
For small deformations, the quadratic term 1
2
H t ·H =: Enonlin can be neglected. Thus
we remain with the linearized strain tensor
E lin := 1
2
[H +H t] = 1
2
[∇X u + (∇X u)
t]. (2.14)
This linearized strain E lin =: ǫ is used in a small-strain formulation,
ǫ(u; x ) :=∇symu(x ) . (2.15)
It is a symmetric tensor of second order, ǫi j = ǫ(i j). According to the fundamental
assumption of the linearized theory, i. e. x ≈ X , no distinction needs to be made
between the spatial and the material gradient, consequently ∇X ≈ ∇x =: ∇. With
this simplification at hand, the symmetric gradient operator used in (2.15) reads
∇sym := 1
2
[∇+∇t].
Balance relations. In the small-strain case, the stored-energy densityW is a func-
tion of the strain ǫ, which itself is a function of the displacement u:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)) = W˜ (u). (2.16)
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Table 2.1: Sample constitutive assumption for elastic continua at small strain
classical elasticity W = 1
2
ǫ : E : ǫ
gradient elasticity W = 1
2
ǫ : E : ǫ+ 1
2
µl2η :·η
micromorphic elasticity W = 1
2
ǫ : E : ǫ+ 1
2
µl2η¯ :· η¯+ 1
2
p‖ǫ− ǫ¯‖2
The local balance of momentum reads
divσ = −b in B , (2.17)
in terms of the stress σ and the body force b. It is supplemented by the Neumann
and the Dirichlet boundary condition,
σ · n =: t pre on ∂Bσ , u =: upre on ∂Bu , (2.18)
respectively. These boundary conditions are defined on disjoint boundary parts:
∂Bσ ∩ ∂Bu = ;.
Hyperelasticity. For an elastic material, the stress response is characterized by
zero dissipation,
D = σ : ǫ˙− W˙ = [σ− ∂ǫW ] : ǫ˙ = 0 . (2.19)
Due to the assumption of hyperelasticity, the stored-energy density W serves as a
potential for the stress,
σ := ∂ǫW , (2.20)
which is introduced as the energetically conjugate quantity to the strain. The sym-
metry of the stress, σi j = σ(i j), results from the balance of momentum and the
balance of angular momentum. Note that the balance of momentum (2.17) and the
boundary condition (2.18) always hold, independently of the constitutive law. A
sample constitutive assumption is mentioned in Table 2.1.
2.3 Second-gradient continuum
Based upon its kinematic concept introduced in Section 2.1.2 the gradient contin-
uum of second order is illuminated here. While its small strain framework was
elaborated by Mindlin (1965), for references on finite strain, we refer the reader
e. g. to the more recent contributions of Forest and Cardona (2000), Kouznetsova
et al. (2002, 2004), Kouznetsova (2002), Sunyk and Steinmann (2003), Kirchner
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and Steinmann (2005, 2007a). Further aspects of gradient continua were also dis-
cussed by Maugin (2007) and Forest (2007).
2.3.1 Geometrically nonlinear gradient continuum framework
The geometrically nonlinear framework of the second-gradient continuum can for
instance be found in the article of Kirchner and Steinmann (2005). The higher
gradient in the kinematics entails a sophisticated set of the balance of momentum
and its corresponding boundary conditions.
Kinematics. As afore-mentioned, the kinematics of the second-gradient contin-
uum incorporates both the linear and the quadratic term in the mapping (2.1). The
tangent map and its gradient are in the sequel denoted as F and G, respectively:
x = ϕ(X ; t) , F :=∇Xϕ , G :=∇X(∇Xϕ) . (2.21)
The gradient G is a tensor of third order, which possesses a symmetry in the last two
indices, Gi(JK).
Dirichlet principle and balance of momentum. The potential energy density
depends on the kinematic measures (2.21) as follows:
U0(ϕ, F ,G) =W0(F ,G) +V0(ϕ) , v0(ϕ,∇
N
X
ϕ;N) on ∂B0 . (2.22)
The Dirichlet principle, or rather principle of stationary potential energy
Dδ

∫
B0
U0(ϕ, F ,G) , dV −
∫
∂B0
v0(ϕ,∇
N
X
ϕ;N) , dA
 .= 0 (2.23)
is used to derive the balance of momentum. In its local form this balance of mo-
mentum reads:
Div (P −DivQ) = −b0 in B0 , (2.24)
wherein the Piola-type stresses comprise the stress P and the double stress Q, the
latter quantity being a tensor of third order. The corresponding Neumann boundary
conditions,
[P −DivQ] · N +L (Q · N) =: t P pre0 on ∂B
P
0 , (2.25)
Q : [N ⊗ N] =: tQpre0 on ∂B
Q
0 , (2.26)
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define both a traction t P pre0 and a double traction t
Qpre
0 of the surface (the latter
quantity being a tensor of second order), compare Remark 2.3.1. The Dirichlet
boundary conditions
ϕ =: ϕpre on ∂Bϕ0 , (2.27)
∇N
X
ϕ =:

∇N
X
ϕ
pre
on ∂BN0 , (2.28)
prescribes the deformation and its normal gradient at the boundary. Note that the
boundaries are pairwise disjoint, ∂B P0 ∩ ∂B
ϕ
0 = ; and ∂B
Q
0 ∩ ∂B
N
0 = ;, while the
standard and the higher-order boundary conditions can be combined.
See Appendix A for the derivation of both the balance of momentum and the
corresponding Neumann boundary conditions.
Hyperelasticity. In a hyperelastic format, the Piola stresses and the body force
are defined by their energetically conjugate kinematic pairings:
P := DFW0 , Q := DGW0 , b0 := −∂ϕV0 . (2.29)
Remark 2.3.1 (Differential operator) The differential operatorL (Q·N) is defined
as L (Q · N) = KQ : [N ⊗ N]∇T
X
(Q · N) : I , wherein K = −∇T
X
N : I denotes the twice
the mean or rather the total curvature of the surface ∂B0 (Sunyk and Steinmann,
2003, Kirchner and Steinmann, 2005, 2007a). This relies on the decomposition of the
total gradient into its normal and its tangential part as ∇X(•) = ∇
N
X
(•) + ∇T
X
(•) :=
[∇X(•) · N]N +∇X(•)[I − N ⊗ N]).
2.3.2 Geometrically linear gradient continuum framework
For the gradient continuum, the linearization of the geometric measure is performed
along the lines of the classical continuum of Section 2.2.2. Hereby, based on the
strain tensor ǫ in (2.15), a second gradient η operating on this tensor is considered:
ǫ(u) :=∇symu , η(u) :=∇∇symu =∇ǫ . (2.30)
This strain gradient η is a third-order tensor, which obeys the symmetry with respect
to the first two indices (ǫi j = ǫ(i j) and ηi jk = η(i j)k) due to the introduction of the
strain according to (2.30)1.
Remark 2.3.2 (Strain gradient) The kinematic assumption (2.30)2 to treat the
gradient is not unique. Alternatively, also the second gradient of the displacement
u could be considered, see e. g. Kirchner and Steinmann (2005).
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Balance relations. The stored-energy density is a function of the governing kine-
matic quantities:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u),η(u)) = Wˆ (u) . (2.31)
Consequently, the balance of momentum (2.17) exacerbates to
div (σ− divτ) = −b , (2.32)
wherein the σ is the stress and τ the double stress. The Neumann boundary condi-
tion include both a traction and a double traction:
[σ− divτ] · n +L (τ · n) := tσpre on ∂Bσ ,
τ : [n ⊗ n] := t τpre on ∂Bτ , (2.33)
whereby L (τ · n) denotes the differential operator of Remark 2.3.1 operating on
τ · n, n being the normal vector on the surface ∂B . The corresponding Dirichlet
boundary condition complements the displacement term of (2.18)2 by another term
to describe the normal gradient:
u =: upre on ∂Bu , ∇Nu =:

∇Nu
pre
on ∂BN . (2.34)
The disjointness of the boundaries is equivalent to the finite-deformation case:
∂Bσ ∩ ∂Bu = ; and ∂Bτ ∩ ∂BN = ;.
The argument of the divergence operator in (2.32) can be abbreviated as the
effective stress tensor:
σ⋆ := σ− divτ. (2.35)
Throughout this thesis, we will encounter this notation more often; hereby we refer
the reader to Remark 2.3.3. Using the notion of effective stress, the balance of
momentum (2.32) is rewritten as:
divσ⋆ = −b . (2.36)
Remark 2.3.3 (Effective Quantity) The tensorial effective quantity (
△
a

◊
)⋆ of nth
order is based on the definition
(
△
a

◊
)⋆ :=
△
a

◊
−div
△
b

◊
wherein
△
a

◊
is a tensor of order n and
△
b

◊
of order n+1. Hereby the super- and subscripts
represent certain properties; in particular the distinction will be made between macro or
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micro, △ ∈ {;,−}, in view of the plasticity formulations in Chapter 7 between total or
plastic, ◊ ∈ {;, p}, and between internal and external,  ∈ {int, ext}, plastic quantities.
raphHyperelasticity. The elastic case of the gradient continuum is characterized by
zero dissipation. Thus the Clausius–Duhem inequality simplifies to the equality
D = σ : ǫ˙+τ :· η˙− W˙ = [σ− ∂ǫW ] : ǫ˙+ [τ− ∂ηW ] : η˙ = 0 . (2.37)
With this the both the stress and the double stress are for hyperelasticity given as
the derivatives of the potential-energy density with respect to their energetically
conjugate pairings,
σ := ∂ǫW , τ := ∂ηW , (2.38)
under the assumption of hyperelasticity. The symmetries of the stress measures
follow those of their energetically conjugate kinematics counterparts, i. e. σi j = σ(i j)
and τi jk = τ(i j)k. A sample constitutive assumption for the small-strain gradient
elasticity can be found in Table 2.1.
2.3.3 Numerical aspects
The considered higher gradients of deformation entail elevated demands with re-
spect to the spatial continuity of the displacement. For example for the second-
gradient continuum, C1 continuity is required for the displacement, so that the sec-
ond gradient represents (at least) a constant function rather than vanishes.
Especially in view of a finite-element framework, these higher demands on the
continuity of the displacement (Kirchner and Steinmann, 2005) bear an arduous-
ness, because Cn continuous approximations are difficult to realize for n> 0. There-
fore many computational approaches seek to reduce the continuity requirement by
additional degrees of freedom (Shu et al., 1999, Amanatidou and Aravas, 2002,
Kouznetsova, 2002).
Mesh-free methods (Sukumar et al., 1997, 2001, Chen et al., 2000) do easily
capture these continuity requirements, because they are not restricted to polynomial
shape functions.
2.4 Micromorphic continuum
As aforementioned, in the micromorphic continuum theory, additional degrees of
freedom are considered at each continuum point, which idealize the deformation
of separate microcontinua. In the actual micromorphic continuum, these micro-
continua may experience deformations that consist of both stretch of rotation as
mentioned in (2.3). The micromorphic continuum will be elaborated within a
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finite-deformation framework in Chapter 3. Thereby especially the configurational-
mechanics aspect is envisaged and furthermore a numerical framework is intro-
duced, as pursued by Hirschberger et al. (2007b). Therefore at this point, exclu-
sively the corresponding small-strain framework as described by Eringen (1999),
Hofer (2003) or Kirchner and Steinmann (2005) is presented.
2.4.1 Geometrically linear micromorphic continuum
framework
Kinematics. The two primary kinematic variables are the macro displacement
vector u and the micro strain ǫ¯. Their gradients with respect to macro placement
are denoted by strain and micro-strain gradient,
ǫ(u) =∇u , η¯ :=∇ǫ¯ , (2.39)
respectively. Since the micro strain is a second-order tensor, its gradient η¯ is a tensor
of third order.
Balance relations. The stored-energy density is a function of macro and micro
kinematic variables:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u), ǫ¯, ∇ǫ¯) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯) . (2.40)
From the Dirichlet principle, the balance of momentum is derived as
divσ = −b , div τ¯− σ¯ = 0 in B (2.41)
and omitting body couples. It consists of a macro balance and an additional balance
equations for the micro quantities and involves a stress σ, a micro stress σ¯ and a
double stress τ¯. It is rewritten as:
divσ = −b , σ¯⋆ = 0 in B , (2.42)
in terms of the effective total micro stress σ¯⋆ := div τ¯− σ¯ (compare Remark 2.3.3).
While Dirichlet boundary conditions are stated for u and ǫ¯ on ∂Bu and ∂B ǫ¯, re-
spectively, the corresponding Neumann boundary conditions,
σ · n =: tσpre on ∂Bσ , τ¯ · n =: t¯ τ¯pre on ∂B τ¯ , (2.43)
are constituted of a macro traction and a (micro) double traction. While the first is a
vector as in the classical case (2.18), the latter quantity represents a nonsymmetric
tensor of second order.
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Hyperelasticity. For the elastic case of the micromorphic continuum, the dissipa-
tion inequality reads
D = σ : ǫ˙+ σ¯ : ˙¯ǫ+ τ¯ :· ˙¯η− W˙
= [σ− ∂ǫW ] : ˙¯ǫ+ [σ¯− ∂ǫ¯W ] : ˙¯η+ [τ− ∂η¯W ] : η˙ = 0 . (2.44)
Under the assumption of hyperelasticity, the energy densityW represents a potential
for the macro stress, the micro stress and the double stress, which are extracted as
σ := ∂ǫW , σ¯ := ∂ǫ¯W , τ¯ := ∂η¯W . (2.45)
These are the energetically conjugate quantities to the kinematic measures (2.39)
and inherit the tensorial order of their respective kinematic counterparts. A pos-
sible constitutive assumption for the stored-energy density is stated in Table 2.1
(Hirschberger et al., 2007b, Hirschberger and Steinmann, 2007).
2.4.2 Numerical aspects
Different from gradient continua, micromorphic continua require a significant num-
ber of additional degrees of freedom due to the additional kinematic quantities and
the resulting additional balance relations, which makes them computationally ex-
pensive.
Nevertheless, they exhibit convenient properties with respect to their numerical
implementation in a finite-element context, because they require the same continu-
ity as the classical continuum (Kirchner and Steinmann, 2005, Hirschberger et al.,
2006, 2007b).
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Deformational and
Configurational Mechanics
The micromorphic continuum was already briefly discussed within the overview
given on generalized continua in the preceding chapter. In this chapter, which par-
tially bases on the articles by Hirschberger et al. (2006, 2007a,b), we particularize
the micromorphic continuum framework at finite deformations. We aim at a numer-
ical solution scheme that allows to perform finite-element simulations that display
the occurring size-effects. Furthermore we strive for the predictive character of the
material forces, as they are beneficial to fracture-mechanics considerations within
the micromorphic continuum. Consequently, a micromorphic continuum formula-
tion is presented from the dual perspectives of both deformational and configura-
tional mechanics. In this sense, the full kinematics is presented at finite deforma-
tions including the macro and the micro contributions for both the direct and the
inverse problem. A restriction to isotropic hyperelasticity ensures the existence of
a potential energy. For conservative static problems, the Dirichlet principle results
in the Euler–Lagrange equations, i. e. the balance of momentum in its local form.
Based on the material-motion description, the material-force method is applied,
which bears the micromorphic material forces as well as additional configurational
higher-order quantities that correspond to the micro deformation.
Outline. First, the approaches of deformational vs. configurational mechanics will
be illuminated using the example of the classical continuum, see Section 3.1. On this
basis, in Section 3.2 a description of the micromorphic continuum is derived both
from a deformational- and a configurational-mechanics perspective. A straightfor-
ward constitutive formulation is established in Section 3.3, which allows to perform
a finite-element approximation for the micromorphic continuum as presented in
Section 3.4. Numerical examples, incorporating parameter studies and the evalua-
tion of the occurring material-force quantities, are computed in Section 3.5.
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3.1 Deformational vs. configurational mechanics
Generally the deformation of continuum bodies can be described in two manners.
While the most common perspective of the spatial-motion problem is treated in the
so-called deformational mechanics, the other one is material-motion problem cov-
ered in the concept of configurational mechanics. The latter approach has gained
particular attraction within the last decades (Maugin and Trimarco, 1992, Maugin,
1993, 1994, Steinmann, 2000, Maugin and Steinmann, 2005), while it is based on
the pioneering contribution of Eshelby (1951) on lattice defects.
3.1.1 Spatial-motion problem
Within the spatial-motion problem the spatial motion of a physical point P with
material position X ∈B0 is observed with the change of time,
x = ϕ(X , t) , (3.1)
as illustrated in Figure 3.1. This description is characterized on the one hand by a
parametrization of the occurring quantities by the material placement X and on the
other hand by the fact that these quantities belong to the spatial manifoldBt or are
two-point tensors mapping towards the spatial manifold.
As seen in Section 2.2.1, the balance of momentum for the static case can be
derived from the Dirichlet principle, which requires the total potential energy to be
stationary for the system to be in equilibrium. Thus the variation of this potential
energy E =
∫
B0
U0 dV −
∫
∂B0
v0 dAwith respect to spatial placement at fixed material
placement must be zero. If we omit the boundary potential v0 for the sake of clarity,
this requirement reads
DδE =
∫
B0
DδU0(ϕ, F ;X)dV
.
= 0 . (3.2)
The balance of momentum (2.8) is obtained in the form DivP = −b0 accompanied
by homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions, P · N =: 0 on ∂B0.
In the spatial-motion problem we deal with the intuitively-known and widely-
used spatial forces, which are physical forces in the sense of Newton, here denoted
by f. They are defined as being energetically conjugate to variations in the spatial
placement of physical points at fixed material position. In a general case, when
the external potential is not omitted, the corresponding spatial tractions can also be
prescribed at the boundary ∂B0.
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X
x
F
ϕ
B0 Bt
Figure 3.1: Deformation map of the spatial-motion problem
X
x
f
Φ
B0 Bt
Figure 3.2: Deformation map of the material-motion problem
3.1.2 Material-motion problem
Opposed to the spatial-motion problem, in the material-motion problem at a fixed
spatial placement x , the material origin X of a physical point passing by is the
unknown quantity of observation,
X = Φ(x (X , t)) , (3.3)
compare Figure 3.2. The material-motion problem is formulated with respect to
material quantities in B0 or two-point quantities mapping from the spatial, to the
material manifold. These quantities are parametrized with respect to their spatial
position x . An analogous variational principle to the Dirichlet principle (3.2) in the
case of the material-motion problem must account for a release of potential energy at
a variation of the material placement at fixed spatial placement:
dδE =
∫
Bt
dδUt(Φ, f ; x )dv ≤ 0 . (3.4)
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At this variation of the material configuration, an external material traction vector
T t defined to capture the energy release:
dδE =:
∫
∂Bt
T t ·δΦda (3.5)
In other words, in the material-motion problem, we generally obtain nonzero Neu-
mann boundary conditions even if the external potential is omitted. The material
traction entails the material force F, which is energetically conjugate to a variation
in the material position, δΦ, of a particular physical point. The material balance
corresponds to the pseudo-momentum in the nomenclature of Maugin (1993, 1994),
which occurs at heterogeneities. The right-hand side of (3.4) vanishes in the ab-
sence of heterogeneities (Maugin, 1993).
The occurring material forces are also referred to as configurational or Eshel-
byan forces, because they were first introduced by Eshelby (1951), as a force acting
on a singularity in view of defect-mechanics problems. More recent contributions
have been delivered by Epstein and Maugin (1990), Maugin and Trimarco (1992),
Maugin (1993, 1994), Gurtin and Podio-Guidugli (1996, 1998), Gurtin (2000b),
Steinmann (2000), Maugin and Steinmann (2005), who characterize the material
force to act as driving forces for the propagation of heterogeneities.
Material-force method. This character as a driving force for heterogeneities or
defects (such as cracks, dislocations, and voids) makes the material force particu-
larly useful for instance in computational fracture mechanics. In this context, the
material forces are useful in a crack-propagation criterion, because they do not only
deliver an energy-based criterion, which coincides with the J-integral introduced by
Rice (1968), but additionally involve a vectorial direction. This insight motivated
Steinmann (2000) to develop the material force method, which allows to compute
the discrete material forces in a post-processing step. This was done in view of
fracture mechanics (Steinmann, 2000, Steinmann et al., 2001, Denzer et al., 2003,
Nguyen et al., 2005) and refined in further contributions with respect to different
applications ranging from thermoelasticity (Kuhl et al., 2004b, Denzer, 2006), dam-
age (Liebe et al., 2003a), elastodynamics (Steinmann, 2002, Kuhl and Steinmann,
2005), over open systems (Kuhl and Steinmann, 2004, 2006, Kuhl, 2004) to in-
elasticity (Menzel and Steinmann, 2005, Maugin and Steinmann, 2005) and crystal
plasticity (Menzel et al., 2004). The material-force method also has proven ben-
eficial in the context of adaptive remeshing as investigated by Müller and Maugin
(2002), Gross et al. (2002, 2003) as well as Denzer et al. (2007), Scherer et al.
(2007, 2008). In this context the Arbitrary Eulerian–Lagrangian (ALE) formulations
treated by Kuhl et al. (2004a), Askes et al. (2004), Kuhl and Steinmann (2005)
and references cited therein, is noteworthy, because it utilizes the dual character of
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spatial- and material-motion problem and thus provides a deeper insight.
It is desirable to extend the material-force method to generalized continua as
well. To this end, the micromorphic continuum is in the sequel treated with respect
to both the deformational and the configurational perspective.
3.2 The micromorphic continuum at finite
deformations
Recall that the micromorphic continuum is described as a macrocontinuum, each
physical point of which is endowed with a microstructure referred to as the micro-
continuum. These microcontinua may experience arbitrary deformations consisting
of both stretch and rotation which are required to be affine throughout the micro-
continuum, nevertheless kinematically independent from the macrocontinuum. A
point P on the macro scale is described by the placement vectors X in the mate-
rial configuration B0 and x in the spatial configuration Bt . On the micro scale, a
point P¯ of the microcontinuum is denoted with the micro-placement vectors X¯ in
the material configuration B¯0 and x¯ in the spatial configuration B¯t , respectively.
Since a material point is equipped with a microstructure that is kinematically in-
dependent, additional balance equations besides the ordinary or rather macro bal-
ance of momentum have to be considered for the micromorphic theory. These may
be obtained by an energy consideration, which is here derived from the Dirichlet
principle. The set of state variables is given by S = {ϕ, F¯}, wherein the first argu-
ment describes the macrostructural kinematics while the second one characterises
the deformation of the microcontinuum. A constitutive functional is to be found,
which in the most general isothermal hyperelastic case incorporates the following
dependencies: C= C(ϕ,∇Xϕ, F¯ ,∇X F¯ ;X).
First, the spatial-motion problem is presented in Section 3.2.1, before the
material-motion problem described in Section 3.2.2. Both approaches are compared
in Section 3.2.3. The following derivations of the spatial-motion problem follow the
line of the finite-deformation part of Kirchner and Steinmann (2005), while for the
material-motion problem, parallels to the material settings of the second-order gra-
dient theory as presented by Kirchner and Steinmann (2007a) can be recognized.
3.2.1 Spatial-motion problem
In the framework of the spatial-motion problem of the micromorphic continuum,
first the kinematic relations are introduced. By the consideration of the stationarity
of the potential energy at static equilibrium, the local balance of momentum with
the corresponding boundary conditions is derived in a two-point formulation. In
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Figure 3.3: Spatial-motion problem: micromorphic deformation maps
the sequel the description is transformed to a purely spatial formulation by push-
forward operations on the quantities and operators.
Kinematic relations. Within the micromorphic continuum, the macro- and the
microcontinuum kinematics are considered as illustrated in Figure 3.3. On the
macro scale, the spatial-motion deformation map is defined as
x = ϕ(X) with F(X) :=∇Xϕ(X) (3.6)
being the macro deformation gradient. This second-order two-point tensor repre-
sents the gradient of the spatial-motion macro deformation map ϕ with respect to
material coordinates. The Jacobian determinant of the spatial-motion problem is
denoted by J := det F = dv/dV > 0, with dV and dv being infinitesimal volume el-
ements in the material and the spatial configuration, respectively. By introducing a
second-order tensor F¯ which we refer to as the micro deformation map, we may ex-
press the affine deformation mapping from the material to the spatial configuration
on the micro scale as
x¯ = F¯(X) · X¯ , while G¯(X) :=∇X F¯(X) (3.7)
defines the gradient of this micro scale two-point tensor F¯ with respect to the mate-
rial macro placement and thus is a tensor of third order linking both scales.
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Figure 3.4: Spatial-motion problem: Piola-type stress measures derived from hyperelasticity
Energy considerations and balance relations. For the prevailing quasi-static
case, the Dirichlet principle is utilized which requires the total potential energy to
be stationary for the system to be in equilibrium. To achieve this, the variation of the
total potential energy E =
∫
B0
U0dV with respect to each of the kinematic quantities
defined above at fixed material placement X is required to equal zero,
DδE = Dδ
∫
B0
U0(ϕ, F , F¯ , G¯;X)dV
.
= 0 . (3.8)
Herein U0 = W0 + V0 is the total potential energy density per material unit volume
dV in B0 with its internal and external contributions, W0 and V0, respetively.
If we assume the material to behave hyperelastically, stresses can be defined as the
derivatives ofU0 with respect to their particular energetically conjugate deformation
variables at fixed material placement. Particularly, the spatial body force b0 acting
on the material domainB0, as well the macro stress P, micro stress P¯ and the double
stress Q¯ of Piola type are obtained by the derivatives
b0 := −∂ϕU0 , P := DFU0 , P¯ := DF¯U0 , Q¯ := DG¯U0 . (3.9)
The stresses P and P¯ are tensors of second order and Q¯ is of third order, respectively,
and perform two-point description mappings as indicated in Figure 3.4. With these
in hand, the balance (3.8) may be reformulated as the weak form of the balance of
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momentum∫
B0
P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯ − b0 ·δϕdV = 0 ∀ δϕ, δF¯ , (3.10)
which must hold for arbitrary variations of δϕ and δF¯ . By application of divergence
relations and the Gaussian theorem, this equation is carried over to the local form
of the balance of momentum in B0,
DivP + b0 = 0 , Div Q¯− P¯ = 0 , (3.11)
which is constituted by one statement for the macro and another one for micro
scale both acting in B0. The Dirichlet boundary conditions for the micromorphic
continuum read
ϕ = ϕpre on ∂Bϕ0 , F¯ = F¯
pre
on ∂B F¯0 . (3.12)
Thereby, the boundaries follow the disjointness requirement, ∂B P0 ∩ ∂B
ϕ
0 = ; and
∂B Q¯0 ∩ ∂B
F¯
0 = ;, whereas the boundary regions for the macro and the micro quan-
tities are mutually independent. Note that at this point, without loss of generality
any surface potential is neglected for the sake of simplicity, i. e. the homogeneous
Neumann boundary conditions
P · N = 0 on ∂B P0 , Q¯ · N = 0 on ∂B
Q¯
0 , (3.13)
are considered for the remainder of this chapter, since otherwise the material-
motion problem would become sophisticated. The local balance of momen-
tum (3.11) may also be referred to as the Euler–Lagrange equations.
Remark 3.2.1 Generally in the spatial-motion problem the external surface potential
is not omitted. Next to the energy density U0 in the bulk B0, this surface potential-
energy density v0 acts on ∂B0. Consequently, the full Dirichlet principle reads
Dδ

∫
B0
U0(ϕ, F , F¯ , G¯;X)dV −
∫
∂B0
v0(ϕ, F¯ ,N;X)dA
 .= 0 . (3.14)
This results in the corresponding non-homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
P · N = t 0 on ∂B
P
0 , Q¯ · N = t¯ 0 on ∂B
Q¯
0 , (3.15)
that describe the macro traction and the double traction on the Neumann boundary
∂B P0 and ∂B
Q¯
0 , respectively.
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Piola transform of the balance of momentum. As announced before, the
present two-point formulation of the spatial-motion problem will be transferred to
a purely spatial formulation as follows. A one-sided push forward, namely a Piola
transformation, is applied to the balances of momentum (3.11) in order to rewrite
them in terms of purely spatial stress tensors. These stress measures are of Cauchy
type, namely the macro stress σ, the micro stress σ¯ and the double stress τ¯, which
are illustrated in Figure 3.5. For this purpose the Piola transformation formulae
{•} → j{•} · F t , {•} → j{•} · F¯
t
, (3.16)
are employed for the macro- and the microcontinuum, respectively. Using the in-
verse Jacobian determinant j = 1/J = dV/dv, (3.16) transform the divergence oper-
ator Div (•) with respect to material placement into the divergence operator with re-
spect to spatial placement, div (•). Finally, from the transformation formulae (3.16)1
we obtain the classical Piola identity σ = jP · F t. Moreover, the divergence relation
jDiv Q¯ = div ( jQ¯·F t) as well as the relation jb0 = bt are exploited towards the macro-
and the micro-balance of momentum1 in Bt ,
divσ+ bt = 0 , div τ¯− σ¯ = 0 , (3.17)
in terms of the Cauchy-type stresses. This evaluation renders the relations
σ := jP · F t , σ¯ := j[P¯ · F¯
t
+ Q¯
2,3
: G¯] , τ¯ := jQ¯ : [F¯
t
⊗F t] (3.18)
between the Cauchy-type and the Piola-type stress measures of the spatial-motion
problem. Furthermore bt = −∂ϕUt denotes the spatial body force per spatial unit
volume dv.
Spatial isotropy. In the case of spatial isotropy, which coincides with the usual
requirement of objectivity, the total energy density U0 must be invariant under a
rigid-body rotation by any proper orthogonal tensor R superposed onto the spatial
configuration:
U0 =U0(F , F¯ , G¯,•)
.
=U0(R · F ,R · F¯ ,R · G¯,•) ∀R ∈ SO(3) . (3.19)
1The Piola transformation formulae (3.16) applied to (3.11) yield (3.17) in the following manner:
j[DivP + b0] = jDiv (Jσ · F
−t) + bt = divσ+ bt
j[Div Q¯− P¯] · F¯
t
= jDiv (J τ¯ : [F¯
−t
⊗ F−t]) · F¯
t
− jP¯ · F¯
t
= div τ¯− σ¯ .
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Figure 3.5: Spatial-motion problem: Cauchy-type stress measures derived from Piola trans-
form τ ∈ {0, t}.
Upon a tedious analysis, it follows that the sum σ+ σ¯ is symmetric. For a particular
choice of constitutive equation, thus the relation
j[P · F t+ P¯ · F¯
t
+ Q¯
2,3
: G¯] = j[F · P t+ F¯ · P¯
t
+ G¯
2,3
: Q¯] (3.20)
needs to be fulfilled in order to satisfy spatial isotropy. For further reference on this
symmetry property, we suggest the contribution of Kirchner and Steinmann (2007a)
and references cited therein.
3.2.2 Material-motion problem
The same micromorphic continuum formulation is now discussed from the perspec-
tive of the material-motion problem.
Kinematic relations. On the macro scale, the material placement X of a physical
point is treated as a function Φ of its spatial placement x . The deformation gradient
of the macrocontinuum, f , is defined as the gradient of the macro deformation map
Φ with respect to the spatial placement x ,
X = Φ(x ) , f (x ) :=∇xΦ(x ) , (3.21)
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Figure 3.6: Material-motion problem: micromorphic deformation maps
see Fig. 3.6. For the microcontinuum the deformation map f¯ and its gradient with
respect to spatial coordinates x , are introduced as
X¯ = f¯ (x ) · x¯ , g¯ (x ) :=∇x f¯ (x ) . (3.22)
The micro deformation map of the material-motion problem, f¯ , is a two-point tensor
of second order, which performs a mapping of the micro placement x from B¯t to
B¯0.
Energy considerations and balance relations. Within the material-motion
problem, considerations along the lines of the Dirichlet principle must account for
a release of potential energy, which will occur at any change in the material-motion
problem kinematics, as implied by the second law of thermodynamics. Thus the
variation of the total potential energy E =
∫
Bt
Utdv with respect to the material-
motion kinematic quantities at fixed spatial position x must be non-positive:
dδE = dδ
∫
Bt
Ut(Φ, f , f¯ , g¯ ; x )dv ≤ 0 . (3.23)
Herein Ut denotes the total-energy density with respect to the spatial unit volume
dv inBt . Particularly, in case of configurational equilibrium, dδE = 0, while in more
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general cases material traction quantities have to be considered.
dδE =:
∫
∂Bt
dδΦ · T t + dδ f¯ : T¯ t da . (3.24)
Hereby a material macro-traction vector T t and a material second-order double-
traction tensor T¯ t on the boundaries ∂B
p
t , ∂B
q¯
t enter as definitions and are en-
ergetically conjugate to both a variation of the macro-deformation map Φ and the
micro deformation map f¯ , respectively.
In analogy to the spatial-motion problem, a material body force Bt acting on the
spatial volume dv as well as a macro stress p, a micro stress p¯ and a double stress
q¯ of Piola type are introduced as the derivatives of Ut with respect to their energet-
ically conjugate kinematic variables (compare Fig. 3.7),
Bt := −∂ΦUt , p := d fUt , p¯ := d f¯Ut , q¯ := dg¯Ut , (3.25)
due to the underlying assumption of a hyperelastic material. The evaluation of the
energy-release condition (3.24) directly results in the weak form of the material-
motion balance of momentum:∫
Bt
p : δ f + p¯ : δ f¯ + q¯ :·δg¯ − Bt ·δΦdv =:
∫
∂Bt
T t ·δΦ+ T¯ t : δ f¯ da . (3.26)
This may again be locally expressed as the Euler–Lagrange equations
div p + Bt = 0 , div q¯ − p¯ = 0 , (3.27)
i. e. the balance of macro- and micro-momentum inBt , which must be accompanied
by the non-homogeneous Neumann boundary conditions
p · n =: T t on ∂B
p
t
q¯ · n =: T¯ t on ∂B
q¯
t
, (3.28)
since any change in the material geometry at fixed spatial configuration directly
yields non-zero material boundary tractions.
Piola transform of the balance of momentum. In an analogous manner to
Section 3.2.1, for the material-motion problem the transition from the two-point
description of the balance relations (3.27) to a purely material description can be
achieved by applying the Piola transformation formulae
{•} → J{•} · f t , {•} → J{•} · f¯
t
, (3.29)
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Figure 3.7: Material-motion problem: Piola-type stress measures, τ= 0, t
which are here stated inversely to (3.16). With these at hand, we first obtain the
divergence relations and the body force,
Jdiv p = Div (Jp · f t) , Jdiv q¯ = Div (J q¯ · f t) , JBt = B0 , (3.30)
which finally yield the balance-of-momentum equations in Bt in the form
DivΣ + B0 = 0 , Div τ¯− Σ¯ = 0 (3.31)
in terms of the Eshelby-type stress measures, i. e. the macro stress Σ, the micro
stress Σ¯, and the double stress τ¯ as shown in Fig. 3.8. The denomination of these
tensors as Eshelby-type stress tensors goes back to purely material Eshelby tensor
introduced by Eshelby (1975) for a classical continuum. Along the derivation of
(3.31), the relations
Σ := Jp · f t , Σ¯ := J[p¯ · f¯
t
+ q¯
2,3
: g¯ ] , τ¯ := J q¯ : [ f¯ t⊗ f t] (3.32)
between the Eshelby-type material stress measures on the one hand, and the two-
point stress measures of Piola type on the other hand, become obvious.
Material isotropy. In the special case of material isotropy, i. e. the isotropy of the
material response, the energy density Ut for the material-motion problem is invari-
ant under a rigid-body rotation with any proper orthogonal tensor r superposed to
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Figure 3.8: Material-motion problem: Eshelby-type stress measures, τ= 0, t
the material configuration,
Ut =Ut( f , f¯ , g¯ ,•)
.
=Ut(r · f , r · f¯ , r · g¯ ,•) ∀ r ∈ SO(3) . (3.33)
Exploiting this condition, we conclude that the sum Σ + Σ¯ is symmetric, i. e. [Σ +
Σ¯] = [Σ + Σ¯]t.
3.2.3 Relations between spatial and material motion
In order to highlight the duality of the spatial- and the material-motion problem,
conversions between the spatial- and the material-motion-problem quantities are
derived in the sequel.
Deformation maps and deformation gradients. As illustrated in Figure 3.9,
the macro deformation map of the spatial-motion problem, ϕ, introduced in (3.6)
and that of the material-motion problem, Φ, of (3.21) are inverse to each other,
thus their compositions ϕ ◦ Φ = id and Φ ◦ϕ = id yield the identity. Likewise, the
macro-deformation gradient of the spatial- and that of the material-motion problem
are related through F · f = I t and f · F = I0 vice versa, while analogously the micro
deformation maps compose as F¯ · f¯ = I¯ t and f¯ · F¯ = I¯0, respectively. Furthermore
the Jacobians of the spatial- and the material-motion problem are related as j J = 1.
With these relations at hand the following expressions for the kinematic variables of
the spatial-motion problem in terms of those from the material-motion problem are
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Figure 3.9: Spatial- vs. material-motion problem: deformation measures
obtained for the macro- and the microcontinuum quantities, respectively:
ϕ = Φ−1 , F = f −1 , F¯ = f¯
−1
, G¯ = −F¯ · g¯ : [F¯ ⊗ F] . (3.34)
Vice versa, the conversions from the spatial- to the material-motion problem obey
Φ = ϕ−1 , f = F−1 , f¯ = F¯
−1
, g¯ = − f¯ · G¯ : [ f¯ ⊗ f ] (3.35)
for the macro- and the microcontinuum quantities, respectively.
Energy density. In the previous derivations, the stored-energy densities U0 and
Ut were assigned to a particular perspective on the deformation. With the rela-
tions (3.34) and (3.35), we may however express these in terms of kinematic quan-
tities either from the spatial- or from the material-motion problem. Particularly, for
the stored-energy density, which is related to a material unit volume, the relation
U0(F , F¯ , G¯) =U0( f , f¯ , g¯ (G¯, f¯ , f )) (3.36)
holds. Analogously, we can transform the total stored-energy density in the spatial
configuration which is usually expressed in terms of material-motion quantities as
follows:
Ut( f , f¯ , g¯ ) =Ut(F , F¯ , G¯(g¯ , F¯ , F)) . (3.37)
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Furthermore the transformations between the stored-energy density of the spatial
and the material configuration, respectively, read
U0 = JUt and Ut = jU0 . (3.38)
The relations of the partial derivative of the energy density with respect to a defor-
mation measure at fixed material position to derivatives at fixed spatial position are
computed as follows:
D fU0 = d fU0 : ∂ f f + d f¯U0 : ∂ f f¯ + dg¯U0 :·∂ f g¯ = d fU0+ dg¯U0 :·∂ f g¯ ,
D f¯U0 = d fU0 : ∂ f¯ f + d f¯U0 : ∂ f¯ f¯ + dg¯U0 :·∂ f¯ g¯ = d f¯U0+ dg¯U0 :·∂ f¯ g¯ ,
Dg¯U0 = d fU0 : ∂g¯ f + d f¯U0 : ∂g¯ f¯ + dg¯U0 :·∂g¯ g¯ = dg¯U0 ,
(3.39)
while the reverse relations are obtained analogously as
dFUt = DFUt +DG¯Ut :·∂F G¯ ,
dF¯Ut = DF¯Ut +DG¯Ut :·∂F¯ G¯ .
dG¯Ut = DG¯Ut .
(3.40)
These are in the following utilized to relate the spatial- and material-motion-
problem stresses to each other.
Push forward of the stress measures from the spatial-motion problem. The
Piola-type stresses P = DFU0, P¯ = DF¯U0, and Q¯ = DG¯U0 in Eq. (3.9) of the spatial-
motion problem enjoy the following relations
DFU0 = = D fU0 : [− f ⊗ f
t] = − f t ·D fU0 · f
t ,
DF¯U0 = D f¯U0 : ∂F¯ f¯ = D f¯U0 : [− f¯ ⊗ f¯
t
] = − f¯
t
·D f¯U0 · f¯
t
,
DG¯U0 = Dg¯U0 :·∂G¯ g¯ = Dg¯U0 :· [− f¯ ⊗ [ f¯
t
⊗ f t]] = − f¯
t
·Dg¯U0 : [ f¯
t
⊗ f t],
(3.41)
based on the relations (3.34). This fact may be exploited under consideration of
the energy-density relations (3.36) and (3.39) as well as the Piola transform (3.16).
Thus we obtain the relations
jDFU0 · F
t = − j f t ·D fU0 = − j f
t · [d fU0+ dg¯U0 :·∂ f g¯ ] ,
jDF¯U0 · F¯
t
= − j f¯
t
·D f¯U0 = − j f¯
t
· [d f¯U0+ dg¯U0 :·∂ f¯ g¯ ] ,
jDG¯U0 : [F¯
t
⊗ F t] = − j f¯
t
·Dg¯U0 = − f¯
t
· dg¯Ut .
(3.42)
With these, the Cauchy-type spatial stress measures from the spatial-motion prob-
lem (3.18) expressed in terms of the Piola-type stress measures of the material-
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motion problem (3.25) read
σ =Ut I − f
t · p − g¯
1,2
: q¯ ,
σ¯ = − f¯
t
· p¯ − g¯
1,3
: q¯ , (3.43)
τ¯ = − f¯
t
· q¯ .
Pull back of the stress measures from the material-motion problem. In
analogy to the previous paragraph, a pull back of the stress formats obtained in the
material-motion problem can be executed. Using the relations (3.34), we may write
d fUt = dFUt : ∂ f F = −F
t · dFUt · F
t ,
d f¯Ut = dF¯Ut : ∂ f¯ F¯ = −F¯
t
· dF¯Ut · F¯
t
,
dg¯Ut = dG¯Ut :·∂g¯ G¯ = −F¯
t
· dG¯Ut : [F¯
t
⊗ F t]
(3.44)
for the Piola-type stress quantities p, p¯, and q¯ of (3.25). Furthermore, we obtain
the relations
Jd fUt · f
t = −JF t · dFUt = −JF
t · [DFUt +DG¯Ut :·∂F G¯] ,
Jd f¯Ut · f¯
t
= −J F¯
t
· dF¯Ut = −J F¯
t
· [DF¯Ut +DG¯Ut :·∂F¯ G¯] ,
Jdg¯Ut : [ f¯
t
⊗ f t] = −J F¯
t
·DG¯Ut ,
(3.45)
now departing from Eqs. (3.29), (3.38) and (3.40). Finally we end up with the
material stress measures of Eshelby type from the material-motion problem, which
particularly read
Σ =U0I − F
t · P − G¯
1,2
: Q¯ ,
Σ¯ = −F¯
t
· P¯ − G¯
1,3
: Q¯ , (3.46)
τ¯ = −F¯ t · Q¯
in terms of the Piola-type stress measures of the spatial-motion problem (3.9).
Push forward and pull back of the balance relations. The relations for the bal-
ance of momentum were originally derived in terms of stresses in two-point descrip-
tions for both the spatial- and the material-motion problem, confer Sections 3.2.1
and 3.2.2. In both cases, Piola-transformation procedures were applied in order
to obtain the respective purely spatial or purely material stress format and balance
relations expressed in terms of these. Alternatively to this approach, one may also
proceed directly from the two-point formulation of the spatial-motion problem, Sec-
tion 3.2.1, to a fully material description in terms of Eshelby-type stresses by a
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Figure 3.10: Micromorphic balance-of-momentum tetragon
pull-back operation, or analogously from the two-point formulation of the material-
motion problem, Section 3.2.2, to a purely spatial description in terms of Cauchy-
type stresses by a push-forward procedure.
Particularly, in order to move from the two-point description of the spatial-motion
problem (3.11) to the purely material Eshelby-type description, the pull-back oper-
ations
−F t · [DivP + b0] − G¯
1,2
: [Div Q¯− P¯] = DivΣ + B0 = 0 ,
−F¯
t
· [Div Q¯− P¯] = Div τ¯− Σ¯ = 0 ,
(3.47)
are applied to the macro- and the micro-term of the balance relations and we di-
rectly obtain the expressions (3.31).
Analogously, the following push forward operates on the material-motion-problem
balances (3.27) and yields the purely spatial description of the balance of momen-
tum
− f t · [div p + Bt] − g¯
1,2
: [div q¯ − p¯] = divσ+ bt = 0 ,
− f¯
t
· [div q¯ − p¯] = div τ¯− σ¯ = 0 ,
(3.48)
in terms of stresses of Cauchy type as we also find it in equation (3.17).
Overall picture: Balance-of-momentum tetragon. For the micromorphic con-
tinuum, the balance relations as derived for the spatial- and the material-motion
problem in purely material respectively spatial quantities as well as in the respective
two-point descriptions, may be summarized in a transformation scheme as shown
in Figure 3.10 where the elements of the balance relations are transformed either
with direct pull back (PB) or push-forward (PF) operations or via Piola transforma-
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tions. This extends the similar representation for a classical continuum proposed by
Maugin (1993).
3.3 Constitutive relations
In order to close the set of equations, a straightforward hyperelastic constitutive
theory is chosen. Since the macro- and the micro-continuum behave kinematically
independently, a constitutive formulation must be chosen to provide a relation be-
tween the scales. Thus in a straightforward manner, we introduce a scale-transition
term into the constitutive formulation. This formulation is first proposed for the
spatial-motion problem and later transferred to the material-motion problem. The
according stress measures are derived from this assumption for both perspectives
and the symmetries imposed by spatial and material isotropy are shown.
3.3.1 Spatial-motion problem
Constitutive assumption for the stored-energy density. For the internally
stored-energy density W0 we suggest a hyperelastic constitutive ansatz,
W0(ϕ, F¯) =W
mac
0 +W
mic
0 +W
scale
0 , (3.49)
which consists of a Neo-Hooke-type termW mac0 on the macro scale, a straightforward
quadratic formulation on the micro scale, W mic0 , and an additional scale-transition
term W scale0 to couple both scales:
W mac0 (ϕ) =
1
2
λ ln2 J + 1
2
µ [F : F − ndim− 2 ln J] ,
W mic0 (F¯) =
1
2
µ l2 G¯ :· G¯ , (3.50)
W scale0 (ϕ, F¯) =
1
2
p [F¯ − F] : [F¯ − F] .
Herein the material parameters λ and µ are the Lamé constants known from the
classical or rather Boltzmann continuum. Additionally the so-called internal length
l accounts for the size dependence and may be interpreted as a characteristic size
of the microcontinuum. The parameter p plays the part of a penalty parameter
that controls the interaction between the macro- and the micro-deformation. Fur-
thermore ndim denotes the number of dimensions in space. With the internal-stored-
energy density formulation, Eqs. (3.49), the different stress fields may be evaluated,
utilising the definitions (3.9) and the relations (3.18).
Remark 3.3.1 (Choice of the constitutive formulation) Note that the
present choice for the stored-energy density function W0 is a rather straightforward
assumption. Of course, different formulations with more complex relations could
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be used and can be considered as a challenge for future research. An alternative
formulation is examined in Appendix B.
Spatial-motion stresses. With the constitutive formulation (3.49) the Piola-type
stresses (3.9) particularly result in
P = DFW0 = [λ ln J −µ]F
−t+µF − p[F¯ − F] ,
P¯ = DF¯W0 = p[F¯ − F] , (3.51)
Q¯ = DG¯W0 = µl
2G¯ .
Furthermore, we evaluate the Cauchy-type stresses as
σ = j[[λ ln J −µ]F−t+µF − p[F¯ − F]] · F t ,
σ¯ = jp[F¯ − F] · F¯
t
+ jµl2G¯
2,3
: G¯ , (3.52)
τ¯ = jµl2G¯ : [F¯
t
⊗ F t]
based on (3.18). Due to the scale-transition term (3.50)3, both the Cauchy-type
macro and the micro stress will generally be nonsymmetric, with the degree of sym-
metry depending on the choice of the penalty parameter. As indicated before, in the
case of spatial isotropy, however, the sum σ+ σ¯ is always symmetric.
Remark 3.3.2 (Relation to the gradient continuum) For a very small scale-
transition parameter, i. e. p→ 0, the macro and the micro stress, P and P¯ respectively,
will be decoupled.
Contrary, the limit case of p → ∞ constrains the micromorphic deformation such
that the micro deformation map equals the macro-deformation gradient, F¯ ≡ F , and
consequently the gradient becomes G¯ ≡ ∇X F . Thus the behaviour of a second-order
gradient continuum is approached. This coincides with the observation of Kirchner and
Steinmann (2005) who showed that this limit consideration transfers the micromor-
phic continuum to a second-order gradient continuum.
Similar constitutive constraints on the kinematics as the one we have chosen were
also used by Shu et al. (1999) as well as by Kouznetsova et al. (2002, 2004) for
higher-order gradient theories. In their case they yield the major advantage of enabling
C0 approximation functions in the numerical implementation, since they reversely ap-
proach a micromorphic continuum.
3.3.2 Material-motion problem
Stored-energy density. Upon the assumption of zero external bulk potential, i. e.
V0 = 0, which comes along with zero spatial body force, we may directly transfer the
relation (3.38) of the total stored-energy density to the internal part, i. e. Wt = jW0.
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Material-motion stresses. For the application of the material-force method, the
stresses of the material-motion problem need to be evaluated. From (3.25) with
Ut ≡Wt and (3.49) we obtain the Piola-type stresses of the material-motion problem
p = j[[W0−λ ln J +µ]I −µF
t · F + pF t · [F¯ − F]−µl2G¯
1,2
: G¯] · F t
p¯ = − jpF¯
t
· [F¯ − F] · F¯
t
(3.53)
q¯ = − jµl2 F¯
t
· G¯ : F¯
t
⊗ F t ,
from which the Eshelby-type stresses are evaluated as
Σ = [W0−λ ln J +µ]I −µF
t · F + pF t · [F¯ − F]−µl2G¯
1,2
: G¯ ,
Σ¯ = −pF¯
t
· [F¯ − F]−µl2G¯
1,3
: G¯ , (3.54)
τ¯ = −µl2 F¯ t · G¯
utilising (3.32).
For this particular choice of stresses, the symmetry of the sum of the Eshelby-type
macro and the micro stress, Σ + Σ¯, resulting from material isotropy as stated in
Eq. (3.33) can be shown. Observing
Σ + Σ¯ = [W0−λ ln J +µ]I −µF
t · F + pF t · F¯ − pF t · F
− pF¯
t
· F¯ + pF¯
t
· F −µl2[G¯
1,2
: G¯]−µl2[G¯
1,3
: G¯] , (3.55)
we notice that Σ + Σ¯ = [Σ + Σ¯]t and thus this symmetry is fulfilled.
3.4 Finite-element approximation
For the continuum theory presented in Section 3.2, a finite-element approximation
scheme is derived in a general format, for which the constitutive formulation of
Section 3.3 is incorporated. For the finite-element approximation we choose the
macro and the micro deformation map, which constitute the set of state variables
S , as the unknown quantities to be solved for.
3.4.1 Spatial-motion problem
Approximations. The unknown fields of the deformation quantities are approx-
imated using a standard Bubnov-Galerkin approach, which allows to use the same
interpolation functions for the unknowns as well as for the test functions. Partic-
ularly, a finite-element mesh consists of nϕ nodes at which the macro deformation
map ϕ is evaluated and nF¯ nodes for the unknownmicro deformation map F¯ . Within
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the finite element their approximations are formulated with the element shape func-
tions NϕL for the deformation and N
F¯
M
for the micro deformation map, respectively
as
ϕh =
neϕ∑
L=1
N
ϕ
L ϕ L , δϕ
h =
neϕ∑
I=1
N
ϕ
I δϕ I , (3.56)
F¯
h
=
ne
F¯∑
M=1
N F¯
M
F¯M , δF¯
h
=
ne
F¯∑
J=1
N F¯
J
δF¯ J . (3.57)
Herein the nodal indices I and L account for the discrete values of the unknown
ϕ and its variation, while J and M number the nodes for unknown F¯ and their
variation, respectively. Accordingly, the discrete approximations for the gradient
variables F = ∇Xϕ and G¯ = ∇X F¯ and their respective variations δF = ∇Xδϕ and
δG¯ =∇XδF¯ read
Fh =
neϕ∑
L=1
ϕ L ⊗∇XN
ϕ
L , δF
h =
neϕ∑
I=1
δϕ I ⊗∇XN
ϕ
I , (3.58)
G¯
h
=
ne
F¯∑
M=1
F¯M ⊗∇XN
F¯
M
, δG¯
h
=
ne
F¯∑
J=1
δF¯ J ⊗∇XN
F¯
J
. (3.59)
The constitutive assumption of Section 3.3, which incorporates the difference be-
tween the micro deformation map F¯ and the macro tangent map F , necessitates the
use of shape functions of different order in the finite-element approximation. Due
to the comparison of macro tangent map and micro deformation map, the approxi-
mation for the macro deformation map must be of one order higher than their micro
counterparts. A detailed reference for the suitability of different kinds of elements
for such formulations can be found in Kouznetsova et al. (2002, 2004), see also Shu
et al. (1999) and Amanatidou and Aravas (2002).
Residual and stiffness matrix. The discrete residual vector of the spatial-motion
problem is composed of a contribution of the macro and another one of the micro
degrees of freedom, R= [RϕI ,R
F¯
J
]t. These in particular read
RϕI =
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
P · ∇XN
ϕ
I dV − f
ext
I
.
= 0 , (3.60)
RF¯
J
=
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
Q¯ · ∇XN
F¯
J
+ P¯N F¯
J
dV − f¯
ext
J
.
= 0 . (3.61)
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including external contributions. Therein the Piola-type stresses P, P¯, and Q¯ are
e. g. specified by (3.51). The discrete external force and double force vector (con-
taining the components of the double force tensor) in (3.60) are given as
fext
I
=
nel
A
e=1
∫
∂Be0
N
ϕ
I t 0 dA+
∫
Be0
N
ϕ
I b0 dV , (3.62)
f¯
ext
J
=
nel
A
e=1
∫
∂Be0
N F¯
J
t¯ 0 dA . (3.63)
as long as both external surface and external bulk potential are considered. However
these both become zero for the present choice of zero external bulk and surface
potential. The linearized coupled problem KϕϕI L Kϕ F¯IM
KF¯ϕJ L K
F¯ F¯
JM
 ∆ϕhL
∆F¯
h
M

=
 fextI − f intI
f¯
ext
J
− f¯
int
J
 (3.64)
is to be solved for increments of ϕh
L
and F¯
h
M
. The component matrices of the global
tangent stiffness matrix are given as
KϕϕI L = ∂ϕ LR
ϕ
I =
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
DF

P · ∇XN
ϕ
I

· ∇XN
ϕ
L dV , (3.65)
Kϕ F¯IM = ∂F¯MR
ϕ
I =
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
DF¯

P · ∇XN
ϕ
I

N F¯
M
dV , (3.66)
KF¯ϕJ L = ∂ϕ LR
F¯
J
=
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
DF

Q¯ · ∇XN
F¯
J

· ∇XN
ϕ
L +DF

P¯N F¯
J

· ∇XN
ϕ
L dV , (3.67)
KF¯ F¯
JM
= ∂F¯MR
F¯
J
=
nel
A
e=1
∫
Be0
DG¯

Q¯ · ∇XN
F¯
J

· ∇XN
F¯
M
+DF¯

P¯N F¯
J

N F¯
M
dV . (3.68)
The actual implementation is done element-wise with assembly to a global system
of equations as in standard finite- element procedures. Also the standard procedure
of Gauss quadrature is used for the numerical evaluation of the integrals above. The
tangent operators and stresses are computed at each element integration point.
Tangent operators. The specific tangent operators in the stiffness matrix (3.65)
are given by the derivatives of the stress measures of Piola type with respect to the
deformation gradient, the micro deformation map, and the gradient of the latter.
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For the constitutive ansatz of Section 3.3, the fourth-order tangent operators arising
from the macro stress read:
DF P = λ F
−t⊗ F−t−

λ ln J −µ

F−t⊗ F−1+ [µ+ p] I⊗ I , (3.69)
DF¯ P = −p I⊗ I . (3.70)
Those tangent operatores stemming from the micro stress are given by
DF P¯ = −p I⊗ I DF¯ P¯ = p I⊗ I (3.71)
and are tensors of fourth order as well. The derivatives of the double stress obey:
DF Q¯ = 0 , DG¯Q¯ = µl
2 I⊗

I⊗ I

. (3.72)
Thereby DG¯Q¯ represents a tensor of sixth order, while the fifth-order tensor DF Q¯
vanishes for the present formulation.
3.4.2 Material-motion problem
Approximations. Accordingly, the approximations of the unknown quantities of
the material-motion problem, the macro deformation map Φ and the micro defor-
mation map f¯ , are formulated in terms of the material-motion shape functions NΦ
L
and N f¯M , respectively, as
Φh =
neΦ∑
L=1
NΦ
L
ΦL , δΦ
h =
neΦ∑
I=1
NΦ
I
δΦI , (3.73)
f¯
h
=
ne
f¯∑
M=1
N
f¯
M f¯ M , δ f¯
h
=
ne
f¯∑
J=1
N
f¯
J δ f¯ J . (3.74)
Herein, ne
Φ
= ne
ϕ
, ne
F¯
= ne
F¯
, as well as NΦ
L
≡ N
ϕ
L and N
f¯
M ≡ N
F¯
M
, but here the gradients
are derived with respect to the spatial coordinates. Particularly, f = ∇xΦ and g¯ =
∇x f¯ and their respective variations read
f h =
neΦ∑
L=1
ΦL ⊗∇xN
Φ
L
, δ f h =
neΦ∑
I=1
δΦI ⊗∇xN
Φ
I
, (3.75)
g¯ h =
ne
f¯∑
M=1
f¯ M ⊗∇xN
f¯
M , δg¯
h =
ne
f¯∑
J=1
δ f¯ J ⊗∇xN
f¯
J . (3.76)
With these test and trial functions in hand, we may now apply the material-force
method to our micromorphic continuum in the spirit of, for instance, Steinmann
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et al. (2001), Liebe et al. (2003a), Denzer et al. (2003).
Material-force method for the material balance of macro momentum. From
the integral version of the balance of momentum for the macrocontinuum (3.27)1,
we obtain ∫
Bt
δΦ · [div p + Bt]dv = 0 ∀ δΦ , (3.77)
wherein the body force is kept here for the sake of completeness. For arbitrary vari-
ations δΦ and with the finite-element approximations (3.73) and (3.75) we obtain
a quantity that we define as the nodal material force of the macro scale:
FI :=
nel
A
e=1
∫
Bet
p · ∇xN
Φ
I
− BtN
Φ
I
dv . (3.78)
This force vector acts on the material manifold and is energetically conjugate to the
material virtual node-point displacements at node L, δΦI . The material force FI
exclusively concerns the macro momentum and thus appears in the same format as
for a classical or rather Boltzmann continuum.
Remark 3.4.1 The material force may be equally derived in terms of the purely ma-
terial stresses of Eshelby type∫
B0
δΦ · J[div p + Bt]dV =
∫
B0
δΦ · [DivΣ + B0]dV = 0
from the pull back and by execution of the Piola transformation (3.29).
Material-force method for the material balance of micro momentum. For
the sake of completeness, we attempt to obtain a comparable nodal configurational
double-traction based on the material balance of the micro momentum. Thus the
material-motion balance of (3.27)2 is brought into a weak form,∫
Bt
δ f¯ :

div q¯ − p¯

dv = 0 ∀ δ f¯ , (3.79)
by multiplication with the virtual micro deformation map δ f¯ of the material-motion
problem. From this we obtain what we call a nodal configurational double force,
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Figure 3.11: Isoparametric quadrilateral master element with 9 nodes for the macro defor-
mation map ϕ and Φ and 4 nodes for the micro deformation map F¯ and f¯ .
which in the discretized version with the approximations (3.74) and (3.76) reads
F¯J :=
nel
A
e=1
∫
Bet
q¯ · ∇xN
f¯
J + p¯N
f¯
J dv . (3.80)
This discrete configurational micro double force is energetically conjugate to the
micro deformation map f¯ of the material-motion problem and discretely evaluated
at the nodes of the finite-element mesh. Contrary to the material force FL the con-
figurational micro double force F¯J represents a nonsymmetric two-point tensor.
Remark 3.4.2 (Double-force in terms of Eshelby-type stress) Alterna-
tively the configurational micro double force can be expressed in terms of Eshelby-type
stresses by performing a pull-back and a Piola-transformation on the micro balance of
momentum (3.79):∫
B0
[J

div q¯ − p¯

· f¯
t
] : [δ f¯ · F¯]dV =
∫
B0
[Div τ¯− Σ¯] : [δ f¯ · F¯]dV = 0 .
3.5 Numerical examples
The proposed algorithm for the micromorphic continuum is now applied to selected
numerical examples.
First, a finite-element solution for the spatial-motion problem is obtained accord-
ing to Section 3.4.1 in a two-point formulation. From the directly obtained nodal
values for ϕ and F¯ , all other kinematic quantities can be derived (compare Sec-
tion 3.2.3). With these at hand, for instance all presented stress fields can be eval-
uated using the relations of Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. The material-force method,
which was presented for the present micromorphic continuum in Section 3.4.2, is
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Figure 3.12: Material discretization of specimens for the numerical examples.
employed to obtain the material forces and configurational double forces of the
micromorphic continuum. According to the requirement on the order of approxi-
mation mentioned in Section 3.4.1, quadrilateral plane elements with a biquadratic
approximation for the macro deformation map ϕ and a bilinear approximation for
the micro deformation map F¯ as shown in Figure 3.11 are used.
The response is studied at two different boundary value problems, which are de-
picted in Figure 3.12: The first geometry under consideration is a specimen with a
circular hole under uniaxial loading, while the second one is a rectangularly shaped
specimen with a static crack under mode-I loading. Both geometries are discretized
with the finite elements depicted in Figure 3.11. The boundary conditions applied
consist of non-homogeneous Dirichlet and homogeneous Neumann boundary con-
ditions for the macro deformation map as well as homogeneous Neumann boundary
conditions for the micro deformation map.
3.5.1 Uniaxial loading of specimen with hole
Into the rectangular specimen of length L0 and width L0/3, an inhomogeneity is
introduced by means of a centred circular hole of radius r = L0/12, as shown in
Figure 3.13. While the nodes at the bottom edge of the discretized geometry are
fixed in longitudinal direction, a constant displacement boundary condition in the
same direction is applied on the top nodes step-wise until the final length of 1.5L0
is reached.
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Results from the spatial-motion problem
The internal length l is varied for fixed scale-transition parameter p = 20E in order
to firstly investigate the resulting field of the normal Cauchy-type macro stress σ22
in loading direction, and secondly the scale-transition term ‖F¯−F‖2 of the internally
stored-energy density (3.49).
Cauchy-type stress. Figure 3.13 shows the distribution of the Cauchy-type macro
stress component σ22 for different internal length ratios and a fixed scale-transition
parameter p = 20E plotted in the spatial mesh. The first aspect to observe is that the
overall behaviour of the specimen becomes stiffer with increasing internal length,
i. e. the deformation of the hole is less distinct compared to the overall deformation.
Moreover, the stress field is influenced more distinctively in a wider region by the
inhomogeneity represented by the hole. Especially the first effect can be attributed
to an increased stiffness in the micro term of Eq. (3.49) at increasing the internal-
length parameter l.
In Figure 3.14 we compare the stress components of the Cauchy-type macro stress
for two different internal lengths. For zero internal length, the fields appear sym-
metric while for the larger internal length of l = L0/6 the non-symmetry of the
tensor σ is revealed. This coincides with a nonsymmetric macro stress tensor gen-
erally predicted by the literature for non-local formulations.
Scale-transition term. Now the influence of the internal length on the scale-
transition term is investigated. Its contour is displayed in Figure 3.15 for varied
internal length l at fixed scale-transition parameter p = 20E. Herein mainly the
shape of the region with a significantly large term ‖F¯ − F‖2 differs with increas-
ing internal length: For larger l, the term appears more restricted to the direct
circumference of the hole but less effectively controlled by the parameter p. For
explanation of these effects, one may point to the fact that for zero internal length,
no microstructural effects are incorporated. As the micro deformation map F¯ van-
ishes, the scale-transition term is of the order of the macro deformation gradient F
and therefore has no decisive significance. Otherwise, if l > 0, the influence of the
scale-transition term becomes larger and also more closely aligned along the edge
of the hole due to stronger micro deformation.
Results from the material-motion problem
In the following, the material-force method is applied to the current boundary value
problem. In particular, the nodal material forces at the finite-element nodes as well
as the nodal configurational double forces are evaluated.
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l = 0 l = L0/12 l = L0/6 l = L0/3
Figure 3.13: Cauchy-type macro stress σ22 for different internal lengths.
σ12 σ21 σ12 σ21
l = 0 l = L0/6
Figure 3.14: Cauchy-type macro stress σ12 and σ21, for different internal lengths.
l = 0 l = L0/12 l = L0/6 l = L0/0.6
Figure 3.15: Scale-transition measure ‖F¯ − F‖2 for different internal lengths.
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Nodal material forces. In Figure 3.16, the nodal material forces at the spatial
mesh are plotted for a variation of the internal lengths l at the same (fixed) scale-
transition parameter p as before. We observe that for zero internal length, the
material force at the hole exhibits a distinct maximum at the lateral edges, while
for increasing internal length, the material forces are more evenly distributed along
the edge. The size of the material force vectors reflects the deformation along the
free edges, particularly around the hole. Consequently, we may conclude that the
additional stiffness imposed by the microstructure for larger internal length reduces
the possible energy release at the defect.
Configurational double forces. Now we consider the nodal configurational dou-
ble force F¯J , which is a nonsymmetric tensor of second-order.
First we investigate its modulus, ‖F¯J‖, plotted continuously over the entire do-
main in Figure 3.19. Generally it can be observed that the configurational double
force occurs in the interior of the domain, especially at the defect. For zero inter-
nal length, the double force vanishes. This observation correlates with the fact that
for this particular set of parameters the micromorphic continuum is very similar to
the classical continuum due to the vanishing size of the microstructure being repre-
sented by the internal length l. Once a non-zero internal length is present, the nodal
configurational double force arises. But due to the more homogeneous deformation
at large l, the distribution becomes more homogeneous and overall smaller.
To illustrate this quantity more characteristically, in Figures 3.17–3.18 we display
the results of the eigenvalue problem (confer Remark 3.5.1).
Particularly, in Figure 3.17 the first left and right eigenvectors, and in Figure 3.18
the corresponding second eigenvectors of the nodal configurational double force at
the finite element nodes are plotted, each one scaled by its corresponding eigen-
value. Here we notice a very distinct pattern: The first impression is that with in-
creasing internal length the quantity decreases as already seen before in Figure 3.19.
Furthermore, we observe that the first left and the second right eigenvectors are ori-
ented normal to each other, also the second left and the first right, which coincides
with the eigenproblem theory. Especially for the first right eigenvectors, we no-
tice that with increasing internal length, the arrows of significant size become less
aligned at the hole. The first eigenvectors represent the "stronger" direction. Thus
we conclude that the nodal configurational double force, which is the micro quantity
being energetically conjugate to the micro deformation map of the material-motion
problem, reflects a deflection of the loading from the edge of the hole to the remain-
ing bulk aside.
Remark 3.5.1 (Eigenvalue problem) For the nonsymmetric tensor of second order,
m¯J , both the left
a¯J · F¯J = λaJ a¯J
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and the right
F¯J · b¯J = λbJ b¯J
eigenvalue problem need to be considered. Herein a¯J denotes the left and b¯J the right
eigenvector of F¯J , while the right and left eigenvalues are given by λaJ = λbJ .
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l = 0 l = L0/12 l = L0/6 l = L0/3
Figure 3.16: Material forces FI on spatial mesh for different internal lengths.
(a)
(b)
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.17: First left (a) and right (b) eigenvectors of nodal configurational double forces
F¯J : eigenvector, scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, for different internal
lengths.
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(a)
(b)
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.18: Second (a) left and (b) right eigenvectors of nodal configurational double
forces F¯J , scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, for different internal lengths.
l = 0 l = L0/12 l = L0/6 l = L0/3
Figure 3.19: Modulus of nodal configurational double forces, ‖F¯J‖, plotted continuously, for
different internal lengths.
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3.5.2 Uniaxial loading of cracked specimen
As a second geometry, the rectangular specimen with a one-sided, non-propagating
crack at half length of Figure 3.12(b) is examined under uniaxial quasi-static load-
ing. The crack, which experiences mode-I loading, is explicitly modelled by an
additional edge in the finite-element mesh. For this boundary value problem, first
the internal length l and thereafter the penalty p is varied. Like in the previous ex-
ample, the specimen is fixed at the bottom, and a constant displacement boundary
condition is applied at the top nodes in longitudinal direction step-wise until a final
elongation of L0/3 is reached.
Results from the spatial-motion problem
First the different components of the Cauchy type stresses are shown for the con-
sidered boundary value problem. Then the influence of a variation of the internal
length is studied at fixed scale-transition parameter, before the latter parameter is
varied for fixed internal length.
Components of the Cauchy type stress. To illustrate the additionally arising
stress fields, besides the Cauchy-type macro stress of Figure 3.20, the components
of Cauchy-type micro and double stress are plotted in Figures 3.21 and 3.22, respec-
tively.
For the present boundary value problem, the normal macro stress component in
longitudinal or rather loading direction is dominant. The macro stress of Figure 3.20
is nonsymmetric, so is the micro stress of Figure 3.21. Their sum must be symmet-
ric, and in fact it is observed that for instance the sign of e. g. σ21 and σ¯21 is reverse
around the crack tip. Of the double stress being a tensor of third order eight com-
ponents are considered for the two-dimensional boundary value problem. These
themselves are difficult to interpret, however they are significant for the micromor-
phic model in that sense their contribution in the residual is directly related to the
influence of the higher gradient on the response.
Influence of the internal length. For variation of the internal length l, the nor-
mal component of the Cauchy-type macro stress in loading direction at penalty pa-
rameter p = 20E is plotted on the spatial configuration in Figure 3.23. We observe
that for increasing internal length, the crack opening becomes much smaller, which
we can interpret as overall behaviour of the specimen becoming ascendingly stiff.
For smaller l the regions within the specimen carrying none or minor load, are much
larger. Contrarily, for a large internal length the stress is distributed over almost the
entire specimen, and this distribution deflected strongly next to the crack.
Figure 3.24 shows the modulus of the difference between macro- and micro-
deformation from the scale-transition term ‖F¯ − F‖2 for varying internal length
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σ11 σ22 σ12 σ21
Figure 3.20: Cauchy-type macro stress σ
σ¯11 σ¯22 σ¯12 σ¯21
Figure 3.21: Cauchy-type micro stress σ¯
plotted on the spatial configuration at a penalty of p = 20E. For larger internal
length, the region, in which this term is significant, increases, but remains narrowly
aligned around the crack tip.
Influence of the scale-transition parameter. Further studies are made on the
influence of the scale-transition parameter p. In Figure 3.25, the normal Cauchy-
type macro stress component in longitudinal direction, σ22, is plotted on the spatial
mesh and compared for different scale-transition parameters p. The spatial mesh
changes in such manner that, for increasing p, the shape of the crack tip changes
from rounded to sharp. The influence of p on the stress σ22 is not as strong as that
of the internal length. Mainly the field at the crack tip changes its shape from a ’0’
towards that of an ’8’.
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τ¯111 τ¯221 τ¯121 τ¯211
τ112 τ222 τ122 τ212
Figure 3.22: Cauchy-type double stress τ¯i jk
Now the influence of the parameter p on the kinematic measurement from the scale-
transition term, ‖F¯ − F‖2, is investigated. From the plot of this field in Figure 3.26,
we may perceive that only a rather high scale-transition parameter leads to a suc-
cessful penalisation of the quantity, since then the macro-tangent and the micro-
deformation map, F and F¯ approach each other. Only around the crack tip, an
occurrence can still be recognized for a penalisation being sufficient elsewhere over
the domain. This behaviour is characteristic for the formulation as explained in
the sequel: For small values of p the microcontinuum deforms more independently
as characteristic for microcontinuum theory. Opposed to that, the formulation ap-
proaches a gradient continuum for larger values of p. This goes along with locally
compatible deformations, which are here imposed by the penalising scale-transition
term.
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l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.23: Cauchy stress σ22 for different internal lengths.
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.24: Scale-transition measure ‖F¯ − F‖2 for different internal lengths.
Results from the material-motion problem
For the cracked specimen, the material-force method is applied. First the nodal
material forces resulting from the balance of macro-momentum are plotted for a
variation of the internal length and of the scale-transition parameter, before the
nodal configurational double forces are presented for the same sets of parameters.
Influence of the internal length. In Figure 3.27 the discrete nodal material
forces FL are plotted for different values of the internal length. The material forces
occur along all edges, especially on the fixed boundaries at the upper and lower
at end of the specimen and at the crack tip. Particularly, there is one large lateral
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p = E/50 p = E/5 p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.25: Cauchy stress σ22 for different scale-transition parameters.
p = E/50 p = E/5 p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.26: Scale-transition measure ‖F¯ − F‖2 for different scale-transition parameters.
material force located at the crack tip and directed opposite to the direction into
which the crack would propagate. We observe that with increasing internal length,
the overall deformation is more homogeneous and the major material force vector
at the crack tip decreases. At the same time, those material force vectors repre-
senting the boundary reaction forces become larger. This can be attributed to the
fact that the parameter increases the stiffness: for the same displacement, the stiffer
specimen will exhibit higher stresses and thus bear a larger load.
In the sequel, we regard the results for the nodal configurational double force of
the micro scale, F¯J . In this context, Figure 3.30 shows its modulus, ‖F¯J‖, again plot-
ted continuously over the mesh. Here we observe the same phenomenon as for the
previous specimen: For zero internal length the modulus is zero everywhere, while
the quantity has the biggest values for the smallest non-zero internal length and the
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occurrence decreases with growing internal length. This behaviour is also reflected
in the illustration of the eigenvalue problem in Figure 3.28–3.29. Besides this, we
moreover observe that, with increasing internal length, the orientation of the eigen-
vectors changes. This could be attributed to a switch in the order of the correspond-
ing eigenvalues, which consequently determine the direction of the eigenvectors.
Influence of the scale-transition parameter. We now look at the influence of
the scale-transition parameter p on the material forces, see Figure 3.31. Despite
the aforementioned change in the crack shape, for larger p the material force distri-
bution experiences no significant sensibility to the scale-transition parameter. Only
the material forces at the supported edge become slightly larger, which indicates a
slightly stiffer behaviour of the specimen for increasing p.
Contrary to this, the norm of the nodal configurational double force of the micro
scale, ‖F¯J‖, plotted in Figure 3.34, occurs increasingly stronger for increasing scale-
transition parameter p. This strong influence of p on the quantity of the nodal
configurational double force also becomes obvious in Figures 3.28 and 3.29. This
time, there is no significant change in direction of the eigenvectors. We may con-
clude that, as the formulation approaches a second-order gradient continuum, the
micro nodal configurational double forces grow.
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l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.27: Nodal material forces FI for different internal lengths.
(a)
(b)
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.28: First left eigenvectors of nodal configurational double force F¯J , scaled by cor-
responding eigenvalues, for different internal lengths.
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(b)
(c)
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.29: First right (a), second left (b) and right (c) eigenvectors of nodal configura-
tional double force F¯J , scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, plotted at spatial
mesh for different internal lengths.
l = 0 l = L0/20 l = L0/5 l = L0/2
Figure 3.30: Modulus of nodal configurational double force, ‖F¯J‖, plotted continuously for
different internal lengths.
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p = E/50 p = E/5 p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.31: Nodal material forces FI for different scale-transition parameters.
(a)
(b)
p = E/50 p = E/5 p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.32: First and second left eigenvectors of nodal configurational double forces F¯J ,
scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, for different scale-transition parameters.
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(a)
(b)
p = E/50 p = E/5 p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.33: First (a) and second (b) right eigenvectors of nodal configurational double
force F¯J : eigenvectors scaled by corresponding eigenvalues, plotted on spatial
mesh for different scale-transition parameters.
p = 0.02E p = 0.2E p = 2E p = 20E
Figure 3.34: Modulus of nodal configurational double force, ‖F¯J‖, plotted continuously, for
different of scale-transition parameters.
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Homogenization of a
Heterogeneous Continuum
For a material that possesses a heterogeneous microstructure, rather than explic-
itly resolving each of these heterogeneities in the modelling, we are interested in a
methodology to obtain the overall response more efficiently. This can be achieved
by a direct multi-scale method or rather a homogenization, which is based on the
self-consistent estimates proposed by Hill (1963) and Kröner (1967). The global
properties at a material point are obtained based on the averaging of properties
over a representative portion of the microstructure. In the computational homoge-
nization this theoretical framework is adopted in order to solve multiscale boundary
value problems numerically.
As a step towards the homogenization of material layers, which will be treated in
Chapters 5 and 6, in the current chapter, a homogenization framework for a micro-
scopically heterogeneous continuum is considered. First we illuminate the general
procedure of computational homogenization including its key theoretical assump-
tions, see Section 4.1. Thereafter two particular cases of continuum homogenization
are considered. First, in Section 4.2, the homogenization framework is presented
with a classical continuum at both the macro and the micro level, as illustrated in
Figure 4.1. Subsequently in Section 4.3, within the same macro framework a micro-
morphic mesostructure in the underlying RVE is considered instead. This approach
is converse to that of the contributions of Kouznetsova et al. (2002, 2004), who
employed the generalized continuum at the macro level. However, the current ap-
proach with the generalized continuum at the RVE level shall first of all serve as a
foundation for the subsequent development of a homogenization with an interface
at the macro level, as will be presented in Chapter 6. By the choice of a micro-
morphic RVE, the model accounts for size effects occurring due to a relatively large
intrinsic microstructure in the material.
The homogenization is accomplished within a continuum-mechanics framework
at finite deformations based on the concept of Hill (1972). The notation c(·) denotes
the quantities at the macro level. When a classical continuum is considered at the
RVE level, i. e. in Section 4.2, this RVE embodies the micro level. Differently for
the micromorphic RVE, the level of the RVE acts as the meso level, since with the
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microcontinua attached to each of its points, a third level namely the micro level
comes in.
4.1 General procedure of computational
homogenization
A material point cP within the material body cB is considered. While the framework
of kinematics and balance relations are given by continuum mechanics, to solve a
boundary value problem in cB the constitutive behaviour is needed. In cases when
the material body consists of a heterogeneous microstructure that determines its be-
haviour, a constitutive assumption posed a priori can only give a coarse estimate of
the effective constitutive behaviour. Thus instead the local vicinity of a point in cB
at the macro scale, i. e. an infinitesimally small material element, is focused at on
a finer scale, the micro scale. The further homogenization relies on the assumption
that the two considered scales are well separated, i. e. a typical size on the macro
scale is much greater than a typical size of the underlying microstructure, bL ≫ L.
For the micro scale, a so-called representative volume elementB models the micro-
structure underlying to the macroscopic material point. Under boundary conditions
which are determined by the macroscopic state of deformation, stress, etc., a bound-
ary value problem is defined on this representative volume element. At this level,
both the governing balance relations and the constitutive behaviour are known. The
goal of this consideration is to return this constitutive information obtained from a
finer scale to the macro level.
The key ingredients of the homogenization procedure are the definition of the
boundary value problem at the macro level excluding a constitutive framework, the
choice of a representative volume element to model the microstructure, the def-
inition of the boundary value problem at the micro level including a constitutive
framework, and the actual homogenization with the corresponding boundary con-
ditions to link the two scales.
Continuum on the macro scale. In the described multiscale framework, differ-
ent kinds of continua can be chosen at the macro level. While the standard choice
covers a classical continuum, for instance in the contributions of Kouznetsova et al.
(2002, 2004) a second-gradient continuum is employed at the macro level, whereas
e. g. Forest et al. (2000), Ebinger et al. (2005) use a Cosserat continuum. By this
choice, rather than an entirely local or infinitesimal, a finite vicinity of the material
point is considered and thus with the corresponding spatial macro gradients a cur-
vature measure can be delivered to the RVE, which involves a size effect across the
scales.
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Representative volume element on the micro scale. This representative vol-
ume element (RVE) acts as a statistically representative portion of the heteroge-
neous microstructure (Nemat-Nasser and Hori, 1999). Its size must be chosen such
that it is large enough to be representative or rather such that it sufficiently accounts
for the character and distribution of the heterogeneities.. Nevertheless it should be
much smaller than the specimen considered at the macro level to ensure a scale
separation on the one hand, and to achieve an increased efficiency on the other
hand. If the material or geometric properties of the underlying microstructures spa-
tially vary within a macro specimen, as e. g. in functionally graded materials, the
representative volume element can be chosen differently in different macro regions
if only a local periodicity is required.
Besides a continuum representation, any appropriate mechanical framework
could be employed at the RVE level, for instance discrete particles to account for
granular media, molecular dynamics, or quasi-static atomistics, just to mention a
few. Particle assemblies were e. g. considered by Ehlers et al. (2003), Ehlers and
Wenz (2004), D’Addetta et al. (2004), Miehe and Dettmar (2004), Dettmar (2006).
Micro–macro transition. The micro–macro transition links the two considered
scales, namely the macro continuum point with its underlying RVE. It is based on
the averaging of the deformation gradient or strain and the corresponding stress
measures and the virtual energy (or power) over the RVE. This volume averages of
a quantity (•) over the representative volume element B0 of material volume V0 is
given as
〈•〉 :=
1
V0
∫
B0
(•)dV . (4.1)
These averages must be equivalent to their corresponding aggregate quantities at
the corresponding macro point, i. e. 〈•〉 ≡ b•. These corresponding aggregate quanti-
ties of stress, deformation measure, and power or virtual work deliver the boundary
conditions on the RVE. Especially the virtual work performed within the RVE must
balance the virtual work at a macroscopic point, a requirement that is referred to as
the Hill condition (Hill, 1972).
As outlined by Miehe et al. (1999a,b) and Bayreuther (2005), the deformation
field within the RVE is defined as the superposition of the homogeneous field given
by the linear mapping by the macroscopic deformation gradient bF and a non-
homogeneous fluctuation field ew as:
ϕ := bF · X + ew . (4.2)
This mapping is based on (2.1) in case of a classical continuum framework on the
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macro scale. This assumption is based on a sufficient separation of scales. It cor-
responds to he superposition of the microscopic deformation gradient as F = bF + eF
with eF :=∇X ew . Thus a condition for this fluctuation field follows:
1
V0
∫
B0
eF dV =
1
V0
∫
∂B0
ew ⊗ N dA= 0 . (4.3)
This conditions restricts the choice of boundary conditions on the RVE, because
it is fulfilled for (i) ew = 0 everywhere in B0, for (ii) ew = 0 on the entire RVE
boundary ∂B0, or for (iii) ew
+
= ew
− on opposite boundaries ∂B+0 and ∂B
−
0 . Case
(i), which assumes a homogeneous deformation of the entire RVE, yields the Voigt–
Taylor bound (Voigt, 1889, Taylor, 1938), which strongly overestimates the stiffness.
The contrary assumption of constant stress over the entire RVE, referred to as Reuss–
Sachs bound (Reuss, 1929, Sachs, 1928), yields a strongly underestimated response.
Boundary conditions. Boundary conditions consistent with the Hill condition are
imposed on the boundary of the RVE determined by the macroscopic quantities. It
is well-known that different types of boundary conditions yield a differently stiff
response (Wriggers et al., 2005, Geers et al., 2005). Within the upper and lower
bound given by the simplified assumptions of Voigt–Taylor and Reuss–Sachs, the
prescription of a linear or rather homogeneous displacements field on the boundary
as well as the application of constant traction on the boundary yield a more reason-
able intermediate response. Linear displacements on the boundary, ew = 0 on ∂B0,
yield a stiffer global response, whereas constant boundary tractions lead to a softer
global response. Another option is based on the assumption of the periodicity of the
superimposed fluctuation field, ew+ = ew−, on opposite boundaries ∂B+0 and ∂B
−
0
(Miehe et al., 1999a,b, 2002a, Kouznetsova, 2002, Geers et al., 2005). The lat-
ter alternative of periodic boundary conditions comes along with an intermediately
stiff response and is appreciated to give a better estimation for the macro response,
compare Kouznetsova (2002) and references cited therein.
Computational homogenization. To make the homogenization available for
numerical simulations involving the advantages of the illuminated multiscale ap-
proach, within the field of computational mechanics it was translated into so-called
computational homogenization approaches. The finite-element based computa-
tional homogenization or, in the nomenclature of e. g. Miehe and Koch (2002), di-
rect micro-to-macro transitions of e. g. Miehe et al. (1999a, 2002c), Miehe (2003),
Michel et al. (1999), Smit et al. (1998), Feyel and Chaboche (2000), Kouznetsova
et al. (2001, 2002, 2004) relies on a nested solution involving a discretized bound-
ary value problem at the macro level and many discretized boundary value problem
in the underlying RVEs. The macro constitutive behaviour is evaluated at the in-
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cB0 B0
Figure 4.1: Multiscale approach for continuum cB0 with RVE B0 occupied by classical con-
tinuum.
tegration points of each finite element based on a homogenization employing the
underlying micro boundary value problem. The aggregate stress and tangent oper-
ators of a typical microstructure may exclusively be defined in terms of the discrete
reaction forces and the stiffness associated with the kinematic degrees of freedom
on the RVE boundary (Miehe and Koch, 2002).
4.2 Homogenization of a continuum with a
heterogeneous continuous microstructure
The homogenization between a continuum at the macro level and a continuum at
the micro level is introduced here. At both levels the classical continuum formula-
tion of Section 2.2 in the framework of finite deformations is used. The presented
first-order homogenization (in the nomenclature of Kouznetsova (2002)) was sim-
ilarly also described in Hirschberger et al. (2007c). As indicated above and illus-
trated in Figure 4.1, at the macro level a material body cB0 is considered. The
corresponding volume element at a material point cP is resolved by a representative
volume element denoted by B0. The local constitutive behaviour at cP is evaluated
within this RVE.
4.2.1 Classical continuum formulation at the macro level
The framework of classical continuum mechanics of Section 2.2, used at the macro
level, is reviewed for the sake of convenience in Table 4.1. No constitutive assump-
tion is posed at this level. Rather we seek to obtain the constitutive behaviour in a
multiscale consideration from the underlying microstructure. Note that at this level
body forces can be incorporated.
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Table 4.1: Governing equations at the macro and the micro level.
macro boundary value problem
kinematics bx = bϕ(bX , t) bF =∇bX bϕ
balance of momentum Div bP + bb0 = 0 in cB0
Neumann boundary condition bt pre0 := bP · bN on ∂ cB bP0
Dirichlet boundary condition bϕpre := bϕ on ∂ cB bϕ0
weak formulation
∫
cB0
bP : δbF dV =
∫
∂ cB0
bt 0 ·δ bϕ dA+
∫
cB0
bb0 ·δ bϕ dV
constitutive formulation not stated, but obtained from the micro level
micro boundary value problem
kinematics x = ϕ(X , t) F =∇Xϕ
balance of momentum DivP = 0 in B0
Neumann boundary condition t pre0 := P · N on ∂B
P
0
Dirichlet boundary condition ϕpre := ϕ on ∂Bϕ0
weak formulation
∫
B0
P : δF dV =
∫
∂B0
t 0 ·δϕ dA
constitutive formulation a priori stated
4.2.2 Representative volume element at the micro level
occupied by classical continuum
The set of governing equations at the RVE level comprises both the classical contin-
uum framework and a constitutive formulation. Both are adopted from Section (2.2)
and are reviewed as well in Table 4.1. In view of the homogenization of the sub-
sequent section, in particular the conversion between surface and volume integrals,
body forces are omitted at this level.
Any suitable constitutive behaviour can be attributed to the RVE at the micro
level. For instance for a hyperelastic formulation for the stored-energy density, the
Piola stress can be derived from the potential-energy density as P = DFW0 as already
stated in (2.11).
4.2.3 Micro–macro transition: Homogenization
The relation between a macro continuum point and its underlying microstructure
is based on the averaging of the decisive quantities over the corresponding repre-
sentative volume element. These averages are introduced first, before the relation
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between them and the corresponding quantities at the macro level, the actual ho-
mogenisation, is performed.
Averaging of quantities over the RVE. The volume averages over the RVE of
the deformation gradient, the Piola stress, and the virtual work are recalled here:
〈F〉=
1
V0
∫
B0
F dV , 〈P〉=
1
V0
∫
B0
P dV , 〈P : δF〉=
1
V0
∫
B0
P : δF dV . (4.4)
The following canonical auxiliary relations (e. g. Miehe (2003), Costanzo et al.
(2005) and references cited therein),
F = Div (ϕ ⊗ I) , P t = Div (X ⊗ P) , P : F = Div (ϕ · P) , (4.5)
convert the volume integrals in (4.4) to boundary integrals:
〈F〉=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
ϕ ⊗ N dA , 〈P〉=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
t 0⊗ X dA , 〈P : δF〉=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
t 0 ·δϕ dA . (4.6)
These conversions rely on the balance of momentum at the micro level in omission of
body forces. The averages over the RVE will be related to the macroscopic quantities
next.
Equivalence of RVE averages and macro quantities. The Hill condition (Hill,
1972) requires the virtual work at the macro and the micro level to equal:
bP : δbF ≡ 〈P : δF〉 . (4.7)
It was hence also denoted as the macro-homogeneity condition by Costanzo et al.
(2005). Likewise, it is postulated that both the macroscopic deformation gradient
bF and Piola stress bP are equivalent to the respective averages of the deformation
gradient and the Piola stress over the RVE:
bF ≡ 〈F〉 , bP ≡ 〈P〉 . (4.8)
From this, we obtain the requirement that the work performed by the respective
averages of stress and deformation over the RVE equals the average of the work
over the RVE:
〈P〉 : 〈δF〉 ≡ 〈P : δF〉 . (4.9)
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(a)
e1
e2
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t
∂BR
t
(b)
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t
∂BT
t
∂BL
t
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t
Figure 4.2: Deformed RVE due to (a) linear displacement boundary conditions and (b) pe-
riodic displacement boundary conditions.
4.2.4 Micro–macro transition: Boundary conditions on the
classical representative volume element
With this equivalence framework at hand, consistent boundary conditions stem-
ming from the macroscopic quantities, are imposed on the RVE using (4.6) and this
way complete the micro–macro transition. The most common standard approaches
to apply boundary conditions on the RVE based on the macroscopic quantities are
linear displacement boundary conditions, periodic displacements and antiperiodic
tractions, and constant tractions on the boundary. Any choice of boundary condi-
tions imposed on the RVE must fulfil the Hill condition (4.7) to be appropriate and
admissible.
The implementations of the boundary conditions are based on the assumption that
the origin of the coordinate system is placed in the volumetric centre of the RVE.
Although the options discussed in the sequel are well-established and their admis-
sibility was extensively discussed in the literature, see e. g. Miehe et al. (1999a,b),
Kouznetsova (2002), Geers et al. (2005) and references cited therein, we address
this issue for each of the presented cases. To this end, the following relations
〈P〉 : 〈δF〉= 〈P : 〈δF〉〉= 〈〈P〉 : δF〉 (4.10)
are used. With these, the Hill condition (4.9) is rewritten as
〈P : δF〉 − 〈P : 〈δF〉〉
.
= 0 (4.11)
〈P : δF〉 − 〈〈P〉 : δF〉
.
= 0 (4.12)
which must be fulfilled for the displacement and the traction boundary conditions,
respectively, to be admissible.
Displacement boundary conditions. The first option is to prescribe the displace-
ment at the entire RVE boundary ∂Bϕ0 ≡ ∂B0 as a Dirichlet boundary condition.
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This reflects the choice of zero boundary fluctuation in (4.3). Precisely, at large
strain, the deformation map is prescribed as a linear mapping of the reference place-
ment X by means of the macro deformation gradient:
ϕ ≡ bF · X on ∂B0 , (4.13)
This case is depicted in Figure 4.2(a). Its fulfilment of the Hill condition (4.9) is
verified utilizing (4.11):
〈P : δF〉 − 〈P : 〈δF〉〉=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · P · N − 〈δF〉 : [P · N ⊗ X]dA (4.14)
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0 dA= 0
This term identically equals zero if the deformation is prescribed at the entire RVE
boundary ∂B0 according to (4.13).
Traction boundary conditions. Constant traction boundary conditions fulfilling
the Hill condition (4.7) can be imposed on the representative volume element as
follows:
t 0 ≡ bP · N on ∂B0 . (4.15)
These tractions are prescribed at the entire boundary and fulfil the Hill condi-
tion (4.9) as shown here:
〈P : δF〉 − 〈〈P〉 : δF〉=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [P − 〈P〉] · N dA (4.16)
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [t 0− 〈P〉 · N]dA
.
= 0 .
It can easily be observed that for the choice of traction boundary conditions (4.15),
with the equivalence (4.8)2 this requirement is fulfilled identically.
Periodic boundary conditions. In case of periodic boundary conditions, the de-
formation at three independent points of the RVE, i. e. three corner nodes, is pre-
scribed according to (4.13). The deformations of opposite boundaries are forced to
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be periodic, i. e.
ϕ+−ϕ− ≡ bF · [X+− X−] on ∂B±0 . (4.17)
This way they fulfil (4.3) by means of a periodic fluctuation field ew (Miehe et al.,
1999a,b, Kouznetsova, 2002). From equilibrium, the tractions on opposite edges
follow to be antiperiodic:
t+0 + t
−
0 ≡ 0 on ∂B
±
0 . (4.18)
Thereby the positive and negative boundaries, ∂B+0 and ∂B
−
0 , respectively, are
located on opposite edges of the RVE. Figure 4.2(b) shows the positive boundary,
which comprises ∂B+
τ
= ∂BT
τ
∪ ∂BT
τ
, and the negative boundary is composed of
∂B−
τ
= ∂BL
τ
∪ ∂BB
τ
τ ∈ {0, t}.
The admissibility of the periodic boundary conditions with respect to the Hill
condition (4.9) can be shown based on that for fully prescribed displacement on
the boundary. Particularly, 〈δF〉 · X is a priori periodic for the macro deformation
gradient affinely imposed on the RVE. With this, the fluctuation term ew = [δϕ −
〈δF〉 · X] is periodic over opposite boundaries,
1
V0
∫
∂B0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]⊗ N dA= 0 . (4.19)
Together with antiperiodic tractions (4.18), the integral over opposite boundaries
vanishes,
1
V0
∫
∂B−0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+
1
V0
∫
∂B+0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0 = 0 . (4.20)
Thus the choice of periodic boundary conditions (4.17) proves admissible.
4.2.5 Computational homogenization for a classical
representative volume element
The introduced homogenization concept is embedded into a nonlinear finite-
element framework. A deformation-driven nested solution scheme of a first-order
homogenization in the nomenclature of Kouznetsova (2002) is to be solved. To this
end, both the macro specimen and the underlying microstructure are discretized by
a finite element mesh. During the simulation of the macro boundary value prob-
lem, at each integration point of each finite element at this macro level, the macro
constitutive properties are evaluated on the underlying RVE along the lines of the
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contributions of Miehe et al. (1999a), Feyel and Chaboche (2000), Kouznetsova
et al. (2001, 2002), Geers et al. (2005). To achieve this, a boundary value problem
on the discretized RVE is solved subject to boundary conditions imposed by the de-
formation at the superordinate macro integration point. Due to the geometrically
and physically nonlinear framework, this multi-scale computation requires an iter-
ative solution at both the macro and the micro level. A Newton–Raphson scheme
will usually be applied.
Nonlinear system at the macro level. Along the lines of the numerical solution
scheme presented in Section 3.4.1, at the macro level, the global residual must
vanish. For the macro system of equations the assembly is obtained as in (3.60).
Therefore the nonlinear system of equations
bKI L ·∆ bϕhL = bf extI −bf intI , (4.21)
is solved iteratively. Therein the stiffness or rather algorithmic tangent matrix is
the derivative of the residual bR with respect to the deformation map bϕ. It is anal-
ogous to the pure macro contribution bK bϕ bϕ
I L
in (3.65). Both the residual vector and
the stiffness matrix are evaluated element-wise using a Gauss quadrature and as-
sembled to a global system of equations. Therein both the macro stress bP and the
macro tangent operator DbF bP at the particular integration points are obtained from
a homogenization at the RVE level.
Evaluation of the RVE boundary value problem. At each integration point of
each macro element a computational homogenization must provide both the stress
bP and the tangent operator DbF bP. This homogenization in the first place bases on
the application of the boundary conditions on the RVE governed by the macroscopic
increments of deformation and stress in the current macro iteration step.
According to Section 4.2.4, different types of boundary conditions can be applied
onto the RVE. In case of linear displacements on the boundary, the displacements of
all boundary nodes are prescribed as shown in Figure 4.2(a). For the periodic case
depicted in Figure 4.2(b), only the displacements of three independent corner nodes
are prescribed. To enforce the periodicity constraint (4.17), the procedure described
in Remark 4.2.1 proves useful. The case of constant tractions at the boundary is
somewhat more complicated. A further consideration is omitted here for the sake
of brevity since its implementation will not be needed for the later chapters.
With the respective boundary conditions, the micro system of equations is solved.
Hereby an a priori constitutive formulation is used in each element of the micro
structure. The global residual vector at the micro level must become zero to find
equilibrium, compare compare Section 3.4, equation (3.60). This leads to the lin-
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earized system of equations with the algorithmic tangent matrix KI L,
KI L ·∆ϕ L = f
ext
I
− f int
I
. (4.22)
The stiffness matrix of the micro problem is given by the pure macro contribution
in (3.65), KI L = K
ϕϕ
I L . With the displacement boundary condition stemming from
the current increment of the macro deformation gradient, an iterative solution al-
gorithm (e. g. Newton–Raphson) is used to find the solution at (micro) equilibrium.
This solution procedure is straightforward in the case of fully prescribed boundary
displacements. For the periodic boundary conditions the periodicity must be in-
volved in the system during the solution. With this information at hand the system
is first reduced, then the current iteration step is solved. After this, the deformations
of all nodes are gathered for a new iteration. see Remark 4.2.1.
Remark 4.2.1 (Periodicity constraint) For periodic displacement and anti-
periodic traction on the RVE boundary the periodicity constraints must be imposed
before the solution of the system is performed. We transform the system (4.22) towards
a new system only formulated in terms of independent degrees of freedom
K⋆ ·∆ϕhi =∆f
⋆
as proposed by Kouznetsova (2002). These independent degrees of freedom comprise
those of all corner nodes, those on the negative boundaries (left and bottom nodes),
as well as those in the interior of the RVE mesh, while all the other nodes, i. e. the
positive boundary excluding corner nodes, contribute the dependent degrees of freedom.
Thereby the transformed stiffness matrix and the transformed incremental load vector
read:
K⋆ =Kii+C
t
di ·Kid+Kid ·Cdi+C
t
di ·Kdd ·Cdi
∆f⋆ =∆f i+C
t
di ·∆fd ,
which is based on the relation ∆ϕd = Cdi ·∆ϕ i between the dependent and the inde-
pendent degrees of freedom with the so-called dependency matrix Cdi. In this case, the
deformation is prescribed in the reduced system at the corner nodes only.
In the special case of an infinitesimal deformation framework, when a linear systems
of equations is to be solved once, the degrees of freedom of the internal nodes are also
attributed to the dependent degrees of freedom.
Other techniques to enforce the periodicity have been proposed in the literature. For
instance Miehe (2003) proposes the use of a Lagrange multiplier, which appears rather
expensive, but has the advantage that arbitrarily shaped representative volume ele-
ments can be considered as opposed to only rectangular ones. This procedures and the
alternative of using a penalty term were also discussed by Bayreuther (2005), Dettmar
(2006). The periodicity can also be achieved by the the modification of the basis func-
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tions of the respective degrees of freedom on the positive and corresponding negative
boundary of the RVE.
Homogenized macro stress and tangent operator. Once the micro solution
has been obtained iteratively, the macroscopic stress and tangent operator are com-
puted from a homogenization. To this end, the reaction at all boundary nodes the
deformation is prescribed at, is extracted. They deliver the macro response based on
the relation 4.8 between the macro stress and the average micro stress. In the case
of linear displacement boundary conditions, all boundary nodes are taken into ac-
count, whereas for periodic boundary conditions, only the three independent bound-
ary nodes are considered. In each of these cases a condensation is applied to the
stiffness matrix at the solved state to extract the contributions of these nodes only.
With the equivalence (4.8)2 and the average (4.6)2, the macro Piola stress bP is
discretely evaluated as a summation over all prescribed boundary nodes:
bP =
1
V0
npre∑
I
f I ⊗ X I . (4.23)
With (4.22), the tangent operator in the relation ∆bP = ∂F¯ bP : ∆bF is extracted.
Particularly, the following steps are undertaken:
∆bP =
1
V0
npre∑
I
∆fext
I
⊗ X I =
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L
[KI L ·∆ϕ L]⊗ X I
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L

KϕϕI L ·∆bF · X L

⊗ X I =
 1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L,M
KϕϕI L ⊗ [X L ⊗ X I]
 :∆bF .
The term in brackets represents the homogenized macro tangent operator, i. e.
bA≡ ∂bF bP = 1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L
KI L⊗ [X L ⊗ X I] . (4.24)
With both the homogenized stress and the tangent operator, the macro boundary
value problem is complete and it can be solved.
4.3 Computational homogenization of a
continuum with micromorphic mesostructure
Based on the framework reviewed in the previous section, a procedure for the mod-
elling of a continuous material with an underlying (heterogeneous) mesostructure
that consist of a microstructured material is introduced. While at the macro level,
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cB0 B0 B¯0
Figure 4.3: Multiscale approach for continuum cB0 with RVE occupied by micromorphic con-
tinuum B0 with microcontinua B¯0.
the classical continuum formulation is preserved, we alternatively employ the micro-
morphic formulation discussed in Chapter 3 for the representative volume element,
see Figure 4.3. With this choice, the model shall account for size effects due to an
intrinsic microstructure in the underlying material. Above all, this framework pre-
pares the homogenization applied to material interfaces at the macro level which
will be proposed in Chapter 6.
For this enhanced homogenization framework, the continuum formulation at the
macro level is directly adopted from Section 4.2.1 and recalled in Table 4.2. Based
on a micromorphic framework at the RVE level, which is briefly reviewed Sec-
tion 4.3.1, the homogenization scheme of Section 4.2.3 is refashioned, such that it
allows to determine equivalent macroscopic quantities based on the averages of the
respective quantities over the micromorphic RVE. The slightly more sophisticated
computational framework is treated in Section 4.3.4.
4.3.1 Micromorphic representative volume element at the
meso level
For the micromorphic RVE, the continuum and constitutive framework as presented
in Chapter 3 are adopted. Nevertheless, unlike in the simplified spatial-motion prob-
lem of Section 3.2.1, prescribed spatial tractions and double tractions at the bound-
ary are necessary to consider here, see Remark 3.2.1. The governing equations are
gathered in Table (4.2). The boundary value problem on the RVE level needs to
be solved under boundary conditions imposed by the continuum point at the macro
level. Thereby the constitutive behaviour should be chosen appropriately for a spe-
cific material. If a hyperelastic framework is suitable, for instance the micromorphic
formulation for the stored-energy density (3.49)–(3.50) following the contribution
of Hirschberger et al. (2007b) can be adopted.
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Table 4.2: Governing equations at the macro and the meso/micro level
macro boundary value problem
kinematics
macro deformation bx = bϕ(bX , t) bF =∇bX bϕ
balance of momentum
weak formulation
∫
cB0
bP : δbF dV =
∫
∂ cB0
bt 0 ·δ bϕ dA+
∫
cB0
bb0 ·δ bϕ dV
macro balance Div bP + bb0 = 0 in cB0
boundary conditions
traction bt pre0 := bP · bN on ∂ cB bP0
macro deformation bϕpre := bϕ on ∂ cB bϕ0
constitutive formulation
obtained from the meso level
meso boundary value problem
kinematics
meso map, gradient x = ϕ(X) F =∇Xϕ
micro map, gradient x¯ = F¯ · X¯ G¯ =∇X F¯
balance of momentum
weak formulation
∫
B0
P : δF + P¯ : F¯ + Q¯ :· G¯ dV =
∫
∂B0
t 0 ·δϕ + t¯ 0 : δF¯ dA
meso balance DivP = 0 in B0
micro balance Div Q¯− P¯ = 0 in B0
boundary conditions
traction, double traction t pre0 := P · N on ∂B
P
0 , t¯
pre
0 := Q¯ · N on ∂B
Q¯
0
meso, micro deformation ϕpre := ϕ on ∂Bϕ0 , F¯
pre
:= F¯ on ∂B F¯0
constitutive formulation
a priori stated
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Figure 4.4: Micromorphic representative volume element: deformation mapping.
4.3.2 Meso–macro transition: Homogenization
The relation between a macro-continuum point cP and its underlying meso- and mi-
crostructure is based on the averaging of the decisive quantities over the correspond-
ing representative volume element. Although the continuum at the meso/micro
level is of higher order, this micro–macro transition falls into the first-order homog-
enization (Kouznetsova, 2002) due to the classical continuum at the macro level.
The averages of the meso deformation gradient and the Piola-type meso stress
(4.6)1,2 within the RVE are related to the deformation gradient and the stress at the
macro level analogously to (4.8),
bF ≡ 〈F〉 , bP ≡ 〈P〉 . (4.25)
The Hill condition must be fulfilled, which requires the total virtual work at the
macro continuum point to equal the average of the virtual work over the RVE. While
the first is identical to the macro virtual work in (4.7), the latter quantity also in-
volves contributions of the micro deformation map and its gradient:
bP : δbF ≡ 〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 . (4.26)
For these choices of the scale transition for deformation gradient and the Piola stress,
(4.25), it follows that the product of the averages of the deformation gradient and
the stress, respectively, has to equal the average of the virtual work over the micro-
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morphic RVE:
〈P〉 : 〈δF〉= 〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 . (4.27)
4.3.3 Meso–macro transition: Boundary conditions on the
micromorphic representative volume element
In order to achieve the scale transition, boundary conditions stemming from the
macro level are to be imposed on the micromorphic RVE. Three different types of
boundary conditions are presented and their admissibility with respect to the Hill
condition is shown in each case.
In view of the cases of prescribed deformation and constant traction on the the
micromorphic RVE boundary the Hill condition (4.27) is rewritten as
〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 − 〈P : 〈δF〉〉
.
= 0 , (4.28)
〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 − 〈〈P〉 : δF〉
.
= 0 , (4.29)
using the relation (4.10).
Deformation boundary conditions. We propose the following linear deforma-
tion boundary conditions following (3.12) as
ϕ ≡ bF · X on ∂B0 , F¯ ≡ I on ∂B0 , (4.30)
to be prescribed at the entire boundary. We can show that this choice fulfils the Hill
condition using (4.28):
〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 − 〈P : 〈δF〉〉
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · P · N − 〈δF〉 : [P · N ⊗ X] +δF¯ : Q¯ · N dA (4.31)
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA= 0 .
This term identically equals zero if both the meso and the micro deformation is
prescribed as (4.30) at the entire RVE boundary ∂B0 assuming the equivalence of
the deformation gradient, (4.25)1.
Traction boundary conditions. Boundary conditions prescribing uniform trac-
tions and double tractions on the entire boundary of the micromorphic representa-
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tive volume element can be imposed as
t 0 ≡ bP · N on ∂B0 , t¯ 0 ≡ 0 on ∂B0 (4.32)
based on the Neumann boundary condition (3.15).
Their admissibility is shown straightforwardly with identity (4.29) in the follow-
ing steps:
〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 − 〈〈P〉 : δF〉
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [P − 〈P〉] · N +δF¯ : Q¯ · N dA (4.33)
=
1
V0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [t 0− 〈P〉 · N] +δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA
.
= 0 .
From this result, it can easily be seen that for the choice of traction boundary con-
ditions (4.32), because with the Piola-type stress equivalence (4.25)2, this require-
ment is fulfilled identically.
Periodic boundary conditions. We propose the periodic deformation and an-
tiperiodic traction boundary conditions for a micromorphic RVE as
ϕ+−ϕ− ≡ bF · [X+− X−] on ∂B±0 , t
+
0 + t
−
0 ≡ 0 on ∂B
±
0 , (4.34)
F¯
+
− F¯
−
≡ 0 on ∂B±0 , t¯
+
0 + t¯
−
0 ≡ 0 on ∂B
±
0 . (4.35)
Herein the positive boundary ∂B+0 for instance consists of the top and the right
edge, whereas the left and the bottom edge constitute the negative boundary ∂B−0 ,
analogously to the sketch in Figure 4.2(b) and the literature (Kouznetsova, 2002,
Miehe, 2003). Within the case of periodic boundary conditions, the deformation at
the corners of the RVE is prescribed according to (4.30).
The admissibility of the periodic boundary conditions can be verified based on
the Hill condition (4.27). From the derivation (4.31) for prescribed deformations, it
is straightforward to recognize that periodicity in deformations and anti-periodicity
in tractions (4.34)–(4.35) fulfil the condition (4.28). Particularly, 〈δF〉 · X is a pri-
ori periodic for the macro-deformation affinely imposed on the RVE. With this, the
fluctuation term ew = [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] is periodic over opposite boundaries,
1
V0
∫
∂B0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]⊗ N dA= 0 . (4.36)
Together with the antiperiodic tractions (4.34), the integral over opposite bound-
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aries vanishes:
1
V0
∫
∂B−0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+
1
V0
∫
∂B+0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0 = 0 . (4.37)
The same holds for the micro deformation map. With the trivial assumption (4.30)2
it is a priori periodic,
1
V0
∫
∂B−0
δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA+
1
V0
∫
∂B+0
δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA= 0 . (4.38)
For the antiperiodic double tractions (4.35) the sum of these two integrals vani-
hes. Thus the present choice of periodic boundary conditions (4.34)–(4.35) proves
admissible.
4.3.4 Computational homogenization for a micromorphic
representative volume element
The computational homogenization between a classical continuum at the macro
level and a micromorphic representative volume element follows the procedure of
Section 4.2.5. Compared to the classical case, the system of equations at the level
of the representative volume element exacerbates as described in Section 3.4.
Micromorphic system of equations. The problem on the RVE level consists of
the coupled problem described in Equation (3.64). In the solved state when equi-
librium is reached, this system of equation reduces to KϕϕI L Kϕ F¯IM
KF¯ϕJ L K
F¯ F¯
JM
 ∆ϕhL
∆F¯
h
M

=

fpre
I
f¯
pre
J

(4.39)
and yields the spatial reaction force fpre
I
and double force f¯
pre
J
at the boundary nodes
with prescribed deformation.
Homogenized macro stress and tangent operator. The sought-for macro-
scopic quantities, i. e. the Piola stress bP and the tangent operator bA = ∂bF bP, at the
superordinate integration point of the macro element are extracted from the micro
system analogously to Section 4.2.5. The macro Piola stress is obtained based on
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the average (4.6)2 in terms of the RVE boundary contributions as
bP =
1
V0
npre∑
I
fpre
I
⊗ X I . (4.40)
The summation runs over all prescribed boundary nodes I . The tangent operator
is derived from the increment of the macro Piola stress (4.40). Thereby the spatial
force given in the first row of the coupled meso/micro system is extracted (4.39):
∆bP =
1
V0
npre∑
I
∆fpre
I
⊗ X I
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L,M
[KϕϕI L ·∆ϕ L +K
ϕ F¯
IM ·∆F¯M]⊗ X I
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L,M
h
KϕϕI L ·∆bF · X L +K
ϕ F¯
IM ·∆F¯M
i
⊗ X I (4.41)
=
 1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L
KϕϕI L ⊗ [X L ⊗ X I]
 :∆bF .
In the derivation the identity ∆bFM = 0 follows from the prescribed micro deforma-
tion map (4.30) at the boundary. The term in brackets is identified as the tangent
operator
bA= 1
V
npre∑
I
npre∑
L
KϕϕI L ⊗ [X L ⊗ X I] . (4.42)
Note that different assumptions of the boundary conditions will yield a different
macro stress and tangent.
With these two quantities at hand, the macro boundary value problem is entirely
defined and can be solved iteratively.
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of Heterogeneous Material
Layers
Besides bulk materials, in many engineering applications thin layers of a certain
material are used. These for instance occur as adhesive bonding layers e. g. in com-
posites, masonry, etc. In most cases, the material in the connecting layer is signifi-
cantly weaker than the surrounding bulk material and thus the deformation will be
strongly localized to this layer. Consequently, in a mechanical description they can
be considered separately from the bulk, for instance as a cohesive interface. Cases in
which the material of such a layer possesses a heterogeneous microstructure, which
governs its global behaviour, call for a determination of its constitutive properties
based on this microstructure. This motivates to customise the afore-discussed bulk
homogenization to these layers.
The key issue of the current chapter is to account for the underlying microstruc-
ture of the material layer in an appropriate and efficient way. To this end, we in fact
choose the representation of the layer as a cohesive interface and avail ourselves
of the homogenization approach, which provides an appropriate framework to re-
late the mechanical behaviour within the different spatial scales of observation, as
described in Chapter 4. Following Hirschberger et al. (2008a), the material layer
at the macro scale is treated as a cohesive interface situated within a continuum.
The governing quantities in the cohesive interface, i. e. the opening separation and
the cohesive traction, are determined based on the underlying microstructure rather
than employing an a priori constitutive assumption coined as a cohesive traction–
separation law. At the micro level, a representative volume element (RVE) of the ma-
terial layer advocates its heterogeneous microstructure as illustrated in Figure 5.1.
The micro–macro transition is achieved based upon the averaging of the govern-
ing kinematic, stress and energetic quantities over this RVE and their equivalence
to the traction, the separation, and the virtual work performed in the interface.
Thereby the initial height of the material layer itself represents the height of the
RVE. Boundary conditions stemming from the cohesive interface are imposed on the
microstructure. In a deformation-driven procedure they are governed by the vec-
torial representation of the opening. These must be chosen consistently such that
they fulfil the Hill-condition, which ensures the equivalence of the macro and the
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cB0 B0
bΓ0
Figure 5.1: Multiscale framework for material layer with heterogeneous microstructure.
micro response. Moreover these boundary conditions shall account for the inter-
face geometry and capture the occurring deformation modes, i. e. a shearing and
tensile mode that emerge from the vectorial representation. The homogenization
approach is implemented into a computational homogenization along the lines of
the approaches of Miehe et al. (1999a, 2002b), Miehe and Koch (2002), Miehe
(2003), Kouznetsova et al. (2001, 2002, 2004) for a classical continuum, which
were reviewed in Section 4.2.
Here within a geometrically nonlinear multiscale finite-element framework, the
material layer is at the macro level represented by a cohesive interface element
(see e. g. the contributions of Xu and Needleman (1993), Schellekens and de Borst
(1993a), Mergheim et al. (2004), van den Bosch et al. (2008), Utzinger et al. (2008,
2007) and references cited therein) located within the bulk finite elements. In a two-
dimensional continuum framework, which is the focus in this chapter, the interface
elements are one-dimensional. The multiscale numerical solution is performed by
involving a microstructure at the integration points of this interface element. This
microstructure advocated by an RVE, is subject to the customised boundary condi-
tions stemming from the interface. Based upon a computational homogenization
along the lines of Section 4.2.5, the required macroscopic constitutive quantities are
extracted at the boundaries of the RVEs.
At the macro level, the contribution of these interface elements to the global stiff-
ness and the residual is obtained by numerical integration that involves vectorial
traction and separation quantities rather than the complete stress and strain tensor.
The constitutive relation between the traction and the interface separation is nu-
merically evaluated at each integration point of the interface element via the finite
element solution of the mesostructural boundary value problem.
Outline. The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In Section 5.1, we
present the continuum-mechanics framework at the macro level with the material
layer treated as a cohesive interface. In the following Section 5.2, the governing
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Figure 5.2: Interface geometry and deformation mapping.
equations for the representative volume element, which advocates the underlying
microstructure, are presented. Once both the macro and the micro level descrip-
tions are present, the micro–macro transition based on the homogenization of the
decisive micro-quantities is examined in Section 5.3. Section 5.4 provides the nu-
merical framework of the above-mentioned computational homogenization. The
numerical examples shown in Section 5.5 exhibit the successful implementation of
the proposed approach.
5.1 Material layer represented by an interface at
the macro level
At the macro level we consider a body cB0 that consists of a bulk, which is separated
by a thin material layer of significantly deviating properties, see Figure 5.2. The
material macro placement of a material point cP at this level is denoted by bX . The
layer is treated as an interface bΓ0 with the unit normal vector bN onto its plane
defined as:
bN(bX) = − bN
+
(bX) = + bN
−
(bX) , ∀ bX ∈ bΓ0 . (5.1)
Thereby bN
+
(bX) is the outward normal on the positive part cB+0 and bN−(bX) on the
negative part cB−0 , respectively. We address the governing boundary value problem
of the macro level involving this interface. The governing equations concerning
the interface are introduced in the following. For the sake of convenience, the
entire framework of both the bulk problem at the macro level , already described in
Section 2.2, are assembled in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Governing equations at the macro and the micro level
macro boundary value problem
kinematics
bulk deformation bx = bϕ(bX , t) bF =∇bX bϕ ∀ bX in cB0\bΓ0
interface separation J bϕK = bϕ+− bϕ− ∀ bX in bΓ0
equilibrium
weak formulation
∫
cB0\bΓ0
bP : δbFdV +
∫
bΓ0
bt 0 · Jδ bϕKdA=
∫
∂ cB0
bt 0 ·δ bϕ dA+
∫
cB0
bb0 ·δ bϕ dV
bulk equilibrium Div bP + bb0 = 0 in cB0\bΓ0
boundary conditions bP · bN =: bt pre0 on ∂ cB bP0 , bϕ =: bϕpre on ∂ cB bϕ0
interface equilibrium JbPK · bN = 0 , {bP} · bN = bt 0 on bΓ0
constitutive formulation
bulk e. g. a priori stated
interface not stated, but obtained from micro level
micro boundary value problem
kinematics
deformation x = ϕ(X , t) F =∇Xϕ ∀ bX in cB0
micro equilibrium
weak formulation
∫
B0
P : δFdV =
∫
∂B0
t 0 ·δϕ dA
local equilibrium DivP = 0 in B0
boundary conditions P · N =: t pre0 on ∂B
P
0 , ϕ
pre := ϕ on ∂Bϕ0
constitutive formulation
a priori stated
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Deformation. The primary deformation quantity of the interface is the deforma-
tion separation between the opposite spatial edges of the interface, defined as:
J bϕK(bX) := bϕ+(bX)− bϕ−(bX) ∀ bX ∈ bΓ0 . (5.2)
Due to this vectorial deformation representation, two possible deformation modes
may occur in the interface: a tensile mode and a shearing mode. A height h0,
which in most concepts of cohesive interfaces (Larsson et al., 1993, Steinmann,
1998) represents an artificial parameter regularising the problem, here is instead
identified as the initial thickness of the material layer.
Equilibrium in the interface. Across the interface, cohesive tractions are trans-
mitted. The additional equilibrium condition concerning the interface,
JbPK · bN = 0 , {bP} · bN = bt 0 on ∂ bΓ0 , (5.3)
consists of a relation for the jump of the Piola stress, JbPK, and for its average {bP} :=
1
2
[bP
+
+ bP
−
] across the discontinuity. The transmitted traction bt 0 is energetically
conjugate to the separation jump J bϕK.
Constitutive framework. The relation between the stress and the deformation
measures is supplied by a constitutive relation. For the surrounding bulk, we avail
ourselves of a hyperelastic constitutive formulation which is stated a priori, e. g. a
neo-Hookean ansatz for cW0. Thus the stress is evaluated as bP = DbF cW0.
In the interface, within a reversible constitutive framework, the transmitted co-
hesive traction is a function of the interface separation, bt 0(J bϕK). Our objective is
to find such a relation based on the underlying microstructure in a multiscale ap-
proach. Particularly, in the context of a numerical simulation utilising a Newton–
Raphson procedure, we are interested in the tangent operator bA in an incremental
traction–separation law,
δbt 0 = bA · Jδ bϕK , bA := DJ bϕKbt 0 . (5.4)
Towards a multiscale framework we will next present a formulation for the underly-
ing microstructure and thereafter bridge the two scales by means of a homogeniza-
tion.
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Figure 5.3: Material interface with periodic microstructure: choice of the RVE height ht and
width wt .
5.2 Representative volume element at the micro
level
Within the envisaged multiscale approach for the material layer, now the modelling
of its underlying heterogeneous microstructure is considered. A representative vol-
ume element (RVE) is used to model a statistically representative portion of the
material layer. To match it with the interface geometry, we align the RVE with the
interfacial plane and limit its dimension out of plane by the actual height of the
material interface. Thereby the dimension of the RVE in plane must be chosen suffi-
ciently large to make the element representative, yet small enough compared to the
in-plane dimension of the interface to exclude macro boundary effects. For a per-
fectly periodic sample microstructure a possible choice for an RVE is illustrated in
Figure 5.3 at the deformed microstructure. In the two-dimensional setting pursued
here, this element has an material width w0 and height h0 and thus a material vol-
ume (or rather area) of V0 = w0 h0, while the spatial volume is denoted by Vt = wt ht
in terms of the spatial height ht and width wt .
As indicated in Section 4.1, any appropriate mechanical framework could be em-
ployed on the RVE level. However, in this chapter we restrict ourselves to a classical
continuum as described in Section 2.2. To clarify the notation at the micro level,
we will briefly review the governing equations in a geometrically nonlinear frame-
work in Table 5.1. The influence of the body force is neglected at the micro level,
in view of the averaging (4.6). Although any appropriate constitutive formulation
could be incorporated within the RVE. Here we avail ourselves of a straightforward
hyperelastic format for the stored-energy density.
The representative volume element is subject to boundary conditions that stem
from the interfacial traction and separation at the macro level. The necessary re-
lations connecting the two scales consistently with respect to the geometry of the
material layer will be addressed in the following section.
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Figure 5.4: RVE geometry and deformation mappings.
5.3 Micro–macro transition
The proposed homogenization approach is based on the averaging of the governing
quantities over the volume of the RVE. Thereby the volume averages of the defor-
mation gradient, the stress, and the virtual work over the RVE of Section 4.2.3 are
recalled. These averages are related to the governing quantities in the interface. In
(4.4), the average deformation gradient needs to be related to the macroscopic de-
formation jump J bϕK, while the average stress correlates to the macroscopic traction
vector bt 0 in (5.3)2. Moreover the averaged RVE virtual work needs to be related to
the virtual work at a point on the interface. Boundary conditions on the RVE finalise
a consistent scale transition.
5.3.1 Homogenization
To accomplish a consistent scale transition between the micro and the macro level,
the averaged RVE quantities (4.4) are related to the governing interface quantities.
Deformation jump. Upon consideration of the initial height h0 of the material
layer, the averaged deformation gradient (4.4)1 is linked to the interface kinematics
at the macro level as
I +
1
h0
J bϕK⊗ bN ≡ 〈F〉 . (5.5)
This macroscopic kinematic quantity, which is comparable to a deformation gradi-
ent, is adopted from the approaches to localized large strain plasticity of e. g. Larsson
et al. (1991, 1993).
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Traction. The traction bt 0 in the interface is related to the averaged Piola stress
(4.4)2 in the underlying RVE based on the Cauchy theorem (5.3)2,
bt 0 ≡ 〈P〉 · bN , (5.6)
assuming the average RVE stress to equal the average stress across the cohesive
interface, 〈P〉 ≡ {bP}.
Virtual work. The Hill condition must be fulfilled. It here requires the virtual
work performed in the interface to equal the averaged RVE virtual work given by
(4.4)3 scaled by the height h0 of the material layer:
bt 0 · Jδ bϕK≡ h0〈P : δF〉 . (5.7)
Upon the relations (5.5)–(5.6), this is translated into
〈P〉 : 〈δF〉 ≡ 〈P : δF〉 . (5.8)
Consequently the average of the virtual work performed in the RVE must equal the
virtual work performed by the respective averages of the deformation gradient and
the stress in (4.4).
5.3.2 Boundary conditions on the RVE
The micro–macro transition is achieved by the choice of appropriate boundary con-
ditions on the RVE. These are governed by the corresponding quantities in the inter-
face and must fulfil the Hill condition (5.7) to be admissible.
Generally the boundary conditions to impose on the RVE will depend on the de-
formation and the traction in the interface. The two above-mentioned deformation
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modes can occur in the interface, i. e. relative shear and normal tension. To account
for these modes, we pursue a concept that is hybrid between linear displacement
and periodic displacement and antiperiodic traction boundary conditions, as de-
picted in Figure 5.5. Particularly, on the top and the bottom boundaries of the RVE,
which are conceptually aligned with the positive and negative edges of the interface,bΓ+0 and bΓ−0 , respectively, we fully prescribe the boundary conditions by means of the
interface separation J bϕK as
ϕ(X) =

I +
1
h0

J bϕK⊗ bN

· X =
¨
1
2
J bϕK ∀X ∈ ∂BT0
− 1
2
J bϕK ∀X ∈ ∂BB0
, (5.9)
whereby the identity bN · X = h0/2 ∀X ∈ ∂B
T
0 , bN · X = −h0/2 ∀X ∈ ∂B
B
0 is used.
In tangential direction of the interface (or rather in plane), we assume periodic
deformation and antiperiodic traction boundary conditions, i. e.
ϕR−ϕL = 0 , tR0 + t
L
0 = 0 , (5.10)
on the RVE, whereby the notations
ϕR := ϕ(X) , tR := t (X) ∀X ∈ ∂BR0 , (5.11)
ϕL := ϕ(X) , t L := t (X) ∀X ∈ ∂BL0 (5.12)
are used.
The vectorial representation of both separation and traction in the interface re-
stricts the deformation to two deformation modes: shearing tangential to the inter-
face plane and tension out of the interface plane. Therefore, with this model, it is
not possible to account for in-plane tension within the RVE.
Admissibility of hybrid boundary conditions. To prove that this choice of
boundary conditions fulfils the Hill condition (5.8), the relations (4.10) are used.
The Hill condition for the micro–macro transition between the classical representa-
tive volume element and the interface holds for prescribed displacement boundary
conditions if the following identity is fulfilled:
h0〈P : δF〉 − h0〈P : 〈δF〉〉
.
= 0 . (5.13)
This relation, which takes the height of the layer into consideration, is transformed
to
h0〈P : δF〉 − h0〈P : 〈δF〉〉=
1
w0
∫
∂B0
t 0 · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]dA . (5.14)
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As was to be shown, this term in fact equals zero for the choice (5.9) for the pre-
scribed boundary conditions, because the term in brackets vanishes.
The periodic boundary conditions (5.10) can be shown to be admissible by re-
garding (5.14). Since for a macro deformation (5.9) affinely imposed on the RVE,
〈δF〉 · X is periodic to begin with, thus the fluctuation term δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X proves
periodic as well. Consequently the integral
1
w0
∫
∂BL0
t 0 · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]dA+
1
w0
∫
∂BR0
t 0 · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]dA= 0 (5.15)
will vanish over opposite periodic boundaries if the traction t 0 is antiperiodic, which
itself follows from equilibrium. For the proposed hybrid boundary conditions, the
integral over the top and the bottom boundaries,BT0 andB
B
0 respectively, are given
by (5.14) which proved to equal zero. Due to their periodicity, the sum of the inte-
grals over the opposite edges on the left and the right side BL0 and B
R
0 respectively,
vanishes as described. The sum of the particular parts of (5.14) and (5.15),
1
w0
∫
∂BT0∪∂B
B
0
t 0 · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]dA+
1
w0
∫
∂BL0∪∂B
R
0
[t L0+ t
R
0] · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X]dA= 0 ,
(5.16)
is then zero as well, and thus the proposed hybrid boundary conditions are admissi-
ble.
5.4 Computational homogenization
The proposed homogenization framework is transferred to a computational homog-
enization scheme. As in Chapter 4, this framework relies on a nested solution
scheme involving both the macro and the micro boundary value problem, which are
both solved by means of the finite-element method. Situated between the bulk ele-
ments on the macro scale, cohesive interface elements represent the material layer.
The constitutive behaviour of the bulk is assumed a priori, for which a constitutive
routine is provided. Contrary, the constitutive behaviour or rather the traction–
separation relation (5.4) of the interface element is obtained from the underlying
microstructure.
5.4.1 Nested multiscale solution scheme
The nested multiscale solution procedure is illustrated in Figure 5.6. The macro
specimen is discretized with cohesive interface elements and bulk finite elements
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Figure 5.6: Computational homogenization between the interface integration point (IP) of
the interface element on bΓ e0 at the macro scale and the underlying representative
volume element Bh0 with boundary ∂B
h
0 .
on bΓ h0 and cBh0 . The RVE is discretized with a finite element mesh on Bh0 . In order
to handle the in-plane periodicity being part of the hybrid boundary conditions pre-
sented in Section 5.3.2, this RVE mesh is subject to the restriction that the left and
the right boundary, ∂BhL0 and ∂B
hR
0 , respectively, have equal arrangement.
An iterative solution is employed at both the macro and the micro level, e. g. using
a Newton–Raphson algorithm. At each integration point of each interface element
on Γ h0 the macro separation J bϕK is evaluated iteratively, being zero initially. Its
increments deliver the boundary conditions to the RVE finite element mesh, see
(5.9). During each macro iteration step, the nonlinear micro system is solved subject
to these incremental boundary conditions. When equilibrium is obtained at the RVE
level, both the homogenized macroscopic tangent operator bA and the macroscopic
traction vector bt 0, (5.4), at each integration point along the interface are computed
by means of this solution. Precisely, the stiffness matrix and the residual vector of
the RVE boundary are extracted to this end. With the constitutive macro quantities
at hand, the macro system is solved iteratively until a global solution for the current
load step is obtained.
A Gauss quadrature is used for the numerical integration within the interface
elements. Other numerical integration schemes, as e. g. studied by Schellekens and
de Borst (1993a), go beyond the scope of the current contribution.
If in the computation, the interface coordinate system is not directly aligned with
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the global coordinate system, the tangential and the normal components of the
separation vector are transferred to the RVE.
5.4.2 Numerical solution of the RVE boundary value
problem at the micro level
Following the procedure described in Section 4.2.5, the stiffness matrix (4.22) and
the residual vector of the RVE problem are assembled from the individual finite-
element contributions.
To account for the in-plane periodicity (5.10), being present for the proposed hy-
brid boundary conditions, we utilize the approach of Kouznetsova et al. (2002) dis-
cussed in Remark 4.2.1. Therefore the entire system of equation is transformed into
a system of independent degrees of freedom exclusively. For the hybrid boundary
conditions, these independent degrees of freedom comprise the degrees of freedom
of all boundary nodes at the top and bottom (including all corner nodes), on the left,
as well as all interior nodes. Complementary, the right boundary nodes (excluding
all corner nodes) supply the set of dependent degrees of freedom.
In this reduced system, the displacement-boundary conditions (5.9) stemming
from the interface deformation, are imposed on the top and bottom nodes. The
vector of unknowns is updated, before the independent and the dependent degrees
of freedom are gathered into a vector containing all nodal deformations. This way
the nonlinear micro system of equations is iteratively solved until equilibrium is
reached in the RVE.
5.4.3 Homogenized macro quantities
The sought-for macroscopic quantities, i. e. the traction vector (5.3)2 and the tan-
gent operator (5.4) at each interface integration point, are retrieved from a compu-
tational homogenization based on the solved micro system. Therefore the system
in terms of the independent degrees of freedom is further condensed so that it ren-
ders the stiffness matrix KI L and the nodal reaction force vector f I in terms of the
prescribed degrees of freedoms, which belong to nodes I , L, only.
Macro traction vector. At each integration point of the macro interface ele-
ments, we obtain the homogenized macro traction vector (5.6) with the average
of the Piola stress (4.6)2, as
bt 0 =
1
V0
npre∑
I

f I ⊗ X I

· bN , I ∈ ∂BhB ∪ ∂BhT (5.17)
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through a summation over all npre prescribed nodes on ∂B
hT
0 ∪∂B
hB
0 for the present
choice of hybrid boundary conditions.
Macro tangent operator. To obtain the tangent, we consider the increment of a
macroscopic load step. In equation (5.17), the increment of the nodal reaction force
at the prescribed nodes I and L is replaced by
∆f I =KI L ·∆ϕ L . (5.18)
After the following steps using the prescribed deformation boundary condi-
tions (5.9) at nodes L,
bt 0 =
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
K

KI L ·

∆ϕ L ⊗ X I

· bN
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
K

KI L ·

1
h0

∆I + J∆ bϕK⊗ bN

· X L

⊗ X I

· bN (5.19)
=
 1
w20h0
npre∑
I
npre∑
K

bN ⊗ bN

:

X L ⊗ X I

⊗KI L
 · J∆ bϕK ,
we can identify the term in the outer brackets as the sought-for tangent operator as
bA =
1
w0h
2
0

bN ⊗ bN

:
 npre∑
I
npre∑
L
[X L ⊗ X I]⊗KI L
 , I , L ∈ ∂BhB ∪ ∂BhT . (5.20)
With these quantities at hand, the computational multiscale framework for the ma-
terial layer is achieved.
5.5 Numerical examples
To illustrate the proposed computational homogenization procedure, numerical ex-
amples are presented. Underlying to a material layer, microstructures with either
voids or inclusions are simulated. First, we study the proper choice of the RVE at the
example of a periodic microstructure within a material layer, Section 5.5.1 with a
single interface element. More complex macro boundary value problems are studied
in Sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3.
At the macro level, the cohesive interface is embedded into a bulk finite-element
mesh with linear, respectively bilinear approximations. The underlying microstruc-
ture modelled by RVEs is discretized with biquadratic bulk elements.
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Figure 5.7: Periodic microstructure: choice of nonsymmetric RVE vs. symmetric RVE
5.5.1 Choice of the RVE
A material layer with a periodic microstructure is considered, as depicted in Fig-
ure 5.7. Thereby in the darker grey region, the Young’s modulus is chosen 5 times
stiffer as in the lighter one. For this periodic microstructure, the proper choice of
the RVE is investigated. To this end, out of the various possible options, one non-
symmetric and one symmetric RVE are chosen.
With the aid of the simplest possible macro problem, a single interface element,
we study the homogenized macro response to fully prescribed mixed-mode loading,bu bM = 5bubN . This deformation is applied step-wise until a final shearing of bu bM = 0.4h0
is reached. The response is evaluated for both cases, the nonsymmetric and the
symmetric RVEs. Figure 5.8 shows the spatial meshes of these after the first load
step. With the naked eye, these two spatial RVEs can be distinguished, because in
the stiffer regions hardly any stretch is recognized.
The stress in the RVE is considered next. Figure 5.9 shows the individual com-
ponents of the Cauchy type stress in the RVE. In the first row the stress in the non-
symmetric and in the second row that of the symmetric RVE are plotted. Repetitive
features in the stress distribution can be recognized. The fact that the stress patterns
are not fully congruent close to the lateral boundaries of the respective RVE can be
attributed to the stress smoothing algorithm, which does not involve the periodicity
yet.
Although the stress distributions are not appear entirely identical, the macro re-
sponse is. This is shown with the resulting traction–separation laws from the compu-
tational homogenization (5.17). It is compared for both RVE choices in Figure 5.10.
The response in normal direction obeys a nonlinear relation, whereas the traction–
separation curve for the shear is approximately linear. Both the tangential and the
normal traction–separation curves of the two RVEs prove to coincide. Consequently,
despite the slightly deviating stress, this choice of the RVE in the infinite layer has
no impact on the macro response.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.8: Spatial meshes of (a) nonsymmetric RVE vs. (b) symmetric RVE at bu bM = 5bubN =
0.04h0.
(a)
σ bM bM σbN bN σ bM bN=σbN bM
(b)
Figure 5.9: Cauchy stress components for (a) nonsymmetric and (b) symmetric RVE.
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Figure 5.10: Traction–separation curve with nonsymmetric and symmetric RVE.
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Figure 5.11: Infinite periodic shear layer including material layer: multiscale boundary
value problem.
5.5.2 Material layer within an infinite shear layer under
shear-dominated mixed-mode loading
To simulate a straight material layer of large in-plane extension, a single column of
elements, comprising one interface element, is modelled periodically at the macro
level, as depicted in Figure 5.11. For opposite nodes at the left and right side,
periodic deformations are enforced. This way, the column represents a small portion
of a layer with ideally infinite in-plane extension. The deformation of the problem
is prescribed at the top and the bottom (buext,T = −buext,B), with a shear-dominated
mixed mode, with the horizontal or rather tangential displacement being ten times
the tensile or rather normal displacement. This deformation is applied step-wise,
until a final tangential deformation of buext,TbM = 0.2bw0 is reached.
Different micro meshes are examined: First, microstructures with a void of differ-
ent shape and size are simulated and compared to the response of a homogeneous
microstructure. After that, the shear layer is investigated with RVEs containing in-
clusions of higher stiffness and different distributions. At the macro level, bilinear
shape functions are used.
Microstructures with voids
The problem is first studied for microstructures with voids. A homogeneous speci-
men is compared with two quadratic specimens with each containing a centred cir-
cular hole of 5% and 25% void ratio, respectively, and another quadratic specimen
with a centred lentil-shaped void. These microstructures are discretized with bilin-
ear finite elements. The material parameters are chosen to be bE = 100E, bν = ν = 0.3.
For a macro displacement load of buext,T = −buext,B = 0.02bw0cM + 0.002bw0 bN, in Fig-
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Figure 5.12: Shear layer with interface, underlying RVE with voids: load–displacement
curves at top node.
ure 5.13(b)–(d) the respective spatial macro meshes are plotted, while the corre-
sponding spatial micro meshes are shown in Figure 5.14.
Based on the different size and shape of the voids, the stiffness of the specimen
differs. This is qualitatively reflected in the deformed meshes. The weaker the
RVE reacts, the stronger is the deformation localized in the material layer. The
differently stiff response is quantitatively analysed in Figure 5.12. The plotted force–
displacement curves in tangential and normal direction are evaluated for the top
nodes of the macro specimen. The specimen with the lentil-shaped void yields the
least stiff response, while for decreasing size of the void, the stiffness increases.
As a benchmark, the response of the homogeneous specimen is also evaluated. As
expected, it yields by far the stiffest response. Moreover, the curve for the reaction
normal to the interface plane is nearly linear.
The RVE Cauchy stress is plotted in Figure 5.14 as well. Trivially, for the homoge-
neous specimen, a homogeneous distributions of all stress components are obtained.
In the other cases the stress is significantly higher around the void, whereas the dis-
tributions of the stress depend on the particular shape.
Microstructures with inclusions
Next, within the material layer situated within the periodic macro shear layer, mi-
crostructures equipped with inclusions are examined. These inclusions possess a
greater stiffness than the surrounding matrix material in the material layer. The
different material meshes are schematised in Figure 5.15, whereby in the darker
elements, Young’s modulus is chosen five times that of the light-grey elements,
E2 = 5E1 = bE/200, while Poisson’s ratio is chosen equally as bν = ν1 = ν2 = 0.3.
The spatial meshes of the RVEs are shown in Figure 5.16. Again it can be observed
that the stiffer elements barely deform but rather experience a significant rotation.
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As for the microstructures with voids in Section 5.5.2, the force–displacement curves
at the top of the macro specimen are compared here in Figure 5.17. Depending
on the size and distribution of the inclusions, the resulting macroscopic force–
displacement differ from each other. As expected, the specimen with the largest
inclusion ratio, Figure 5.15(b), exhibits the stiffest behaviour in both directions.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 5.13: Shear layer with interface: spatial macro mesh at bu bM = 0.2bw0 for different
microstructures: (a) benchmark homogeneous microstructure, (b) 5% void,
(c) 25% void, (d) lentil-shaped void.
σ bM bM
σbN bN
σ bM bN
Figure 5.14: Shear layer with interface: spatial RVEs and Cauchy-stress σ
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.15: RVEs for microstructure with inclusions.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.16: Spatial RVE meshes of microstructure with inclusions.
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Figure 5.17: Microstructure with inclusions: macro force–displacement curves.
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5.5.3 Macrostructure with material layer next to a hole
In a last example, at the macro level a specimen with an initially circular centred
hole is considered, at the lateral sides of which a material layer is located. The re-
sponse of this material layer is evaluated based on its underlying microstructure. In
the discretized macro specimen shown in Figure 5.18(a), three interface elements
are located at each lateral side of the hole. At their integration points, the micro-
structure is represented by an RVE with a centred lentil-shaped void. This RVE is
similar to the one of Section 5.5.2, Figure 5.14. However, fewer elements with bi-
quadratic shape functions are chosen here instead. In one case, the lentil-shaped
void is oriented tangentially, while in the other case, the lentil-shaped hole is ori-
ented vertically or rather in normal direction to the interface, see Figure 5.18(b)–
(c).
The spatial RVEs at the integration points of the interface element are shown in
Figure 5.19. Thereby bΞ = 2bX bM/bw0 denotes the relative initial location compared
to half the width of the macro specimen. Next to the spatial macro mesh, in Fig-
ure 5.20 the corresponding homogenized tractions bt bN and the separations J bϕbNK at
these macro Gauss points are plotted vs. their position bΞ. As expected, the closer to
the macroscopic hole, the stronger both the traction and the deformation increase.
Furthermore, the orientation of the lentil-shaped void plays a significant role. The
horizontally oriented void attracts more separation and and less traction, while the
slope of the traction–separation curve is less steep. Consequently, this specimen
involves the weaker response than that with the vertically oriented void. This is
also reflected in the two resulting traction–separation curves shown at the macro
integration point closest to the hole, bt bN vs. J bϕbNK.
It can be observed that by their orientation and arrangement, heterogeneities in
the microstructure can yield anisotropic effects in the global response.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 5.18: (a) Material discretized macrostructure, material discretized RVE with (b) ver-
tically oriented and (c) horizontally oriented lentil-shaped void.
(a) bΞ = 0.522 bΞ = 0.581 bΞ = 0.638 bΞ = 0.737 bΞ = 0.821 bΞ = 0.952
(b) bΞ = 0.522 bΞ = 0.581 bΞ = 0.638 bΞ = 0.737 bΞ = 0.821 bΞ = 0.952
Figure 5.19: Spatial RVE meshes along the interface of specimen with (a) vertically and (b)
horizontally oriented lentil-shaped void.
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Figure 5.20: (a) Spatial macro mesh; (b) traction–separation curve and (c)–(d) traction and
separation as a function of the position along the interface.
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of Material Layers with
Micromorphic Mesostructure
The modelling of a thin material layer is particularly challenging, when it consists
of a material which possesses a distinct microstructure that is relatively large com-
pared to the thickness of the layer. In such cases size effects arise, which classical
continuum approaches fail to account for. As in Chapter 5, we employ the concept
of homogenization to obtain the macroscopic response in the material layer. Once
more the material layer at the macro level is resolved as a cohesive interface em-
bedded into a continuum. Nevertheless we here employ a micromorphic continuum
within the RVE to represent both the meso- and the microstructure as proposed in
Hirschberger et al. (2008b) and illustrated in Figure 6.1. As pointed out in Chap-
ter 3, this micromorphic continuum is characterized by so-called microcontinua that
are endowed to each continuum point. The deformation of these kinematically in-
dependent microcontinua is considered separately. In the constitutive assumption
an internal-length parameter is contained that accounts for the size dependence,
and furthermore, a coupling between meso and micro deformation is provided.
In the homogenization that links both scales, the averages of the characteristic
quantities over the micromorphic representative volume element are related to the
corresponding macro quantities in the interface under fulfilment of equivalence con-
ditions. Thereby the finite height of the mesostructure is directly given by the width
of the material layer. The boundary conditions on the micromorphic representa-
tive volume element are chosen to fulfil the Hill conditions, while they reflect the
particular deformation modes occurring within the interface, as seen in Chapter 5.
As in Chapter 5, the interface homogenization approach is implemented into a
finite-element-based computational homogenization. Likewise within the numeri-
cal multiscale framework, cohesive interface elements represent the material layer
at the macro level. In order to account for its underlying microstructured mesostruc-
ture, a micromorphic finite element boundary value problem is solved within the
representative volume element utilizing the numerical framework of Section 3.4.
Since the micromorphic finite elements within the RVE incorporate both the stan-
dard and the additional micro degrees of freedom, a coupled system of equation
is to be solved in the RVE. The macroscopic traction vector and the tangent opera-
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bΓ0
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Figure 6.1: Multiscale framework for material layer with micromorphic mesostructure.
tor are obtained on the RVE and passed to the macro level from the computational
homogenization procedure.
Like the computational homogenisation of Section 4.3, the present approach is
reverse to the second-order homogenization proposed by Kouznetsova et al. (2002,
2004), which regards second gradients of deformation (compare Section 2.3) at
the macro level whereas the RVE is modelled with classical continuum. Related
approaches can be found in the literature, e. g. with a micropolar continuum at the
macro level (Larsson and Zhang, 2007) or in the homogenization of thin sheet struc-
tures (Geers et al., 2007). In both cases, which belong to the category of second-
order homogenization of plane structures, the generalized continuum is involved at
the macro level, which accounts for distinct gradient effects along the plane.
Outline. The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. We briefly re-
call the continuum mechanics framework for the macro level, Section 6.1, and in
the subsequent Section 6.2 review the micromorphic framework for the represen-
tative volume element. Based upon these macro and micro/meso scale descrip-
tions, the homogenization framework to consistently link these scales is presented
in Section 6.3,. The corresponding computational homogenization is outlined in
Section 6.4, followed by benchmark numerical examples in Section 6.5 that display
the effect of the micromorphic mesostructure on the macroscopic response.
6.1 Material layer as an interface at the macro
level
The thin material layer at the macro level is modelled as a cohesive interface in
the same manner as in the previous Chapter 5. Recall that this cohesive interface
illustrated in Figure 5.2 is governed by its opening J bϕK, and transmits cohesive
tractions: For the full set of equations of the macro framework for both the bulk and
the interface is is gathered in Table 6.1.
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Table 6.1: Governing equations at the macro and the meso/micro level
macro boundary value problem
kinematics
bulk deformation bx = bϕ(bX , t) bF =∇bX bϕ ∀ bX in cB0\bΓ0
interface separation J bϕK = bϕ+ − bϕ− ∀ bX in bΓ0
equilibrium
weak formulation
∫
cB0\bΓ0
bP : δbFdV +
∫
bΓ0
bt 0 · Jδ bϕKdA=
∫
∂ cB0
bt 0 ·δ bϕ dA+
∫
cB0
bb0 ·δ bϕ dV
bulk equilibrium Div bP + bb0 = 0 in cB0\bΓ0
boundary conditions bP · bN =: bt pre0 on ∂ cB bP0 , bϕ=: bϕpre on ∂ cB bϕ0
interface equilibrium JbPK · bN = 0 , {bP} · bN = bt 0 on bΓ0
constitutive formulation
bulk e. g. a priori stated
interface not stated, but obtained from micro level
meso boundary value problem
kinematics
meso map, gradient x = ϕ(X) F =∇Xϕ
micro map, gradient x¯ = F¯(X) · X G¯ =∇X F¯
balance of momentum
weak formulation
∫
B0
P : δF + P¯ : F¯ + Q¯ :· G¯dV =
∫
∂B0
t 0 ·δϕ dA+
∫
∂B0
t¯ 0 : δF¯ dA
meso equilibrium DivP = 0 in B0
micro equilibrium Div Q¯− P¯ = 0 in B0
boundary conditions
traction, double traction P · N =: t pre0 on ∂B
P
0 , Q¯ · N =: t¯
pre
0 on ∂B
Q¯
0
meso, micro deformation ϕ =: ϕpre on ∂Bϕ0 , F¯ =: F¯
pre on ∂B F¯0
constitutive formulation
a priori stated
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Figure 6.2: Micromorphic RVE, deformation mappings.
The key goal of this chapter is to find the cohesive traction–separation relation
bt 0(J bϕK) based on a homogenization of the underlying micromorphic mesostructure.
In view of the computational homogenization, we are particularly interested its in-
cremental formulation
δbt 0 = bA · Jδ bϕK , bA := DJϕˆKbt 0 . (6.1)
The representation of the micromorphic mesostructure is treated in the following
section.
6.2 Micromorphic representative volume element
at the meso level
The geometric features of the RVE follow those introduced in Section 5.2. It is essen-
tial to keep in mind that the height h0 of the RVE delivers the initial thickness of the
material layer itself. To resolve its intrinsic substructure a micromorphic continuum
model rather than a standard continuum is used within the RVE. The continuum and
constitutive framework as presented in Chapter 3 are adopted to this end. In view
of the homogenization, it is crucial to convey non-homogeneous Neumann bound-
ary conditions introduced Section 4.3.1. The micromorphic deformation within the
RVE is described within the framework of finite-deformation kinematics. As illus-
trated in Figure 6.2, to each meso-continuum point P within the RVE, a so-called
microcontinuum B¯ is attached, which deforms homogeneously and kinematically
independently from the continuum. The governing quantities and equations intro-
duced in Section 3.2.1 are recalled in Table 6.1. The omission of body forces is
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again essential at the RVE level. As in Section 4.3.1, the micromorphic hyperelastic
formulation for the stored-energy density (3.49)–(3.50) is adopted as proposed by
Hirschberger et al. (2007b).
The boundary value problem at the RVE level needs to be solved according to
boundary conditions imposed by the interface at the macro level. The particular re-
lations between the RVE and the interface will be addressed in the following section.
6.3 Meso–macro transition
Between the interface at the macro level and the micromorphic RVE at the
meso/micro level, a scale transition is achieved via a homogenization. The gov-
erning quantities in the interface, i. e. the traction, the deformation jump and the
virtual work, are related to the averages of the corresponding quantities within the
RVE. The macro deformation or traction are applied as boundary conditions on the
RVE, which must fulfil the Hill condition. We present different consistent options for
these boundary conditions, before we introduce a hybrid boundary condition that
accounts particularly well for the geometry and deformation modes imposed by the
material layer.
6.3.1 Homogenization
Since the cohesive interface at the macro level is embedded into a classical contin-
uum and within the RVE we consider a micromorphic continuum, we relate the mi-
cromorphic meso quantities to the corresponding measures in the interface, which
are found in Table 6.1. Thereby the height h0 of the material layer, being equally
part of both the macro and the meso geometry, is especially taken into account.
Deformation. The average of the meso-deformation gradient over the RVE, 〈F〉,
is related to the macroscopic deformation measure in the interface as
I +
1
h0
J bϕK⊗ bN ≡ 〈F〉 (6.2)
with the average deformation gradient (4.6)1.
Traction. In order to relate the macroscopic traction vector across the interface,
we employ the Cauchy theorem to relate the average RVE meso-stress 〈P〉 to the
traction across the interface as
bt 0 = {bP} · bN , with {bP} ≡ 〈P〉 (6.3)
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with the average stress given in (4.6)2. Herein t 0 denotes the spatial meso traction
vector at the micromorphic meso boundary.
Virtual work. For the response of a macro continuum point cP in the cohesive
interface bΓ and the average response in its corresponding RVE to be equivalent, the
macroscopic virtual work performed in the interface and the average of the virtual
work performed in the RVE must be identical:
bt 0 · Jδ bϕK≡ h0〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 . (6.4)
The RVE virtual work comprises contributions of all micromorphic stress measures.
Inserting the kinematics (6.2) and the traction (6.3), we obtain a second aspect of
the Hill condition. The macro virtual work in the interface then equals the product
of average meso stress (6.3) and average virtual meso-deformation gradient (6.2),
〈P〉 : 〈δF〉 ≡ 〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 . (6.5)
The scale transition is not complete before appropriate boundary conditions have
been defined, which follow next.
6.3.2 Boundary conditions on the micromorphic
representative volume element
The boundary conditions to be imposed on the RVE ensure a correct scale transition
if they meet the Hill condition. The aspired boundary condition shall account for
the two deformation modes occurring in the interface, i. e. relative shear and normal
tension.
To show that the boundary conditions of Section 6.3.2 chosen for the micromor-
phic RVE underlying to the material layer meet the Hill condition (6.5), the relation
(4.28) is used once more. The Hill condition as rewritten in (4.28) multiplied by h0
serves as a bases to check the admissibility.
Deformation boundary conditions. We propose the following homogeneous
Dirichlet boundary conditions for the meso- and the micro-deformation map:
ϕ(X)≡

I +
1
h0
J bϕK⊗ bN

· X ∀X ∈ ∂B0 , (6.6)
F¯(X)≡ I ∀X ∈ ∂B0 . (6.7)
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For the given RVE geometry, the meso deformation at the top and bottom boundary
simplifies to
ϕ(X)≡
¨
1
2
J bϕK
− 1
2
J bϕK
∀X ∈ ∂BT0
∀X ∈ ∂BB0
, (6.8)
as explained in (5.9), while the deformation at the left and right boundary is pre-
scribed linearly as well. The admissibility of these boundary conditions a shown in
Section 4.3.3 for the continuous macrostructure can directly be transferred to the
case of the material layer. Equations (6.6)–(6.8) are verified here with (4.28):
h0〈P : δF + P¯ : δF¯ + Q¯ :·δG¯〉 − h0〈P : 〈δF〉〉
=
1
w0
∫
∂B0
δϕ · P · N − 〈δF〉 : [P · N ⊗ X] +δF¯ : Q¯ · N dA (6.9)
=
1
w0
∫
∂B0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA
.
= 0 .
This term identically equals zero if the deformation boundary condition (6.6) is
applied.
Hybrid boundary conditions. To account for the deformation modes and the
geometry of the material layer, at the top and bottom boundaries of the RVE, which
are conceptually aligned with the positive and negative edges of the interface, bΓ+0
and bΓ−0 , respectively, we fully prescribe the meso-deformation boundary conditions
by means of the separation J bϕK as examined for the uniform displacement boundary
conditions (6.8). For the micro-deformation map, the boundary condition (6.7)
must be fulfilled both at the top and at the bottom:
F¯(X) = I ∀X ∈ ∂BT0 ∪ ∂B
B
0 . (6.10)
In the plane of the interface, periodic deformations and antiperiodic tractions are
applied as presented in Equations (4.34)–(4.35) of Section 4.3.3. Thus the periodic
deformation and antiperiodic traction boundary condition in plane specify to be
formulated with respect to the left and right corner as
ϕR−ϕL = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂BL/R0 , t
R
0 + t
L
0 = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂B
L/R
0 , (6.11)
F¯
R
− F¯
L
= 0 ∀X ∈ ∂BL/R0 , t¯
R
0 + t¯
L
0 = 0 ∀X ∈ ∂B
L/R
0 . (6.12)
This strong contraint on the periodicity of the meso-deformation map ϕL/R along
the interface plane results from the kinematic assumption (6.2) for the interface
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deformation modes, which does not allow for lateral extension.
This hybrid choice of boundary conditions can be shown to be admissible with
respect to the Hill condition (6.5). The derivation for the top and bottom boundary
is already given by Equation (6.6). The validity of the periodicity for the opposite left
and right edges can directly be adopted from the fully periodic case (4.34)–(4.34) of
Section 4.3.2, the admissibility of which was shown in Section 4.3.3. Analogously to
(4.37)–(4.38), the integral, here only evaluated at the left and the right boundary,
1
w0
∫
∂BL0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA
+
1
w0
∫
∂BR0
[δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] · t 0+δF¯ : t¯ 0 dA= 0 (6.13)
will vanish over opposite periodic boundaries if both the traction t 0 and the double
traction t¯ 0 are antiperiodic. Combining this and (4.31) on the top and bottom
boundary leads to
1
w0
∫
∂BT0∪∂B
B
0
t 0 · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] +δ t¯ 0 : F¯ dA
+
1
w0
∫
∂BL0∪∂B
R
0
[t L0+ t
R
0] · [δϕ − 〈δF〉 · X] + [t¯
L
0+ t¯
R
0] : δF¯ dA= 0 , (6.14)
which consequently is zero, too. Thus the proposed hybrid boundary conditions are
admissible for the micromorphic RVE underlying to the material layer.
6.4 Computational homogenization
As in Section 5, boundary value problems are solved by means of a nested solution
schemed involving a finite-element discretization at both the macro and the meso
level, as illustrated in Figure 6.3 is performed. At the macro level, interface ele-
ments situated between continuum elements represent the material layer. While the
constitutive behaviour of the bulk is postulated a priori, the traction–separation re-
lation (6.1) of the interface element is obtained from the underlying micromorphic
mesostructure. The computational interface homogenization approach presented in
Chapter 5.4 is modified to account for the micromorphic mesostructure represented
by the RVE.
Algorithmically the multiscale solution procedure is completely analogous to the
scheme of Section 5.4.1. The complication lies in the more sophisticated system of
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Figure 6.3: Computational homogenization between the interface integration point (IP) of
the interface element on bΓ e0 at the macro level and the underlying representa-
tive volume element Bh0 with boundary ∂B
h
0 and microcontinua B0 delivering
additional degrees of freedom.
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equations within the RVE. On the one hand, this requires the elaborate numerical
scheme presented in 3.4 involving the coupled problem with elements of ’mixed’ ap-
proximation order. On the other hand, the additional boundary conditions evolving
from the micro deformation have to be taken into account.
6.4.1 Numerical solution of the RVE problem
For the solution of the micromorphic RVE boundary value problem, the numerical
framework presented in Section 3.4 is adopted. The primary unknown variables at
the finite-element nodes are the meso deformation map ϕ L and the micro deforma-
tion map F¯M of (3.56). The micromorphic coupled system to be solved is given by
(3.60).
We apply the hybrid boundary conditions of Section 6.3.2 on the RVE, which
account both quantitatively and qualitatively for the interface deformation. The de-
formation (6.8) and (6.10) stemming from the interface is applied incrementally as
a boundary condition to all top and bottom nodes of the RVE within the reduced
system of equations. The coupled system of equations (3.64) within the RVE is
solved iteratively. When equilibrium is found, we recompute the dependent degrees
of freedom. Moreover, we obtain the spatial reaction forces at the nodes with pre-
scribed deformation as fpre
I
and f¯
pre
I
from equation (3.64) with f int
I
= 0 and f¯
int
J
= 0,
which is true at algorithmic equilibrium.
6.4.2 Homogenized interface quantities
We want to extract the macroscopic traction vector bt 0 and the tangent operator bA at
the integration point of the interface element.
Therefore the system of equations on the RVE is condensed such that only the
stiffness matrix and the residual vector for the prescribed degrees of freedom re-
main. These prescribed degrees of freedoms are those of all the nodes at the top
and the bottom of the RVE, ∂BhB∪∂BhT, for the present choice of hybrid boundary
conditions.
Macroscopic traction vector. The macro traction vector (6.1)1 is obtained based
on the traction vector involving the average Piola stress (6.3). This is rewritten
discretely in terms of the reaction forces fpre
I
as
bt 0 =
1
V0
npre∑
I
fpre
I
⊗ X I · bN , I ∈ ∂B
hB ∪ ∂BhT . (6.15)
The summation runs over all npre RVE boundary nodes with prescribed deformation.
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Macroscopic tangent operator. To derive the tangent operator (6.1)2, we con-
sider an increment of the traction vector (6.15), ∆bt 0. With the spatial reaction force
in the coupled system (3.64) and the prescribed deformation (6.8) and (6.10), the
following steps are performed,
∆bt 0 =
1
V0
npre∑
I
∆fpre
I
⊗ X I · bN
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L,M
h
[KϕϕI L ·∆ϕ L +K
ϕ F¯
IM ·∆F¯M]⊗ X I
i
· bN
=
1
V0
npre∑
I
npre∑
L,M

KϕϕI L ·

∆I +
1
h0
J∆ bϕK⊗ bN

· X L +K
ϕ F¯
IM · 0

⊗ X I

· bN (6.16)
=
 1
h0V0

bN ⊗ bN

:
npre∑
I
npre∑
L

X L ⊗ X I

:KϕϕI L
 · J∆ bϕK .
Thereby the trivial identity ∆I = 0 as well as ∆F¯M = 0, which follows from (6.10),
are used. The term in the bracket is identified as the macroscopic tangent operator,
which reads
bA =
1
w0h
2
0
[ bN ⊗ bN] :
 npre∑
I
npre∑
L
[X L ⊗ X I] :K
ϕϕ
I L
 , I , L ∈ ∂BhB ∪ ∂BhT . (6.17)
With these quantities at hand for the particular macro interfacial integration point,
the constitutive part of macro boundary value problem is complete and the iterative
macro solution can be proceeded.
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6.5 Numerical examples
The framework of the computational homogenization with the interface element on
the macro level and the micromorphic RVE on the meso and micro level is applied
to numerical examples.
A finite element simulation is performed on both the macro- and the meso level,
with the boundary value problem described for the macro scale and its constitutive
response evaluated within the RVE. At the macro level, we use four-node plane-
strain elements with bilinear interpolations for the bulk as well as linear interface
elements with four nodes and two Gaussian integration points. For the micromor-
phic RVE we utilize Lagrangian plane-strain elements with biquadratic interpolation
for both the meso placement X and the meso deformation map ϕ, as well as bilinear
interpolation for the micro-deformation map F¯ . Throughout the section, the compo-
nents of the respective displacement jumps and tractions will be expressed in terms
of the orthonormal macro basis cM , bN shown in Figure 6.3.
6.5.1 Interface under fully prescribed shear mode loading
As a benchmark problem, we first consider a single interface element, which is sub-
ject to shear mode loading, as depicted in Figure 6.4. The deformation of the sur-
rounding bulk is fully controlled so that no degrees of freedom are activated there.
The RVE is modelled as a quadratic specimen with a circular centred hole of 20 %
void fraction, meshed with 96 micromorphic elements. Within the RVE of height
h0, the sample material parameters, i. e. Young’s modulus E = 1000 and Poisson’s
ratio ν = 0.3 are chosen for all computations. At first, the internal length is varied
for a fixed scale-transition parameter, p/E = 10, see Section 6.5.1. Secondly, the
scale-transition parameter is varied for a fixed internal length of l = 0.2h0.
Influence of the micromorphic internal length – size dependence. The
traction–separation curves at an integration point in the interface element are shown
for different values of the micromorphic internal-length parameter related to the
total height of the interface in Figure 6.6. The traction–separation curve in load-
ing direction in Figure 6.6(a), bt bM vs. J bϕ bMK, obeys an approximately linear relation.
Moreover a strong size dependence is observed: Larger internal-length parameters
yield a notably stiffer response. The traction–separation curve, bt bN vs. J bϕ bMK, perpen-
dicular to the loading direction shown in Figure 6.6(b) reveals a coupled response.
The tangential tractions are much smaller than the normal components, neverthe-
less a nonlinear relation is observed. The dependence of the internal length is re-
verse compared to the first curve: smaller internal length yield the stiffer normal
response for the shear loading.
The corresponding spatial configurations with the micromorphic meso stress are
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bu bM
bu bMbu bM
bu bM
Figure 6.4: Benchmark problem for multiscale framework: Single interface element sub-
jected to shear.
displayed in Figure 6.2. We observe that for increasing internal length, the defor-
mation of the specimen around the hole becomes less pronounced. Moreover, for
non-zero internal length we observe the typical nonsymmetric meso stress, when
looking at the shear components. Especially, the shear component σ bM bN is signifi-
cantly higher for the largest internal length. Also the normal stress in tangential
direction σ bM bM is remarkably larger, while the influence on the other two compo-
nents is rather weak.
Influence of the micromorphic scale-transition parameter. Next, we study
the influence of the scale-transition parameter p, which controls the kinematic cor-
relation between the meso and the micro scale. For a variation of the parameter
p in exponential steps to the basis ten, the spatial meshes of the macro and the
mesostructure are presented in Figure 6.7. The resulting traction–separation curves,bt bM vs. J bϕ bMK and bt bN vs. J bϕ bMK, are shown in Figure 6.8. First of all, we notice that the
response is coupled in the sense that an exclusively shearing deformation also yields
normal tractions. As observed before, the shear component bt bM vs. J bϕ bMK obeys an
approximately linear relation, while the tension response to the shear deformationbt bN vs. J bϕ bMK is strongly nonlinear, however significantly smaller. Furthermore, we
observe that smaller scale transition parameters yield a stiffer response in the shear
traction bt bM vs. J bϕ bMK and a weaker response in the normal traction, bt bN vs. J bϕ bMK.
The meso stress components are plotted in Figure 6.3. For larger scale-transition
parameters, all stress components become more pronounced in the direct vicinity of
the hole.
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l/h0 = 0 l/h0 = 0.1 l/h0 = 0.2 l/h0 = 0.4
Figure 6.5: Spatial RVE meshes at different internal-length parameters.
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Figure 6.6: Traction–separation curves for different internal-length parameters.
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Figure 6.7: Spatial RVE meshes at different scale-transition parameters.
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Figure 6.8: Macro traction–separation curves for different scale-transition parameters.
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6.5.2 Interface under fully prescribed tensile-mode loading
The second benchmark problem for the interface homogenization is simulated with
the same macro and meso geometry as above, however here the interface deforma-
tion is applied in the tensile mode. Also the material parameters are adopted from
the previous section.
While the material multiscale boundary value problem is illustrated in Figure 6.9,
the corresponding spatial meshes of the RVE are displayed in Figures 6.10 and 6.13.
In the following, we once more investigate the influence of both additional mi-
cromorphic material parameters on the response, i. e. the internal-length parameter
l and the scale-transition parameter p. From Figures 6.11 and 6.14, we directly
observe that the tangential traction component, bt bM , is zero for any of the consid-
ered combination of material parameters. This fact is attributed to the kinematic
restriction imposed by the interface that does not allow for a lateral contraction and
restricts the top and the bottom nodes to maintain the same distance tangential to
the interface.
Influence of the micromorphic internal length – size dependence. For the
present tensile-mode loading, the traction–separation curves in loading direction, bt bN
vs. J bϕbNK, are compared for different internal length parameters in Figure 6.11. This
response obeys a nonlinear behaviour, whereby the curves display a stiffer response
for larger internal-length parameters l. The deformed meso meshes in Figure 6.10
reflect the same observation: For a larger internal length, the opening of the void
is less pronounced which underlines the stiffer continuum response. The particular
components of the meso stress of Cauchy type are shown in Figure 6.12. Again for
a larger internal length, the non-symmetry of the Cauchy type meso stress proves
to be stronger. However, different from the shear loading, where the distribution of
the shear meso stress underwent a significant influence, the qualitative influence is
comparatively small for the tension loading at hand.
Influence of the micromorphic scale-transition parameter. The influence
of the micromorphic scale-transition parameter p on the macroscopic traction–
separation response is plotted in Figure 6.14. Thereby the parameter is varied in
exponential steps to the basis ten. We observe that the specimen with the higher
scale-transition parameter p exhibits a stiffer behaviour. This is reflected by the
deformed meshes in Figure 6.13 particularly in the direct vicinity of the hole. In
the corresponding Cauchy-type meso stress component, shown in Figure 6.15, for
larger p, again the stress is significantly larger at the edge of the hole. This matches
well the observations of Hirschberger et al. (2007b), that for larger scale-transition
parameters p, the region in which the meso deformation map and the deformation
gradient deviate from each other are strongly localized to the heterogeneity.
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bubN
bubN
bubN
bubN
Figure 6.9: Benchmark problem for multiscale framework: Single interface element sub-
jected to tension.
l = 0 l/L0 = 0.1 l/L0 = 0.2 l/L0 = 0.4
Figure 6.10: Spatial RVE meshes at different internal-length parameters.
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Figure 6.11: Traction–separation curves for different internal length parameters.
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σ bM bM
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σbN bM
l/h0 = 0.0 l/h0 = 0.1 l/h0 = 0.2 l/h0 = 0.4
Figure 6.12: Cauchy-type meso shear stress at different internal-length parameters.
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p/E = 0.1 p/E = 1 p/E = 10 p/E = 100
Figure 6.13: Spatial RVE meshes at different scale-transition parameters.
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Figure 6.14: Macro traction–separation curves for different scale-transition parameters.
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σ bM bM
σbN bN
σ bM bN
σbN bM
p/E = 0.1 p/E = 1 p/E = 10 p/E = 100
Figure 6.15: Cauchy-type meso shear stress at different scale-transition parameters.
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6.5.3 Material layer within an infinite shear layer under
shear-dominated mixed-mode loading
After the benchmark-type examples shown so far, which only considered the micro-
morphic RVE and the resulting homogenized traction–separation relations, now also
the macro response is also taken account.
Therefore at the macro level the material layer within the periodic shear layer as
seen in Section 5.5.2, Figure 5.11, is endowed with micromorphic representative
volume elements. Micromorphic microstructures with the same geometry of those
Section 5.5.3, i. e. a quadratic RVE with a lentil-shaped void of horizontal and ver-
tical orientation, respectively, are compared with another specimen with a circular
centered hole. Furthermore a homogeneous shear layer is considered as a bench-
mark RVE.
The deformation-driven load, bu bM = 5bubN , is applied step-wise, at the top and in
opposite direction at the bottom until the maximum lateral top displacement ofbu bM = 0.2h0 is reached. A fixed set of material parameters is used. Particularly
Young’s modulus in the RVE is chosen significantly weaker than that of the macro
bulk, bE/2000 = E = p; lateral contraction is allowed by setting Poisson’s ratio tobν = ν = 0.3. The internal length is chosen to be l = 0.1h0, while the height of the
material layer relative to the height of the macro shear layer is w0/ bH0 = 0.05.
While Figure 6.16 shows the considered column of elements for the periodic shear
layer for the different RVEs at the after the last load step, the RVE meshes after the
first step are plotted in Figure 6.17. While at the macro level, the bulk elements are
deformed homogeneously as under simple shear, the spatial RVE of Figure 6.17(d),
representing an infinite homogeneous shear layer, obeys an S-shape. This appears
due to the boundary conditions for the micro-deformation map at the top and bot-
tom boundaries of the RVE.
Figure 6.18 shows the load displacement curves at the top of the macro column
for the different microstructures. The response to the shear dominated mixed mode
loading caused by the vertically orientated lentil void is the stiffest, while the other
two differ for the considered component, i. e. normal or tangential. Contrary to
the classical RVE in Section 5.5.2, the homogeneous RVE does here not deliver the
stiffest response. This can be attributed to the fact that, due to the nearly homoge-
neous deformation, the additional micro degrees of freedom and thus especially the
gradient of the micro deformation map are barely excited and the respective contri-
butions in the potential-energy density (3.49) do not come into play as strongly as
for the heterogeneous specimens.
With this example it is succesfully shown that macroscopic boundary value prob-
lems involving a material interface can be solved numerically by applying a compu-
tational homogenization to obtain the response of the latter. An investigation of the
influence of different material parameters on the response of a homogeneous RVE
remains for future considerations.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.16: Shear layer: spatial macro meshes at bu bM = 0.2h0, for RVE with (a) hole, (b)
vertical lentil-shaped void, (c) horizontal lentil-shaped void, (d) homogene-
nous shear layer.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Figure 6.17: Shear layer: spatial RVEs with (a) hole, (b) vertical lentil-shaped void, (c)
horizontal lentil-shaped void, (d) homogeneous shear layer at bu bM = 0.02h0.
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Figure 6.18: Shear layer: force–displacement curve at top of the macro shear layer.
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6.5.4 Material layer within a specimen with a hole
The last example consists of a quadratic specimen with a circular centred hole at
the macro level, comparable to the meso specimen in Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2,
meshed with 72 bulk elements. Additionally at both lateral sides of the hole, a
horizontal layer of three interface elements is arranged. The specimen is subject to
constant uniaxial tension in vertical direction. At each interface integration point,
the underlying micromorphic RVE of Sections 6.5.1 and 6.5.2 is evaluated. Once
more, the internal-length parameter in the RVE is varied for an otherwise fixed set
of material parameters (bE = 100E = 1 × 105, bν = ν = 0.3, p/E = 1000 = 10bE,bh0 = 20h0).
In Figure 6.19, next to the spatial macrostructure, the deformed RVEs at the six
interfacial integration points along the material layer are shown for the maximum
displacement applied, bubN/bh0 = 0.025. The particular deformed heights ht of the
RVEs qualitatively coincide well with the expected peak of both normal stress and
normal strain close to the heterogeneity, the hole. This is also reflected by the nor-
mal components of the macro separation, J bϕbNK, and the macro traction, bt bN , which
are plotted versus the horizontal coordinate of the relative placement, bΞ, in Fig-
ure 6.20. This relative horizontal position bΞ = 2bX/bw0 is given relative to the half
width of the macro specimen.
While the normal separation J bϕbNK is larger for smaller internal length, the normal
traction bt bN increases with internal length. This observation matches well with the
stiffer behaviour for larger internal length that the traction–separation curves in
Figure 6.21 display. The macroscopic response is illustrated in the same figure: the
prescribed displacement in vertical direction, ubN , at the top of the macro specimen
is plotted versus the total reaction force at this edge. Here an influence of the
underlying RVE is observed: once more the specimen with the RVE of the highest
internal lengths obeys the stiffest macro response.
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(a) (b)
bΞ1 bΞ2 bΞ3 bΞ4 bΞ52 bΞ6
Figure 6.19: (a) Spatial macro mesh, (b) spatial meso meshes at the macro interface inte-
gration points located at bΞ i = 0.522,0.581,0.638,0.737,0.821,0.952.
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Figure 6.20: Separation vs. placement, homogenized traction vs. placement along the inter-
face
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Figure 6.21: Traction–separation curve near the hole, load–displacement curve at macro top
nodes for different internal-length parameters,
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Formulations of generalized inelasticity have attracted a growing portion of the me-
chanics research community within the last decades. This can be attributed to two
main features. On the one hand, these theories well account for inelastic defor-
mations of very small structures (on a micro scale) and thus reflect the reported
size effects (Aifantis, 1984, Fleck et al., 1994, Stölken and Evans, 1998). On the
other hand, the formulations of generalized plasticity have proven particularly use-
ful when it comes to the numerical simulation of softening behaviour. Here due to
the non-local effect which goes along with the considered internal length, an ill-
posedness, as it arises in classical softening inelasticity, is circumvented and the oc-
curring localized inelastic deformations are regularized. The proposed generalized
plasticity theories comprise formulations of gradient plasticity, nonlocal plasticity,
and micromorphic and the micropolar plasticity included in the latter.
Although a variety of different generalized plasticity formulations have been con-
tributed, their respective features cannot be recognized clearly in each case. We
aim at a clear classification with respect to the key features and seek connections to
existing theories. To this end, similar to the work of Hirschberger and Steinmann
(2007), here in particular different formulations of both gradient plasticity and mi-
cromorphic plasticity are presented, which prove thermodynamically consistent by
fulfilling the second law of thermodynamics. Thereby we vary key features in a
structured manner and investigate the impact on the formulation, with respect to
the complexity of the balance of momentum, the boundary conditions, degrees of
freedoms, the dissipation inequality, the yield condition and the flow rule as well as
issues arising in a numerical implementation. We restrict ourselves to the isothermal
case.
Outline. This chapter is structured as follows: After a brief review of a classical
perfect elastoplastic formulation in Section 7.1, we address two major parts: The
first part, Section 7.2, concerns formulations of gradient plasticity, whereas in the
latter, Section 7.3, we present the analogous formulations of micromorphic plas-
ticity. At the end of each section, we briefly summarise each class and review the
variants with respect to their particular advantages and disadvantages. Throughout
this chapter, we restrict ourselves to quasi-static problems within a geometrically
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linear framework. We omit body forces for the sake of brevity without loss of gen-
erality.
7.1 Classical plasticity
The constitutive framework of the generalized plasticity formulations are based on
that of classical plasticity, which was pioneered by Coleman (1964), Green and
Naghdi (1965), Coleman and Gurtin (1967). In order to account for the irreversible
character of the material response, particularly the second law of thermodynamics
has to be fulfilled. Its reformulation as the Clausius-Duhem or dissipation inequality
is directly applicable to the elasto-plastic framework.
The essential framework of small-strain classical plasticity, which bases on the
framework of classical elasticity introduced in Section 2.2.2, is recalled here in order
to introduce the concept and clarify notation for the subsequent sections on gradient
and micromorphic plasticity.
7.1.1 Fundamental formulation of perfect elastoplasticity of
a classical continuum at small strain
In order to account for both the reversible and the irreversible deformation respec-
tively, the strain tensor (2.15) is additively decomposed into its elastic and its plastic
part as
ǫ := ǫe+ ǫ
int
p . (7.1)
The free-energy density W depends on the elastic part of the strain only. However,
we may rewrite it as a function of the displacement and the plastic strain, which is,
in a standard manner, considered as an internal variable:
W = W˜ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp ) = W˘ (u; ǫ
int
p ) . (7.2)
The non-negative dissipation D obeys the following format:
D = σ : ǫ˙− W˙ = σintp : ǫ˙
int
p ≥ 0 , (7.3)
with the stress (2.20) and the following definition of the plastic stress:
σintp := −∂ǫintp W . (7.4)
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For elastoplasticity without hardening, which we here consider for the sake of sim-
plicity, the yield condition in the form
F = Φ˜(σintp )≤ 0 (7.5)
ensures that the stress does not exceed an admissible range. The function F is
referred to as the yield function. Moreover, an associated flow rule relates the plastic
stress and the plastic strain rate as
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σintp F . (7.6)
Herein γ takes the role of a Lagrange multiplier. The Karush–Kuhn–Tucker or rather
loading/unloading conditions together with the consistency condition read
γ≥ 0 , F ≤ 0 , γF = 0 , γF˙ = 0 . (7.7)
7.2 Gradient plasticity formulations
In formulations coined as gradient plasticity a gradient effect can be incorporated
in different ways. The theory can either be establish based on a gradient continuum
theory as described in Section 2.3, or by involving an additional gradient on quan-
tities other than the primary strain variable in a constitutive sense. The model pro-
posed by Fleck and Hutchinson (1993) is based on the couple stress theory (Toupin,
1962, Mindlin and Tiersten, 1962, Koiter, 1964) as a special kind of gradient con-
tinuum theory, while their succeeding article (Fleck and Hutchinson, 1997) is based
on the gradient continuum itself. The latter model was also more recently discussed
by Garikipati (2003).
Most formulations however belong to the latter group and are thus based on a
classical continuum as reviewed in Section 2.2. Particularly, the contributions by
Zbib and Aifantis (1992), Fleck and Hutchinson (2001), Menzel and Steinmann
(2000), Forest and Sievert (2003) and Peerlings (2007) include the gradient of the
plastic strain within the constitutive framework. Instead, gradients of internal hard-
ening variables are involved in various contributions (Aifantis, 1984, Vardoulakis
and Aifantis, 1991, Mühlhaus and Aifantis, 1991, Borst and Mühlhaus, 1992, Aifan-
tis, 1992, Borst and Pamin, 1996, Valanis, 1996, Liebe and Steinmann, 2001, Liebe
et al., 2003b, Liebe, 2003, Voyiadjis and Al-Rub, 2005, Al-Rub and Voyiadjis, 2006,
Zhu et al., 1995). The gradient elastoplasticity of Zervos et al. (2001) both relies on
a higher-gradient continuum and moreover involves gradients on internal variables.
Gurtin (2003) assumes the plastic strain and its gradient as additional primary vari-
ables for which an additional balance holds, along the lines of the contributions
of himself and co-workers (Gurtin and Podio-Guidugli, 1992, Gurtin, 2000a, Cer-
melli and Gurtin, 2002, Anand et al., 2005). Several contributions deal with gradi-
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ent plasticity in the context of crystal plasticity, e. g. Gurtin (2000a, 2002), Menzel
and Steinmann (2000), Regueiro et al. (2002), Evers et al. (2004), Creighton et al.
(2004), Bayley et al. (2006), a framework that deals with very small scale phenom-
ena to begin with.
Comparisons of different pairings of formulations are given e. g. in Borst et al.
(1999), Peerlings et al. (2001), Niordson (2002), Gudmundson (2004), Jirasek
(2005), Papenfuss and Forest (2006), Engelen et al. (2006).
7.2.1 Classification approach
Based on the classical plasticity framework, recapitulated in Section 7.1, several
formulations of gradient plasticity are introduced. Hereby the particular properties
of these different types of gradient plasticity are varied with respect to
1. the approach to the plastic variables (internal vs. external),
2. the gradient operating on either the total or the plastic strain,
3. the compatibility of the plastic strain and the plastic strain gradient (compati-
ble vs. incompatible).
Just as small-strain classical plasticity, small-strain gradient plasticity generally relies
on the additive decomposition of the strain tensor into an elastic and a plastic con-
tribution. Whereas usually, the plastic contribution is captured by an internal vari-
able (which is adopted in Sections 7.2.2 and 7.2.3), we aim to represent the plastic
strain by an independent external field in the external variable approach (Sections
7.2.4 and 7.2.5), as pursued e. g. by Fried (1996). The resulting varieties of gradi-
ent plasticity are illustrated in Figure 7.1 and briefly explained here: The gradient
plasticity based on the total strain formulations, GP–IT (Section 7.2.2) and GP–ET
(Section 7.2.4), respectively, are built into a full gradient continuum, which has
been reviewed in Section 2.3. Contrary to that, the classical continuum reviewed in
Section 2.2 underlies the formulations we call gradient plasticity based on the plastic
strain, GP–IP and GP–EP respectively, see Sections 7.2.3 and 7.2.5. For each of these
four types of gradient plasticity, a further distinction is made with respect to the
compatibility of the plastic strain and its gradient. Within the formulations involv-
ing the gradient on plastic strain GP–⋆P⋆, no distinction is made between gradient
plasticity formulations in which the gradient operates on the plastic strains and such
in which it operates on internal variables.
In the following, all eight variations are examined with respect to the thermome-
chanical framework of kinematics, free-energy density, stresses, balance of momen-
tum and the corresponding boundary conditions as well as dissipation, flow rule
and yield condition. In addition to these general considerations, we illustrate each
individual variation of gradient plasticity with a model constitutive assumption for
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gradient plasticity
internal variable external variable
∇ total strain ∇ total strain∇ plastic strain ∇ plastic strain
comp. comp. comp. comp.incomp. incomp. incomp. incomp.
GP
I E
T TP P
C C C CI I I I
Figure 7.1: Classification scheme for gradient plasticity formulations (left: full titles; right:
abbreviations used throughout the chapter).
the free-energy density. Furthermore we tabularly contrapose the formulations in
Tables 7.1 and 7.2.
Remark 7.2.1 Whenever internal variables are involved, the Karush–Kuhn–Tucker
conditions (7.7) must be fulfilled without further mentioning.
7.2.2 Gradient plasticity based on total strain: internal
variable approach (GP–IT)
For a gradient plasticity that is based on the total strain involving internal variables
(GP–IT), we employ the kinematics of the second gradient continuum (2.30), re-
called here,
ǫ(u) :=∇symu , η(u) :=∇∇symu =∇ǫ , (7.8)
and incorporate plasticity. Particularly, the strain is additively decomposed as in
Equation (7.1) of classical plasticity as
ǫ := ǫe+ ǫ
int
p . (7.9)
In the sequel we will present two formulations that differ by the type of the strain-
gradient decomposition.
Compatible formulation (GP–ITC) In the first formulation, we additively de-
compose the strain gradient (2.30)2 into its elastic and its plastic contributions:
η =∇ǫe+∇ǫ
int
p . (7.10)
We call this decomposition compatible, since the elastic and plastic parts of the strain
gradient represent the gradients of the elastic and plastic strain of (7.1), respectively.
The free-energy density will depend on the elastic kinematic quantities, which them-
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selves only depend on the displacement and the plastic strain:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , η(u)−∇ǫ
int
p ) = W˜ (u; ǫ
int
p ) . (7.11)
Additionally to the total stress (2.38) of gradient elasticity, we define the plastic
stress and double stress as:
σintp := −∂ǫintp W , τ
int
p := −∂∇ǫintp W . (7.12)
The compatibility of the third-order plastic strain gradient and the second order
plastic strain requires to consider a nonlocality residual, compare Remark 7.2.2,
which can be circumvented by the consideration of global dissipation:∫
Bp
DdV =
∫
Bp
σint⋆p : ǫ˙
int
p dV +
∫
∂Bp
ǫ˙intp : τ
int
p · ndA≥ 0 , (7.13)
whereby the effective plastic stress is defined with Remark 2.3.3 as
σint⋆p := σ
int
p − divτ
int
p . (7.14)
Conditions on the plastic boundary need to be set, e. g. as
t τ
int
p = τintp · n
.
= 0 on ∂Bτp or ǫ˙
int
p = 0 on ∂B
ǫ
p (7.15)
see e. g. Polizzotto (2007), Peerlings (2007). The yield condition and the flow rule
now read
F = F˘ (σint⋆p )≤ 0 ǫ˙
int
p = γ∂σint⋆p F . (7.16)
Remark 7.2.2 (Nonlocality Residual) Edelen and Laws (1971) showed that for
nonlocal continua, the rate, at which energy is supplied to a particle by the rest of
the body, is zero in an integrated sense over the whole body, but locally nonzero. This
concept has been extended to plastic boundaries by Polizzotto and Borino (1998), Poliz-
zotto (2007) and references cited therein. The local dissipation inequality,
D = σ : ǫ˙+τ :· η˙− W˙ +R ≥ 0 ,
holds true for the whole body, while R 6= 0 inside Bp. Hereby, no energy exchange
occurs between the particles in the plastic region Bp and those outside Bp. This is
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captured by the insulation condition ∫
Bp
RdV = 0 ,
which implies to consider the dissipation globally.
Remark 7.2.3 (Constitutive assumption) Based on the assumption of Table 2.1
for gradient elasticity, we propose the following formulation, which is quadratic in
terms of elastic strains and elastic strain gradients
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖∇ǫe‖
2 .
With the definitions (2.38) we derive the particular stress and double stress as
σ = E : ǫe = σ
int
p , τ = µl
2∇ǫe = τ
int
p
which can with (7.12) also be identified as the internal plastic stresses. With the effec-
tive stress (2.35), which here obeys the format σint⋆p = E : ǫe − µl
2∆ǫe, we obtain the
following dependence of the yield function:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe−µl
2∆ǫe)≤ 0 .
Consequently, this constitutive formulation inserts gradient effects into the equilibrium
condition and the yield condition.
Incompatible formulation (GP–ITI). Unlike in the compatible case, a decom-
position of the strain gradient (2.30)2 into
η = ηe+η
int
p (7.17)
allows for an elastic and a plastic part of the strain gradient to generally be incom-
patible to (7.1) in the sense that ηe 6= ∇ǫe and η
int
p 6= ∇ǫ
int
p . With this at hand, the
free-energy density has the following dependencies:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , η(u)−η
int
p ) = W˜ (u;ǫ
int
p ,η
int
p ) . (7.18)
Besides the total stress of equation (2.38), we define the according plastic stress
measures as
σintp := −∂ǫintp W τ
int
p := −∂ηintp W . (7.19)
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With these at hand, the non-negative dissipation simplifies to
D = σintp : ǫ˙
int
p +τ
int
p :· η˙
int
p ≥ 0 . (7.20)
The yield condition depends on the two plastic stresses (7.19),
F = F˘ (σintp ,τ
int
p )≤ 0 , (7.21)
and consequently two flow rules are formulated separately:
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σintp F , η˙
int
p = γ∂τintp F (7.22)
with the same multiplier γ.
Remark 7.2.4 (Constitutive assumption) As in the compatible case, from a con-
stitutive assumption
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖ηe‖
2
we can identify the stress and double stress and identically the plastic stress and double
stress as
σ = E : ǫe = σ
int
p , τ = µl
2ηe = τ
int
p
from the relation (2.38) and (7.19). Thus the yield function reads:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe,µl
2ηe)≤ 0 .
Consequently, the gradient effects are solely captured by the equilibrium conditions
rather than by the yield function.
7.2.3 Gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: internal
variable approach: (GP–IP)
The gradient plasticity based on the plastic strain, relies on the plasticity formulation
of the classical continuum of Section 7.1. Analogously, the strain is decomposed as
ǫ := ǫe+ ǫ
int
p . (7.23)
Additionally, gradients of the plastic strain are considered. Again, both a compatible
and the incompatible formulation are presented.
Compatible formulation (GP–IPC). We call the formulation compatible when
we consider the gradient of the plastic strain, ∇ǫintp , itself. This quantity represents
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a higher-grade plastic internal variable. With this, the free-energy density of the
classical plasticity (7.2) is enhanced towards
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp ,∇ǫ
int
p ) = W˜ (u;ǫ
int
p ) . (7.24)
We define the corresponding total stress (2.20), as well as the second-order plastic
stress and the third-order plastic double stress tensor as in Equation (7.12). Again
the compatible plastic strain measures necessitate the evaluation of the global dissi-
pation inequality,∫
Bp
DdV =
∫
Bp
σint⋆p : ǫ˙
int
p dV +
∫
∂Bp
ǫ˙intp : τ
int
p · ndA≥ 0 , (7.25)
with the same effective plastic stress (compare Remark 2.3.3) and the plastic bound-
ary condition (7.15) as in the compatible version of Section 7.2.2. The effective
plastic stress enters the yield condition
F = F˘ (σint⋆p )≤ 0 , (7.26)
and the single flow rule read:
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σint⋆p F . (7.27)
Remark 7.2.5 (Constitutive assumption) With a simple constitutive assumption
for the free-energy density,
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖∇ǫintp ‖
2 ,
we obtain the following stresses:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
int
p , τ
int
p = −µl
2∇ǫintp ,
based on the definitions (2.20) and (7.12). Thus the effective plastic stress results in
σint⋆p = E : ǫe+µl
2∆ǫintp , which enters the yield condition as follows:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe+µl
2∆ǫintp )≤ 0 .
Summarising, the formulation inserts a gradient effect only into the yield condition.
Incompatible formulation (GP–IPI). Here, we consider a third-order plastic
strain ’gradient’ ηintp which is not the gradient of the plastic strain ǫ
int
p , but rather
an additional independent internal tensor-valued variable of third order. With this
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choice, the free-energy density is set up as follows
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , η
int
p ) = W˜ (u; ǫ
int
p ,η
int
p ) (7.28)
The total stress is given by Equation (2.20), while the plastic stresses are defined by
Equation (7.19). Due to the independent plastic strain ’gradient’, a local dissipation
condition ,
D = σintp : ǫ˙
int
p +τ
int
p :· η˙
int
p ≥ 0 , (7.29)
together with the yield condition
F = F˘ (σintp ,τ
int
p )≤ 0 , (7.30)
and the flow rules
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σintp F , η˙
int
p = γ∂τintp F , (7.31)
accounts for the plastic behaviour. In conclusion, this formulation boils down to a
standard elasto-plasticity framework with an extended set of internal variables.
Remark 7.2.6 (Constitutive assumption) We propose the formulation
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖ηintp ‖
2
for the free-energy density (7.28), which renders the stresses (2.20) and (7.19) as:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
int
p , τ
int
p = −µl
2ηintp
There are no special gradient effects resulting from this formulation. Rather we retrieve
standard plasticity with an additional internal variable of third order.
7.2.4 Gradient plasticity based on total strain: external
variable approach (GP–ET)
As the GP–IT of Section 7.2.2, the external-variable approach to total-strain-gradient
plasticity (GP–ET) bases upon the gradient continuum described in Section 2.3.2.
However, instead of internal plastic variables as in GP–IT, in the current external
variable approach, we employ external variables in the decomposition of both the
strain (2.30), i. e.
ǫ := ǫe+ ǫ
ext
p , (7.32)
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and the strain gradient η. Both a compatible and an incompatible formulation are
introduced, which differ by the respective decomposition of the strain gradient.
Compatible formulation (GP–ETC). In the first formulation, we additively de-
compose the gradient of total strain into the gradients of the elastic and the ’plastic’
contribution, respectively:
η :=∇ǫe+∇ǫ
ext
p . (7.33)
Naturally, ǫextp is a second-order tensor, and thus its gradient ∇ǫ
ext
p is of third order.
Again, the free-energy density is postulated to depend on the elastic parts of the
strain and its gradient:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫextp , η(u)−∇ǫ
ext
p ) = W˜ (u,ǫ
ext
p ) . (7.34)
From the gradient continuum, the total stress definition (2.38) is adopted, and the
equilibrium (2.32) and the regular boundary condition (2.33) hold here as well.
Additionally we define two measures of ’plastic’ stress and ’plastic’ double stress as
σextp = −∂ǫextp W , τ
ext
p = −∂∇ǫextp W , (7.35)
which unify to the effective ’plastic’ stress σext⋆p := σ
ext
p − divτ
ext
p according to Re-
mark 2.3.3. Due to the external or rather additional primary variables, from a con-
sideration of the weak form, we additionally obtain a second balance relation,
σext⋆p = 0 in B , (7.36)
with the corresponding boundary condition
t τ
ext
p = τextp · n on ∂B
τextp . (7.37)
Remark 7.2.7 (Constitutive assumption) With the model constitutive assump-
tion
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖∇ǫe‖
2 ,
we derive the stress and double stress using Equations (2.38) and (7.35) as:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
ext
p , τ = µl
2∇ǫe = τ
ext
p .
Thus it directly follows σext⋆p = σ
⋆, which with the extra balance (7.36) yields the
undesired results that σ− divτ = 0.
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Incompatible formulation (GP–ETI). In the incompatible formulation of GP–
ET, we complement the strain decomposition of equation (7.32) by the decomposi-
tion of the strain gradient according to
η = ηe+η
ext
p , (7.38)
whereby ηextp is a tensor of third order, which enters as another external variable and
generally will be ’incompatible’ in the sense that ηextp 6= ∇ǫ
ext
p . With this kinematics,
the free-energy density is a function of the following quantities:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫextp , η(u)−η
ext
p ) = W˜ (u,ǫ
ext
p ,η
ext
p ) . (7.39)
The consideration of the dissipation (Remark 7.2.8) allows us to introduce two ad-
ditional stresses
σextp = −∂ǫextp W , τ
ext
p = −∂ηextp W , (7.40)
due to the independent external variables ǫextp and η
ext
p , which supplement the total
stresses (2.38). However, a consideration of the weak formulation results in a trivial
balance of momentum
σextp = 0 , τ
ext
p = 0 , in B (7.41)
for the additional quantities, which supplements the known balance equation (2.32)
and the boundary condition (2.33). With the definitions (7.40), the dependence of
the free-energy density (7.39) on the additional external kinematic quantities ǫextp
and ηextp must vanish, i. e. W˜ (u). As a conclusion gradient elasticity is retrieved,
which is further documented by Remark 7.2.8.
Remark 7.2.8 The dissipation with external ’plastic’ variables is evaluated as
D = σ : ǫ˙+τ :· η˙−σextp : ǫ˙
ext
p −τ
ext
p :·η
ext
p − W˙ ≥ 0 , (7.42)
which turns out to equal zero.
Remark 7.2.9 (Constitutive assumption) For the naive constitutive assumption
for the free-energy density,
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖ηe‖
2 ,
the stresses given by (2.38) and (7.40) are derived as follows:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
ext
p , τ = µl
2ηe = τ
ext
p .
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Nevertheless, due to the additional balance relation (7.41), it follows that all stresses
equally vanish, i. e. σ
.
= 0 and τ
.
= 0, which can be considered non-physical.
7.2.5 Gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: external
variable approach (GP–EP)
The external-variable approach to plastic-strain-gradient plasticity is based on the
classical elastoplastic formulation of Section 7.1. As in the previous section, we use
an external field to account for the ’plastic’ strain. Thus we again employ the addi-
tive decomposition ǫ = ǫe+ǫ
ext
p already known from Equation (7.32) and distinguish
between two formulations based on the character of the third-order ’plastic’ tensor.
Compatible formulation (GP–EPC). In the compatible formulation, we con-
sider the external variable and its gradient, ∇ǫextp . With these quantities at hand, the
free-energy density exhibits the following dependencies:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫextp , ∇ǫ
ext
p ) = W˜ (u,ǫ
ext
p ) . (7.43)
Besides the stress σ, see (2.20), we introduce both a second-order tensor σextp and
a third-order tensor τextp as in Equation (7.35), which represent the energetically
conjugate variables to the external ’plastic’ variable ǫextp and to its gradient, ∇ǫ
ext
p ,
respectively. With the effective ’plastic’ stress σext⋆p := σ
ext
p − divτ
ext
p in the sense of
Remark 2.3.3, the classical balance of momentum (2.17) is supplemented by the
additional balance:
σext⋆p = 0 , in B (7.44)
and its corresponding ’plastic’ Neumann boundary condition
t τ
ext
p = τextp · n on ∂B
τextp . (7.45)
Remark 7.2.10 (Constitutive assumption) For the simplistic assumption
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖∇ǫextp ‖
2
for the free-energy density, the stress and the ’plastic’ stresses render the formats:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
ext
p , τ
ext
p = −µl
2∇ǫextp .
With these, the effective ’plastic’ stress reads: σext⋆p = E : ǫe+µl
2∆ǫextp . By consideration
of the additional balance (7.44) we obtain
divσ = div (divτextp ) = −µl
2div∆ǫextp = 0 .
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Incompatible formulation (GP–EPI). In the incompatible formulation, the ad-
ditive decomposition (7.32) of the strain is supplemented by an independent exter-
nal variable ηextp being a third-order tensor. Thus the free-energy density reads:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫextp ,η
ext
p ) = W˜ (u,ǫ
ext
p ,η
ext
p ) . (7.46)
Again we define the ’plastic stresses’ as in Equation (7.35) to supplement the to-
tal stress (2.20). The consideration of the Dirichlet principle yields the balance of
momentum (2.17) plus the trivial solutions
σextp = 0 τ
ext
p = 0 in B (7.47)
for the additional stress measures. Consequently, the dependence of the free-energy
density (7.46) on the external ’plastic’ variables ǫextp and η
ext
p vanishes as already
seen for GP–ETI (Section 7.2.4).
Due to the underlying classical continuum, classical elasticity is retrieved with
this formulation.
Remark 7.2.11 (Constitutive assumption) The straightforward constitutive as-
sumption
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖ηextp ‖
2
is adopted for the free-energy density. With this formulation, both stress and ’plastic’
stress are evaluated as follows:
σ = E : ǫe = σ
ext
p , τ
ext
p = −µl
2ηextp .
With these at hand and with the trivial additional balance (7.47), the trivial solutions
ǫe
.
= 0 and ηextp
.
= 0 for the elastic strain and the third-order external ’plastic’ kinematic
variable are obtained.
7.2.6 Conclusion on gradient-plasticity formulations
The afore-introduced eight formulations of gradient plasticity are summarized here.
The governing equations are summarized in Tables 7.1 and 7.2, according to the
classification scheme of Figure 7.1. We observe repetitive properties, which can be
attributed to the input assumptions. For the sake of clarity we briefly review the
individual theories and investigate their particular benefits.
GP–ITC (Compatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on total strain: in-
ternal variable approach of Section 7.2.2) involves the full framework of a second
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gradient of displacement theory. It therefore requires high standards with respect to
continuity, higher-order boundary conditions, and consequently its numerical imple-
mentation. Furthermore, difficulties arise due to the compatible gradient of plastic
strain: This renders the problem of the occurrence of both a nonlocality residual
and plastic boundary conditions. However, it is difficult to keep track of this plastic
boundary.
GP–ITI (Incompatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on total strain: inter-
nal variable approach of Section 7.2.2) incorporates the full framework of a second
gradient of displacement theory. Thus it requires high standards with respect to con-
tinuity, higher-order boundary conditions, and the numerical implementation into
a finite element formulation. However we do not encounter the difficulty of plas-
tic boundary conditions. The gradient plasticity of Fleck and Hutchinson (1993),
which is based on the couple stress theory (Toupin, 1962, Mindlin and Tiersten,
1962, Koiter, 1964), is a special case of this formulation.
GP–IPC (Compatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: in-
ternal variable approach of Section 7.2.3) as a gradient-enhanced classical plas-
ticity is the approach that most publications in gradient plasticity have pur-
sued (e. g. Aifantis (1984), Menzel and Steinmann (2000), Fleck and Hutchinson
(2001)). It has the advantage of a simple underlying continuum, however we en-
counter the difficulties of the plastic boundary conditions.
GP–IPI (Incompatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: in-
ternal variable approach of Section 7.2.3) is a standard plasticity formulation which
is endowed with an additional internal variable of third order.
GP–ETC (Incompatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on total strain: ex-
ternal variable approach of Section 7.2.4) also involves the full framework of a gra-
dient continuum, which is supplemented by an external variable and its gradient.
This approach clearly falls into the framework of elastic multifield theories (Capriz,
1989) whereby the displacement field is dominated by a second gradient theory.
GP–ETI (Compatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on total strain: exter-
nal variable approach of Section 7.2.4) is based on the full framework of gradient
continuum, which is supplemented by one external tensorial variable of second and
another of third order. Clearly, plasticity is not covered at all, and from the trivial
additional balance relations at first glance, we retrieve gradient elasticity.
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GP–EPC (Compatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: ex-
ternal variable approach Section 7.2.5) is a classical continuum theory, in which the
’plastic’ strain and its gradient are represented by an external variable. Again, a
multifield theory is retrieved, while the displacement field obeys a classical elastic-
ity formulation.
GP–EPI (Incompatible formulation of gradient plasticity based on plastic strain: ex-
ternal variable approach Section 7.2.5) Within a classical continuum, both the ’plas-
tic’ strain and another tensor of third order are introduced as external variables,
nevertheless this results in a trivial solution for the external contributions.
Discussion. As a conclusion, with some formulations we retrieved established ver-
sions of what is coined as strain gradient plasticity. In particular the GP–ITI is the
full gradient plasticity which in a further specified variant can be found in Fleck
and Hutchinson (1993), furthermore the GP– IPC describes the gradient of plastic
strain theories that have for instance been presented by Aifantis (1984), Menzel and
Steinmann (2000), Fleck and Hutchinson (2001). Other formulations boil down to
existing theories of classical plasticity. While with the internal-variable approach,
in fact plasticity formulations are acquired, the gradient formulations involving ex-
ternal variables, GP–E, do not cover plasticity, at most they fall into the category of
elastic multifield theories (Capriz, 1985, 1989)
Particularly we found out that all formulations of gradient plasticity constructed
with external plastic variables proved to be not beneficial since no dissipation is
connected with the external variables.
In view of their numerical implementation within a finite-element framework, it is
advantageous to realize that within the gradient-plasticity formulations only those
that incorporate the gradient effect through the plastic strain, require the desirable
C0 continuity for the displacement. Contrary, the formulations based on the total
strain experience the more arduous requirement of C1-continuous functions for the
displacement.
7.3 Micromorphic plasticity formulations
Within the micromorphic continuum theory and its above- mentioned subclasses,
compare Section 2.4, some plasticity formulations have been developed. However,
most of these concern the micropolar continuum, which is characterized by addi-
tional rotational degrees of freedom only. In this context, for instance the con-
tributions of Besdo (1974), Borst (1991), Diepolder et al. (1991), Steinmann and
Willam (1991), Steinmann (1994), Dietsche et al. (1993), Ehlers and Volk (1997,
1998) as well as those of Grammenoudis and Tsakmakis (2001, 2005a,b, 2007),
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Grammenoudis et al. (2007) are mentioned. The microstrain model is a special
case of micromorphic plasticity by Forest and Sievert (2006), Forest (2007), who
furthermore outline its relation to gradient plasticity.
7.3.1 Classification approach
Based on the elastic framework of the micromorphic continuum, as recapitulated in
Section 2.4, we introduce several formulations of micromorphic plasticity. Hereby,
in analogy to the gradient plasticity of Section 7.2, we vary the properties of the
different formulations of micromorphic plasticity with respect to
1. the approach to plastic micro variables (internal vs. external),
2. the incorporation of the gradient of either the total micro strain or the plastic
micro strain,
3. the compatibility of the plastic micro strain and the plastic micro-strain gradi-
ent.
These variations of micromorphic plasticity again result in eight different types,
which inherit the structure of the analogous formulations of gradient plasticity, as
illustrated in Figure 7.2. Within the micromorphic plasticity, additional to formula-
tions with internal plastic variables only (Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.3), we again aim
to incorporate external ’plastic’ variables (Sections 7.3.4 and 7.3.5). However, con-
trary to the gradient plasticity formulations, these enter at the micro scale, while
the macro level always remains with standard plasticity using internal variables
to represent the plastic strain. The formulations of micromorphic plasticity based
on the total micro strain (Sections 7.3.2 and 7.3.4) employ the full micromorphic
continuum theory introduced in Section 2.4. Contrary to that, formulations of mi-
cromorphic plasticity based on the gradient of plastic micro strain (Sections 7.3.3
and 7.3.5) are based on the classical plasticity reviewed in Section 7.1 and en-
hanced only by plastic micro variables. Again for each of the four formulations of
micromorphic plasticity, a further distinction is made between formulations with
compatible second- and third-order micro strain, i. e. the micro-strain gradient, and
incompatible variant with a separate third order tensor. The above-mentioned eight
formulations of micromorphic plasticity are presented in the sequel, and their key
equations are collocated in Tables 7.3 and 7.4 to give a clear overview.
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micromorphic plasticity
internal variable external variable
total µ strain total µ strainplastic µ strain plastic µ strain
comp. comp. comp. comp.incomp. incomp. incomp. incomp.
MP
I E
T TP P
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Figure 7.2: Classification scheme for formulations of micromorphic plasticity, µ ≡ ’micro’,
(left: full titles; right: abbreviations used throughout the chapter).
7.3.2 Micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain:
internal-micro-variable approach (MP–IT)
The micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain is constituted upon the full
micromorphic continuum presented in the Section 2.4:
ǫ(u) =∇u , η¯ :=∇ǫ¯ . (7.48)
In particular the formulations rely on the additive decomposition of both the macro
and the micro strain:
ǫ = ǫe+ ǫ
int
p , ǫ¯ = ǫ¯e+ ǫ¯
int
p . (7.49)
However, the decomposition of the gradient of micro stain, η¯, is first approached
in a ’compatible’ and then in an ’incompatible’ manner. The consequences of either
approaches will presented in the sequel.
Compatible formulation (MP–ITC). In the so-called compatible formulation,
the gradient of the micro strain is decomposed in such way that the respective elastic
and plastic parts are the gradients of the elastic and plastic parts of the micro strain
itself:
η¯ =∇ǫ¯e+∇ǫ¯
int
p . (7.50)
The free-energy density is formulated as a function of the elastic kinematic variables,
which with the compatibility reduces according to
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯− ǫ¯
int
p , η¯(ǫ¯)−∇ǫ¯
int
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯; ǫ¯
int
p ) . (7.51)
Additional to the total micromorphic stresses (2.45) defined formerly,
σ := ∂ǫW , σ¯ := ∂ǫ¯W , τ¯ := ∂η¯W , (7.52)
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we introduced the following micromorphic plastic stress measures:
σintp := −∂ǫintp W , σ¯
int
p := −∂ǫ¯intp W , τ¯
int
p := −∂∇ǫ¯intp W . (7.53)
They are denoted as the plastic macro, micro and double stress, respectively. Due to
the compatibility of the plastic micro strain and its gradient, a nonlocality residual
occurs, which entails to consider the dissipation globally:∫
Bp
DdV =
∫
Bp
σintp : ǫ˙
int
p + σ¯
int⋆
p : ˙¯ǫpdV +
∫
∂Bp
˙¯ǫintp : τ¯
int
p · ndA≥ 0 . (7.54)
Herein, the effective plastic micro stress is defined as σ¯int⋆p := σ¯
int
p − div τ¯
int
p accord-
ing to Remark 2.3.3. The corresponding yield condition then depends on both the
plastic macro and effective plastic micro stress,
F = F˘ (σ, σ¯⋆)≤ 0 , (7.55)
while two separate flow rules,
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σintp F ,
˙¯ǫintp = γ∂σ¯int⋆F , (7.56)
control the plastic process at the macro and the micro level, respectively. A plastic
boundary condition on the boundary of the plastic region, chosen e. g. as
t¯
τ¯intp = τ¯intp · n = 0 on ∂Bp , (7.57)
evolves from the global dissipation. However it remains unclear how to determine
the placement of the plastic boundary.
Remark 7.3.1 (Constitutive assumption) Based on Table 2.1, we propose the
ansatz
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2∇ǫ¯e :·∇ǫ¯e+ 12 p‖ǫe− ǫ¯e‖
2
for the free-energy density (7.51). With this at hand, the definitions of the total stresses
(2.45) and plastic stresses (7.53) yield the particular formats:
σ = E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e] = σ
int
p , σ¯ = p[ǫ¯e− ǫe] = σ¯
int
p , τ¯ = µl
2∇ǫ¯e = τ¯
int
p .
The yield condition (7.55) then reads
F = F˜ (E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e], p[ǫ¯e− ǫe]−µl
2∆ǫ¯e)≤ 0 .
Gradient effects are captured by the balance of micromomentum and—due to the
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compatibility—also enter the yield function.
Incompatible formulation (MP–ITI). Different from the compatible case, in the
incompatible formulation, we decompose the gradient of the micro strain (2.39)2
into its elastic and its plastic parts:
η¯ = η¯e+ η¯
int
p . (7.58)
This decomposition allows for the elastic and a plastic part to be generally incom-
patible to (7.49)2 in the sense that η¯e 6= ∇(ǫ¯e) and η¯
int
p 6= ∇(ǫ¯
int
p ). Consequently the
free-energy density depends on six independent variables:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯− ǫ¯
int
p , η¯(ǫ¯)− η¯
int
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯; ǫ
int
p , ǫ¯
int
p , η¯
int
p ) . (7.59)
We adopt the definitions of the plastic macro and micro stress from the compatible
case (7.53)1,2, while we define the plastic double stress differently:
τ¯intp := −∂η¯intp W . (7.60)
Due to the incompatibility, the dissipation can be formulated locally:
D = σintp : ǫ˙
int
p + σ¯
int
p : ˙¯ǫ
int
p + τ¯
int
p :· ˙¯η
int
p ≥ 0 . (7.61)
The yield condition,
F = F˘ (σintp , σ¯
int
p , τ¯
int
p )≤ 0 , (7.62)
depends on all three plastic stress, while three flow rules,
ǫ˙intp = γ∂σintp F ,
˙¯ǫintp = γ∂σ¯intp F ,
˙¯ηintp = γ∂τ¯intp F , (7.63)
act separately with the plastic multiplier γ.
Remark 7.3.2 (Constitutive assumption) For the free-energy density (7.59) we
propose the straightforward assumption
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2η¯e :· η¯e+
1
2
p‖ǫe− ǫ¯e‖
2 .
which is equivalent to that of Table 2.1. With this at hand, the total stresses (2.45)
and the plastic stresses (7.60) render:
σ = E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e] = σ
int
p , σ¯ = p[ǫ¯e− ǫe] = σ¯
int
p , τ¯ = µl
2η¯e = τ¯
int
p .
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The yield condition (7.62) thus obeys the following dependency
F = F˜ (E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e], p[ǫ¯e− ǫe],µl
2η¯e)≤ 0 .
There are no gradient effects on in the yield function, rather these are only captured by
the balance of micromomentum (2.42)2.
7.3.3 Micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
internal micro variable approach (MP–IP)
A micromorphic plasticity that is based on the gradient of the plastic micro strain is
introduced here. Its foundation lies in the classical plasticity of Section 7.1, which
is enhanced by a plastic micro variable and its gradient. The macro strain given by
(2.15) is subject to the additive decomposition (7.1) recalled here:
ǫ = ǫe+ ǫ
int
p . (7.64)
The additionally considered plastic micro strain is denoted by ǫ¯intp . We present two
formulations which differ by either a compatible or an incompatible introduction of
the micro-strain gradient.
Compatible formulation (MP–IPC). In the compatible formulation we involve
the (compatible) gradient ∇ǫ¯intp of the micro strain. With the kinematic quantities at
hand, the free-energy density reads:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯
int
p ,∇ǫ¯
int
p ) = W˜ (u,ǫ
int
p , ǫ¯
int
p ) . (7.65)
Although the underlying classical continuum provides only one (macro) stress mea-
sure, (2.20), we define the plastic macro, micro and double stress measures as in
Equation (7.53) of MP–ITC, presented in Section 7.3.2. Consequently, we adopt the
dissipation (7.54), the yield condition (7.55) and the flow rule (7.56), which involve
the effective plastic micro stress. Due to the compatibility, we face the necessity to
choose boundary conditions on the plastic boundary as well.
Remark 7.3.3 (Constitutive assumption) We propose the following formulation
for the free-energy density (7.65):
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2∇ǫ¯intp :·∇ǫ¯
int
p +
1
2
p‖ǫintp − ǫ¯
int
p ‖
2 .
With this at hand we obtain the particular stress measures σ = E : ǫe as well as
σintp = E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ] σ¯
int
p = p[ǫ¯
int
p − ǫ
int
p ] , τ¯
int
p = µl
2∇ǫ¯intp ,
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by applying the definitions of the total stress (2.20) and plastic stresses (7.53), whereby
we observe that σintp = σ− σ¯
int
p . The yield condition (7.55) then in particular reads:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ], p[ǫ¯
int
p − ǫ
int
p ]−µl
2∆ǫ¯intp ) .
Due to the compatibility of the micro strain and the micro-strain gradient, we only face
gradient effects on the constitutive level, namely in the yield function.
Incompatible formulation (MP–IPI). In the incompatible formulation of the
same type of micromorphic plasticity, we choose an independent tensor of third
order η¯intp to advocate the gradient of plastic micro strain. Thus now the free-energy
density reads:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯
int
p , η¯
int
p ) = W˜ (u; ǫ
int
p , ǫ¯
int
p , η¯
int
p ) . (7.66)
Out of the set of stresses of the compatible formulation, we redefine the plastic
double stress according to (7.60). The dissipation, the yield condition, and the flow
rule take the same form as in Equations (7.61) through (7.63) in the incompatible
formulation of micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain of Section 7.3.2.
Thus we do not encounter the difficulty to define any plastic boundary conditions.
Remark 7.3.4 (Constitutive assumption) We propose the formulation (7.66):
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2η¯intp :· η¯
int
p +
1
2
p‖ǫintp − ǫ¯
int
p ‖
2
for the free-energy density. With this at hand, the stress measures obey σ = E : ǫe and
σintp = E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ] , σ¯
int
p = p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ] , τ¯
int
p = µl
2η¯intp ,
by evaluating the definitions of the total stress (2.20) and the plastic stresses (7.53)1
and (7.60). The yield condition takes the format
F = F˜ (E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ], p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
int
p ],µl
2η¯intp ) .
With these arguments to the yield function, we experience no gradient effects at all.
7.3.4 Micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain:
external micro variable approach (MP–ET)
We alternate the micromorphic plasticity MP–IT of Section 7.3.2 with respect the
decomposition of the micro strain and its gradient. While the decomposition of the
macro strain into an elastic and an internal plastic variable is achieved as before,
see Equation (7.49)1, we employ an external variable ǫ¯
ext
p to account for the micro
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plasticity and write the decomposition of the micro strain as:
ǫ¯ = ǫ¯e+ ǫ¯
ext
p . (7.67)
The two variants, we will present in the sequel, differ with respect to the decompo-
sition of the micro-strain gradient η¯ introduced in Equation (2.39)2.
Compatible formulation (MP–ETC). In the compatible formulation, the gra-
dient of the micro strain is decomposed into the gradient of the elastic and the
gradient of the plastic part of the micro strain (7.67), respectively:
η¯ =∇ǫ¯e+∇ǫ¯
ext
p . (7.68)
With this choice, the free-energy density reads:
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯− ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯(ǫ¯)−∇ǫ¯
ext
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯, ǫ¯
ext
p ; ǫ
int
p ) . (7.69)
Additional to the total stress measures (2.45) and the plastic macro stress (7.53)1,
we define the ’plastic’ micro stress and the ’plastic’ double stress,
σ¯extp := −∂ǫ¯extp W , τ¯
ext
p := −∂∇ǫ¯extp W , (7.70)
as the energetically conjugate variables to the external ’plastic’ micro strain measure
ǫ¯extp and its gradient. According to this framework, the dissipation, the yield condi-
tion and the flow rule take the form (7.3) through (7.6) of the classical plasticity of
Section 7.1. From an evaluation of the Dirichlet principle or rather the weak formu-
lation, we obtain the balance of momentum of the full micromorphic theory (2.41)
supplemented by the additional balance relation
σ¯ext⋆p = 0 in B , (7.71)
in terms of the effective plastic stress σ¯ext⋆p := div τ¯
ext
p − σ¯
ext
p . The corresponding
Neumann boundary condition arises as
τ¯extp · n := t¯
σ¯extp on ∂B . (7.72)
As a conclusion, we retrieve micromorphic micro elasticity incorporating classical
elastoplasticity on the macro scale.
Remark 7.3.5 (Energy Density) We propose the same formulation of the free-
energy density (7.69) as in Remark 7.3.1. The total stresses (2.45) and additional
stresses (7.70) then become
σ = E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e] = σ
int
p , σ¯ = p[ǫ¯e− ǫe] = σ¯
ext
p , τ¯ = µl
2∇ǫ¯e = τ¯
ext
p
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from which follows σ¯ext⋆p = σ¯−µl
2∆ǫ¯exte . The yield function depends only on σ
int
p as
F = F˜ (E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e]) .
Hereby the external variables and its corresponding additional balance relation (7.71)
enter the yield condition indirectly through the elastic micro strain ǫ¯e.
Incompatible formulation (MP–ETI). In order to achieve an incompatible for-
mulation of this type of micromorphic plasticity, we choose an independent external
tensor variable of third order η¯extp to represent the plastic part of the gradient of
micro strain:
η¯ = η¯e+ η¯
ext
p . (7.73)
With this, the free-energy density reads
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯− ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯(ǫ¯)− η¯
ext
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯, ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯
ext
p ; ǫ
int
p ) . (7.74)
We adopt the stress measures of the compatible variant including the total stress
measures (2.45) and the plastic macro stress (7.53)1 and the ’plastic’ micro stress
(7.70)1. However we define the ’plastic’ double stress,
τ¯extp := −∂η¯extp W , (7.75)
through its energetically conjugate counterpart η¯extp . Again, the macro quantities in-
herit the plastic framework of classical elastoplasticity of Section 7.1, which includes
the non-negative dissipation, yield condition and flow rule (7.3) through (7.6). We
consider the Dirichlet principle and obtain the micromorphic balance of momentum
and boundary conditions, (2.41) and (2.43) respectively, on the one hand, and the
following trivial balance equations for the additional stresses
σ¯extp = 0 , τ¯
ext
p = 0 in B , (7.76)
on the other hand. With the stress definitions (7.70)1 and (7.75), the dependency
of the free-energy density (7.74) on the external variables vanishes analogously to
GP–ETI of Section 7.2.4: i. e. W˜ (u, ǫ¯; ǫintp ). As a conclusion, with this formulation we
retrieve micromorphic elasticity incorporating classical elastoplasticity on the macro
scale.
Remark 7.3.6 (Constitutive assumption) We naively propose the same formula-
tion for the free-energy density (7.69) as in Remark 7.3.2 again. The total stresses
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(2.45) and the additional stresses (7.70) then read
σ = E : ǫe+ p[ǫe− ǫ¯e] = σ
ext
p , σ¯ = p[ǫ¯e− ǫe] = σ¯
ext
p , τ¯ = µl
2η¯e = τ¯
ext
p ,
whereby with (7.76) the micro stress and the micro double stress vanish: σ¯ = 0, τ¯ = 0,
respectively. With this constitutive assumption, the the yield function (7.5) depends on
the macro stress only:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe)≤ 0 .
Thus all micro contributions vanish, and the present MP–ETI formulation is further
reduced to classical plasticity.
7.3.5 Micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
external micro variable approach (MP–EP)
Along the lines of the MP–IP presented in Section 7.3.3, we introduce a micromor-
phic plasticity using external variables to represent the plastic micro strain. This
procedure is also based on the classical elastoplasticity of Section 7.1 with its cor-
responding kinematics and (macro) plasticity framework, and enhanced by an ex-
ternal plastic micro strain ǫ¯extp and a further plastic micro strain ’gradient’. In the
sequel we again illuminate two formulations that differ by the manner the third
order ’plastic’ micro strain is introduced.
Compatible formulation (MP–EPC). First the compatible formulation in which
the gradient of the external ’plastic’ micro strain, ∇ǫ¯extp , is considered. Within this
framework, the free-energy density reads
W =W (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯
ext
p ,∇ǫ¯
ext
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯
ext
p ;ǫ
int
p ) . (7.77)
The total (macro) stress of the classical continuum (2.20) goes along with the ’plas-
tic’ micro stress and the ’plastic’ double stress,
σ¯extp = −∂ǫ¯extp W , τ¯
ext
p = −∂∇ǫ¯extp W , (7.78)
respectively, arising from the external plastic strain variable and its gradient. The
plastic macro stress defined in (7.4) constitutes the sole internal plastic stress, for
which the dissipation, the yield condition, and the flow rule again take the format
as in the classical plasticity, (7.3) through (7.6). However, the external variables
again involve the additional balance equation (7.71), which goes along with the
boundary condition (7.72) as for MP–ETC in Section 7.3.4. In conclusion, with this
formulation we retrieve classical elastoplasticity on the macro-scale with micromor-
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phic micro-elasticity. Due to the additional micro field equation, which influences
the yield function, we expect this formulation prove especially useful in the context
of regularization.
Remark 7.3.7 (Constitutive assumption) For the free-energy density of (7.77) we
suggest the straightforward formulation:
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖∇ǫ¯extp ‖
2+ 1
2
p‖ǫintp − ǫ¯
ext
p ‖
2 .
This renders the stress measures: σ = E : ǫe, as well as
σintp = E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
ext
p ] , σ¯
ext
p = p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
ext
p ] , τ¯
ext
p = −µl
2∇ǫ¯extp .
We observe that σintp = σ− σ¯
ext
p , which, with the extra balance (7.71), yields the yield
function as:
F = F˜ (E : ǫe+µl
2∆ǫ¯extp )≤ 0 .
With this, both the macro stress and the external plastic strain gradient influence the
plastic yielding.
Incompatible formulation (MP–EPI). In the second formulation of this type
of micromorphic plasticity the third-order external ’plastic’ micro variable η¯extp is
chosen independently, such that it will generally not equal the gradient of ǫ¯extp . With
this assumption, the free-energy density renders the following dependencies
W = W˘ (ǫ(u)− ǫintp , ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯
ext
p ) = W˜ (u, ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯
ext
p ; ǫ
int
p ) (7.79)
All stresses are inherited from the compatible version of the present formulation,
except for the ’plastic’ double stress, which is defined by (7.75). The framework of
dissipation, yield condition, and flow rule are again adopted from classical plasticity
of Section 7.1, (7.3) through (7.6). By an examination of the weak formulation,
besides the canonical balance of momentum (2.17), we once more obtain trivial
balance equations for the ’plastic’ stress and double stress (7.76). Since this implies
that the contributions of the external variables ǫ¯extp and η¯
ext
p in the free-energy density
function (7.79) vanish, i. e. W˜ (u; ǫintp ), we retrieve classical elastoplasticity.
Remark 7.3.8 (Constitutive assumption) The simplistic model formulation for
the free energy
W = 1
2
ǫe : E : ǫe+ 12 µl
2‖η¯extp ‖
2+ 1
2
p‖ǫintp − ǫ¯
ext
p ‖
2
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renders the particular stress measures to become σ = E : ǫe ,
σintp = E : ǫe− p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
ext
p ] , σ¯
ext
p = p[ǫ
int
p − ǫ¯
ext
p ] , τ¯
ext
p = −µl
2η¯extp .
From the trivial balance (7.76) follows that
ǫintp = ǫ¯
ext
p , η¯
ext
p = 0 .
Thus only the stress σintp = σ remains, which is completely in line with the classical
plasticity framework.
7.3.6 Conclusion on micromorphic plasticity formulations
The governing equations of the above formulation of micromorphic plasticity are
summarized in the sequel. Additionally an hierarchic overview is given in Tables 7.3
and 7.4. We have varied the three key features indicated formerly. From the indi-
vidual constellation of key properties of the micromorphic plasticity formulations,
certain characteristics are obtained, which we briefly review as follows:
MP–ITC (Compatible micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain: internal-
micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.2) is formulated for the full micromorphic
continuum. Thus the formulation represents a complete micromorphic continuum
plasticity. However, the large number of degrees of freedom makes it computation-
ally rather expensive. Furthermore the compatibility in the plastic strain gradients
causes the cumbersome necessity to determine the plastic boundary.
MP–ITI (Incompatible micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain: internal-
micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.2) is a full micromorphic theory with plastic
micro strain and a plastic double strain, which are independent of each other and
are captured by separate flow rules. With respect to the number of unknowns,
this framework is computationally as expensive as the former, however it lacks any
difficulty of plastic boundaries.
MP–IPC (Compatible micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
internal-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.3) is based on the classical plastic-
ity, which is enhanced by the gradient on the plastic strain. Although, concerning
the number of primary variables, this formulation is computationally less expensive,
the problem to track the plastic boundary is present.
MP–IPI (Incompatible micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
internal-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.3) represents a plasticity formulation
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within the classical continuum, which is endowed with an additional independent
plastic tensorial micro variable of second and third order, respectively.
MP–ETC (Compatible micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain:
external-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.4) is based on a full micromorphic
continuum. While the plasticity framework is restricted to the macro level, we ob-
tain balance of momentum for the macro and the micro quantities as well as an
extra balance resulting from the external micro variable and its gradient.
MP–ETI (Incompatible micromorphic plasticity based on total micro strain:
external-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.4) incorporates the micromorphic
continuum framework including balance of macro and micro momentum, while the
plasticity framework is retained solely at the macro level.
MP–EPC (Compatible micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
external-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.5) is a classical plasticity which is
endowed with additional balance relations for the external variables on the micro
scale.
MP–EPI (Incompatible micromorphic plasticity based on plastic micro strain:
external-micro-variable approach of Section 7.3.5) is based on the classical contin-
uum. Since the introduced external variables trivially vanish, only the balance of
macro momentum remains. Thus we retrieve a classical plasticity formulation.
Discussion. In micromorphic plasticity, contrary to the gradient plasticity formu-
lations, we obtain a set of equations for the macro quantities that is identical for all
formulations, no matter which variant we pursue. For internal plastic micro vari-
ables (MP–I••) we obey a plasticity formulation, which takes into account the plastic
macro stress as well as the plastic micro stress and the double stress. Contrary with
the introduction of an external micro variable (MP–E••), the actual plasticity consti-
tutive framework reduces to classical plasticity on the macro scale with additional
balance relations acting on the micro scale. These approaches show decisive paral-
lels to the contributions of Gurtin and Podio-Guidugli (1992), Gurtin (2000a, 2003),
Cermelli and Gurtin (2002), Anand et al. (2005). The micromorphic-plasticity for-
mulations based on total micro strain (MP–•T•) incorporate the full micromorphic
continuum framework with its respective macro and micro balance of momentum
and the corresponding boundary conditions. Contrary, the micromorphic plastic-
strain formulation (MP– •P•), which are based on the classical continuum, require
only a single balance of momentum with the well-known classical boundary condi-
tion. We further notic that all compatible formulations (MP–••C) involve a nonzero
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nonlocality residual, which can only be resolved by considering the dissipation in-
equality globally and goes along with the necessity to keep track of the plastic
boundary. All micromorphic formulations only require C0 continuity for the dis-
placement.
Within the discussed micromorphic plasticity formulations, we believe that the
formulation we denoted as MP–EPC can prove significantly advantageous in the
context of regularization. On the one hand, this formulation is based on the classical
continuum, which keeps the computational costs low with respect to the number of
degrees of freedom (and the continuity requirements), and on the other hand, such
formulation allows to control the yield process by an external variable. Particularly
it is smoothed out through the external balance equation that has to be satisfied.
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The main objective of this thesis was to develop a numerical multiscale framework
that allows to obtain the global response of a material layer with a microstructure
displaying size effects. In this concluding chapter, the work is briefly summarized
chapter by chapter in Section 8.1. Upon this summary, the main contribution of this
thesis is emphasized in Section 8.2. The chapter closes with an outlook on research
topics which evolve from the findings.
8.1 Summary
Chapter 2 (Generalized continuum theories) An overview on different continuum
theories was given. In this context, first the respective key characteristics of the
classical, the gradient, and the micromorphic continuum were illustrated by the aid
of the nonlinear deformation mapping of a finite line element. For these particular
theories, a continuum mechanics framework was both examined with respect to
finite and infinitesimal deformations.
Chapter 3 (Micromorphic continua) A micromorphic continuum formulation was
introduced, which is characterized by the additional consideration of a microstruc-
ture attached at each continuum point. In this theory extra kinematic quantities
account for the deformation of these microcontinua. Both a macro and micro bal-
ance of momentum were derived based upon the enhanced finite-deformation kine-
matics considering variational principles. In this consideration of the micromorphic
continuum the duality of the spatial- and the material-motion problem was espe-
cially emphasized. The relations of the kinematic quantities, the stress quantities
and the balance relations in the two perspectives were pointed out. For a consti-
tutive framework, we presented a hyperelastic constitutive ansatz that accounts for
both the macro and the micro scale, and additionally couples both by a so-called
scale-transition term. For the solution of the coupled micromorphic boundary value
problems, we derived a finite-element approximation scheme. In this numerical
context we particularly applied the material-force method based on the material-
motion problem considered before. Besides the nodal material force of the macro
scale, which conforms to that known from the classical continuum, an additional
quantity for the micro scale was derived, which we denote as the nodal configu-
rational double force. The chapter was completed with numerical examples. For
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two different boundary value problems, the discretized spatial- motion problem was
solved and moreover the presented quantities from the micromorphic material-force
method were computed in a post-processing step. The theory together with the nu-
merical formulation renders the typical features, such as nonsymmetric stress and
size-effects.
Chapter 4 (Computational homogenization of a continuous medium) A brief intro-
duction to the fundamental concept of the direct multiscale approach and the re-
sulting computational homogenization approach was given. Thereby, first the scale
transition between a classical continuum at the macro level and the same framework
at the micro level was reviewed. Especially in view of Chapter 6, we augmented
this multiscale approach to the homogenization of a continuum with an underlying
mesostructure with intrinsic microstructure and modelled the RVE with a micromor-
phic continuum. All considerations were pursued within the general framework of
finite deformations.
Chapter 5 (Computational homogenization of a heterogeneous material layer) In
this chapter, we proposed a computational homogenization approach for a micro-
scopically heterogeneous material layer. This approach allows to obtain the macro-
scopic response of this material layer based on its underlying microstructural con-
stitution. Situated within a continuum, a cohesive interface represents the material
layer. Based on the continuum-homogenization standards reviewed in Chapter 4,
we related the vectorial quantities traction and separation at the macro level to the
averaged tensorial stress and deformation gradient at the micro level. The height
of the RVE was considered as the height of the material layer itself and entered
the equivalence of the virtual work of both scales. To account for the two possible
deformation modes in the interface, i. e. tension and shear, customized boundary
conditions were presented, which are hybrid between prescribed deformation out
of plane and periodic deformation in plane of the interface. The developed theoret-
ical framework was successfully embedded into a computational homogenization
procedure. As documented in numerical examples, the obtained macroscopic re-
sponse depends on the particular geometry and material properties of the respective
microstructure.
Chapter 6 (Computational homogenization of material layers with micromorphic
mesostructure) The homogenization framework for material layers of Chapter 5,
was successfully extended to material layers with an underlying micromorphic
mesostructure. The macro quantities, which are governed by the deformation jump,
were linked to their corresponding quantities on the RVE level by homogenization.
Thereby the two different types of continua, i. e. a classical continuum at the macro
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level and a micromorphic continuum at the meso/micro level, are consistently re-
lated to each other by means of a homogenization approach in the framework of
finite deformations. In this context boundary conditions were developed that clearly
account for the deformation induced by the interface, while they fulfil the Hill con-
dition. As in the preceding chapter, we translated the theoretical concept into a
computational homogenization. Particularly the dependence of the global response
on the internal length in the micromorphic RVE was displayed in numerical exam-
ples.
Chapter 7 (Classification of generalized plasticity) A classification of formulations
of both gradient plasticity and micromorphic plasticity was proposed. For both su-
perordinate theories we varied (i) the type of plastic variable (as an external or
internal variable), (ii) the type of higher-order strain acting on either the total or
the plastic (micro) strain, and (iii) the compatibility of the plastic strain and the
plastic higher-order strain. As a conclusion, with some formulations we retrieved
established versions of what is coined as strain gradient plasticity. In particular the
GP–ITI is the full gradient plasticity which in a further specified variant can be found
in Fleck and Hutchinson (1993), furthermore the GP–IPC identifies the gradient of
plastic strain theories that have for instance been presented by Aifantis (1984), Men-
zel and Steinmann (2000), Fleck and Hutchinson (2001). Other formulations boil
down to existing theories of classical plasticity. Particularly we found out that all for-
mulations of gradient plasticity constructed with external plastic variables proved to
be not beneficial since no dissipation is connected with the external variables.
8.2 Main contribution
Since in this thesis, the micromorphic continuum (Eringen, 1999) was addressed
in its entire duality of configurational and deformational mechanics, the material-
force method was enabled to be applied. Based on the resulting material tractions
and double tractions, both material forces and double forces were derived, which
are expected to prove useful when focusing on defect mechanics for micromorphic
or related generalized continua. With the constitutive assumption at finite defor-
mations, we introduced a numerical finite-element framework. This enables the
simulation of size-dependent elasticity without arduous continuity requirements as
known from higher-gradient continua.
Based upon the existing homogeneous approaches for continuous media, a com-
putational homogenization for material layers was presented. With this method-
ology, the traction-separation relations for such material layers can be extracted
numerically for a known microstructural constitution. With the continuous repre-
sentative volume element under the proposed hybrid boundary conditions, in par-
ticular mixed-mode loading is captured in a natural manner. Additionally to existing
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approaches to mixed-mode response (e. g. Ortiz and Pandolfi (1999), van den Bosch
et al. (2006)), the behaviour is here obtained directly based on the microstructure
rather than by an a priori constitutive assumption for the material layer. Through
the incorporation of the micromorphic continuum within the representative volume
element, the procedure moreover accounts for size effects, which arise due to an
underlying microstructure in the material layer, as can for instance be found in geo-
materials, metals, polymers, etc. The proposed multiscale finite-element framework
for the micromorphic hyperelastic continuum allows to compute multiscale bound-
ary value problems of interest numerically.
Furthermore, a classification of concepts in thermodynamically consistent gener-
alised plasticity was given. While some formulations resulting from the schematic
variation of key features proved unphysical, meaningful approaches were especially
pointed out and could partially be identified with existing formulations. The classifi-
cation is considered as a platform for the development of further particularizations.
8.3 Outlook
Micromorphic continua and generalized plasticity In the modelling of hyper-
elastic micromorphic continua further constitutive models could be developed that
accomplish the coupling between the macro and the micro deformation maps in a
different manner.
The studied formulations of generalized plasticity call for a numerical implemen-
tation in order to further investigate their respective advantages and drawbacks.
This could for instance document that or if the formulation we denoted as MP–EPC
can prove advantageous in the context of regularization. Moreover it is desirable
to advance the useful concepts of generalized, especially micromorphic, plasticity to
finite strain.
Computational homogenization of material layers For the modelling of het-
erogeneous material layers, in addition to the hyperelastic constitutive format cho-
sen here, the incorporation of irreversible or even softening behaviour within the
microstructure remain a challenge for future research. Such choices are expected to
render typical cohesive laws (Needleman, 1987, 1990a, Xu and Needleman, 1993,
Ortiz and Pandolfi, 1999, van den Bosch et al., 2006). A distinct improvement with
respect to these phenomenological approaches is particularly expected for mixed-
mode loading that now can be treated more accurately under incorporation of the
response of the underlying micro- or mesostructure.
The material layers with micromorphic mesostructure call for an incorporation
of the envisioned irreversible micromorphic material models into the multiscale
framework. By a consideration of the micromorphic mesostructure, a third scale
has intrinsically been involved in the model. It can be seen as a challenge for future
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research to link the present model representation of the attached microcontinua to
actual physical microstructures, such as granular assemblies as e. g. treated by Meier
et al. (2008a) and in the framework of homogenization (Ehlers et al., 2003, Miehe
and Dettmar, 2004, Dettmar, 2006, Meier et al., 2008b). Such granular assemblies
can be modelled by means of granular representative volume elements underlying
to the micromorphic mesostructure. In a homogenization of these representative
volume elements, e. g. intergranular friction is expected to result in nonsymmetric
homogenized stresses. Therefore these models particularly motivate to be connected
with a micromorphic or micropolar continuum at the meso level.
In the context of numerics, further improvements can be made with respect to
interface element technology. The incorporation of contact algorithms should be in-
volved to capture compression within the interface. Besides finite interface elements
also more elaborate methods for the handling of the cohesive interface representing
the material layer can be employed. Among the most prominent approaches are the
extended finite element method (Moës et al., 1999, Sukumar et al., 2000, 2004) or
the approaches based on Nitsche’s method (Hansbo and Hansbo, 2003, Mergheim
et al., 2005, 2007, Mergheim, 2006, Jäger et al., 2008, 2007). These enable a treat-
ment of the layer which is independent of the finite element mesh geometry.
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A Second-Gradient Continuum:
Balance of Momentum and
Boundary Conditions
For the large strain formulation of the second-gradient continuum of Section 2.3.1
the derivation of the local static balance of momentum and the corresponding Neu-
man boundary conditions is presented here. This fundamental derivation goes back
to Mindlin (1965) for small strain, while it has been exploited towards large strain
formulations for instance in Sunyk and Steinmann (2003), Kirchner and Steinmann
(2005).
We directly obtain the weak formulation of the static balance of momentum from
the Dirichlet principle (2.23):∫
B0
P : δF +Q :·δG dV
.
=
∫
B0
b0 ·δϕ dV +
∫
∂B0
t P0 ·δϕ + t
Q
0 ·δG dA . (A.1)
Therein the stress and double stress are given in (2.38). With the kinematics (2.30)
the left-hand side is tranformed as follows:∫
B0
P : δF +Q :·G dV
=
∫
B0
Div (δϕ · P)−δϕ ·DivP dV +Div (∇Xδϕ ·Q)
−
∫
B0
Div (δϕ ·DivQ)−δϕ ·Div (DivQ)dV (A.2)
=
∫
B0
δϕ ·Div (DivQ− P)dV +
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [P −DivQ]dA+
∫
∂B0
δ∇Xϕ : [Q · N]dA .
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Herein the last term deserves special consideration. We apply a split into a normal
and a tangential contribution to the gradient operator
∇X(•) :=∇X(•)
N ⊗ N +∇T
X
(•) (A.3)
wherein the normal gradient is defined as ∇N
X
(•) := ∇X(•) · N and the tangential as
∇T
X
(•) :=∇X(•) · T =∇X(•) · [I − N ⊗ N]. With this split, we can reformulate the last
term in (A.2) as∫
∂B0
δ∇Xϕ : Q · NdA=
∫
∂B0
∇N
X
(δϕ) · [Q : [N ⊗ N]]dA+
∫
∂B0
∇T
X
(δϕ) : [Q · N]dA .
(A.4)
The latter term is rewritten as∫
∂B0
[∇X(δϕ) · T] : [Q · N]dA=
∫
∂B0
∇X(δϕ ·Q · N) : T −δϕ · ∇X(Q · N) : T dA (A.5)
To simplify this expression, we apply the surface divergence theorem based on
Stokes theorem for the closed surface, which reads for a vector a∫
∂B0
∇X a : T + Ka · N dA= 0 (A.6)
Hereby K := −∇X N : T = −∇
T
X
N : I defines the total curvature of the surface ∂B0.
With the vectorial expression taken as a = δϕ ·Q · N, the term (A.5) is transformed
to ∫
∂B0
∇T
X
(δϕ) : [Q · N]dA= −
∫
∂B0
K δϕ · [Q · N] · N +δϕ · ∇X(Q · N) : T dA
= −
∫
∂B0
δϕ ·

K Q[N ⊗ N] +∇T
X
(Q · N) : I

dA (A.7)
In the latter term we recognize the operatorL (Q·N) := −K Q : [N⊗N]+∇T
X
[Q·N] : I
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of Remark 2.3.1. The balance is rewritten in total as∫
B0
δϕ ·Div (DivQ− P)dV +
∫
∂B0
δϕ · [P −DivQ]dA
−
∫
∂B0
δϕ ·

K Q[N ⊗ N] +∇T
X
(Q · N) : I

dA+
∫
∂B0
∇N
X
(δϕ) · [Q : [N ⊗ N]]dA (A.8)
=
∫
B0
b0 ·δϕ dV +
∫
∂B0
t P0 ·δϕ + t
Q
0 ·δG dA .
From is equation, the bulk contributions deliver the local static balance of momen-
tum
Div (P −DivQ) = −b0 in B0 , (A.9)
while the Neumann boundary conditions are given by the surface contributions:
[P −DivQ] · N +L (Q · N) := t P0 on ∂B
P
0 (A.10)
Q : [N ⊗ N] := tQ0 on ∂B
Q
0 . (A.11)
In an analogous manner, this derivation can be applied to the small strain case of
Section 2.3.2 as well.
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B An Alternative Constitutive
Assumption for Micromorphic
Hyperelasticity
Alternatively to the additive relation in (3.50)3, the scale transition in the energy
formulation (3.49) can as well be obtained by a multiplicative formulation
W scale0 =
1
2
p [ f¯ · F − I] : [ f¯ · F − I] . (B.1)
Spatial-motion stresses With the alternative stored-energy density formulation
(B.1), the Piola-type stresses (3.9) result in
P = DFW0 = [λ ln J −µ] f
t+µF + p f¯
t
· [ f¯ · F − I] ,
P¯ = DF¯W0 = p f¯
t
· [I − f¯ · F] · F t · f¯
t
, (B.2)
Q¯ = DG¯W0 = µl
2G¯ .
With the relations (3.18) the Cauchy-type stresses are then obtained as
σ = j[[λ ln J −µ] f t+µF + p f¯
t
· [ f¯ · F − I]] · F t ,
σ¯ = j[p f¯
t
· [I − f¯ · F] · F t+µl2G¯
2,3
: G¯] , (B.3)
τ¯ = jµl2G¯ : [F¯
t
⊗ F t] .
for the present constitutive model. The same restrictions to the symmetry of the
stress apply as for the additive scale transition (3.50)3.
Material-motion stresses In the absence of body forces, the following expres-
sions for the purely material stresses of Eshelby type are obtained with (B.1) and
(3.46)
Σ = [W0−λ ln J +µ]I −µF
t · F + pF t · f¯
t
· [I − f¯ · F]−µl2G¯
1,2
: G¯ ,
Σ¯ = p[ f¯ · F − I] · F t · f¯
t
−µl2G¯
1,3
: G¯ , (B.4)
T¯ = −µl2 F¯
t
· G¯
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In the same manner the Piola-type stresses (3.25) of the material-motion problem
can be derived as
p = j[[W0−λ ln J +µ]I −µF
t · F + pF t · f¯
t
· [ f¯ · F − I]−µl2G¯
1,2
: G¯] · F t
p¯ = jp[ f¯ · F − I] · F t (B.5)
q¯ = − jµl2 F¯
t
· G¯ : [F¯
t
⊗ F t] .
using Ut ≡Wt .
Tangent Operator For a numerical solution within the finite-element framework
presented in Section 3.4, the particular components of the tangent stiffness oper-
ator derived from multiplicative scale transition and the corresponding Piola-type
stresses (B.2) read:
DF P = λ f
t⊗ f t+

µ−λ ln J

f t⊗ f +µ I⊗ I + p[ f¯
t
· f¯ ]⊗ I
DF¯ P = −p

f¯
t
⊗ [[ f¯ · F − I]t · f¯ ] + [ f¯
t
· f¯ ]⊗ [F t · f¯
t
]

DF P¯ = −p

[ f¯
t
· f¯ ]⊗ [ f¯ · F] + [ f¯
t
· [I − f¯ · F]]⊗ f¯

(B.6)
DF¯ P¯ = p f¯
t
⊗ [ f¯ · F · [ f¯ · F − I]t · f¯ ] + [ f¯
t
· f¯ ]⊗ [ f¯ · F · F t · f¯
t
]
+ [ f¯
t
· [ f¯ · F − I] · F t · f¯
t
]⊗ f¯

,
DG¯Q¯ = +µl
2 I⊗

I⊗ I

,
DF Q¯ = 0
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